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INTRODUCTION 

 
 The race is on, in more ways than one. 
 
 Racing as a participatory and spectator sport is speeding ahead in popularity.  For 
example, attendance at NASCAR events is up over 90% since 1990.  Stock car racing 
generates better TV ratings than those of any sport other than the National Football 
League.  The Nextel Cup series draws an average of more than 180,000 fans to each 
race.1  Because of its racing legacy, North Carolina is well positioned to gain a 
considerable amount of the economic activity generated by this growth in popularity. 
 
 The race is also on by other states to recruit race teams, suppliers, and events 
away from North Carolina.  Incursions from other states are actively being pursued right 
now.  North Carolina, through its long heritage of racing, enjoys a leading position and 
the inside track.  But the competition is going to pass the State, unless proactive measures 
are taken to retain and grow the thriving motorsports industry in North Carolina. 
 
 The North Carolina Motorsports Association (“NCMA”), formed in 2002, 
identified the opportunities North Carolina has available to grow and promote this 
industry.  Consequently, in the Spring of 2003, representatives of NCMA met with 
Governor Michael Easley and other senior state officials to discuss the need to quantify 
the economic impact of this industry and to devise effective strategies to retain and grow 
the strong advantages the State now enjoys in the motorsports sector. 
 
 Governor Easley was supportive and concerned with the need for these analyses.  
He pledged support for the project and his administration’s readiness to take a leadership 
role in efforts to retain and grow this industry sector. 
 
 The overall motorsports study consists of two parts.  First, an analysis of the 
economic impact of the motorsports industry in North Carolina was conducted by faculty 
at The University of North Carolina at Charlotte and accompanies this portion of the 
report. 
 
 Secondly, this portion of the report addresses the competitive environment which 
this State faces in the motorsports arena.  It suggests strategies that state and local 
economic development organizations might undertake to retain and build the motorsports 
industry in North Carolina. 
 
 The intent of this portion of the report is to recommend policy and program 
initiatives that build on the industry cluster North Carolina enjoys in motorsports. 
 
 Although the depth of analysis, as reflected by the number of interview and focus 
groups, is inevitably limited by time and cost limitations, an effort has been made to gain 

                                            
1 Fay, David, “Rural NASCAR Crosses Border,” The Washington Times, August 6, 2004 
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some input from all segments of the motorsports industry.  For the purpose of this study, 
motorsports segments that have received focus are oval track racing, drag racing, road 
racing and powerboat racing.  There are many other segments of motorsports racing 
which were not included in this evaluation due to limits of time and resources.  These 
include motorsports entities centered on motocross racing, mud slings, tractor pulls, road 
rallies and others.  These segments are important as well, but are not within the scope of 
this study.  Input was obtained from race teams, venues (major and secondary), suppliers, 
museums, race schools, economic development organizations, travel tourism promotion 
organizations, sanctioning organizations, television and film production companies, 
educational institutions, philanthropic organizations, race sponsors and others.   
 
 This broad view of motorsports, beyond the obvious predominance of attention on 
NASCAR Cup Racing, reveals an industry which is high in technology, geographically 
dispersed all over the State, and ripe for growth. 
 
 Acting upon the recommendations contained in this report will provide North 
Carolina’s leadership the opportunity to build upon the State’s great motorsports heritage. 
 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
 The Sanford Holshouser Business Development Group developed the scope of 
work for this study in collaboration with NCMA and the University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte Urban Institute.  As stated earlier in this report and in the University of North 
Carolina at Charlotte’s economic impact analysis, the motorsports industry is not a 
clearly defined industry.  This study captured many segments of the motorsports industry.  
Several groups were targeted for input: motorsports industry officials, sanctioning 
associations, economic developers, tourism directors, educational institutions and other 
motorsports organizations. 
 
 This study considers the motorsports industry to include these segments that are 
directly involved in motorsports and those segments that support the motorsports 
industry.  Examples of segments directly involved in motorsports are race teams and 
venues.  Examples of support segments are tourist attractions, driving schools and 
industry suppliers.  Information was gathered from the following industry segments in 
focus groups and/or interviews: race team managers and drivers, sanctioning associations, 
museums, public relations/media firms, venues, vendors/supplier and driving schools.     
 
 The database used to identify industry contacts is the largest known database of 
the motorsports industry in North Carolina.  Developed by NCMA, the database includes 
NCMA members and nonmembers.  Some participants were not a part of the NCMA 
database and were discovered during the course of this study. 
  
 At Appendix A is a detailed summary of the methodology used in this study and 
the segments of the industry contacted.  Also included at this Appendix are summaries of 
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the background and capabilities of The Sanford Holshouser Business Development 
Group and the University of North Carolina at Charlotte Urban Institute. 
 
 
 

IMPACT OF INDUSTRY 
 
 As stated above, faculty at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte prepared 
an economic impact analysis of the motorsports industry.  This analysis was led by Dr. 
John Connaughton of the Belk College of Business at that University.  Dr. Connaughton 
is a well recognized expert who has provided similar services in other such analyses.  
Most notably he has in the recent past coordinated an economic impact analysis of the 
motorsports industry in the Charlotte region.   
 
 Dr. Connaughton’s analysis in this instance focused on a statewide economic 
impact of the motorsports industry, based on 2003 data, and produced some enlightening 
and encouraging results which are summarized here. 
 
 Dr. Connaughton’s analysis evaluated several types of impacts, which include: 
 

• Output impacts, which measure total spending by the industry. 
 

• Employment impacts, which measure total employment in the industry. 
 

• Employee compensation impacts, which measure compensation of 
employees in the industry. 

 
• Value added impacts, which measure the value added inputs which are in 

this State. 
 
 Dr. Connaughton’s evaluation demonstrates that total output impacts (spending) is 
conservatively $5,075,067,394.  This alone is clear evidence of how significant the 
motorsports industry is to North Carolina. 
 
 Also of great significance is the number of jobs created by the motorsports 
industry.  His report shows that the number of direct, indirect and induced jobs generated 
by the motorsports industry in North Carolina is 24,406.  At a time when this State is 
losing jobs in many traditional industries (e.g., furniture and textiles) ,the employment 
created by the motorsports industry is of great importance. 
 
 Dr. Connaughton’s study also shows that the jobs created by the motorsports 
industry are very well paying.  Total compensation within the industry is determined to 
be $1,489,175,042.  The average direct compensation per job is $70,548 per year. 
 
 Total value added impact measures the value that North Carolina industry 
contributes to the final selling price of goods and services.  For example, Fountain 
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Powerboats manufactures high performance racing boats in this State.  A powerboat 
manufactured here has value added here, which is reflected in the selling price.  An 
automotive part manufactured in another state has value added in that state, even though 
the selling of that product in this State is reflected in total output impacts stated above.  
The total value added impact of motorsports in North Carolina amounted to 
$2,496,911,841. 
     
 The study done by Dr. John Connaughton and others establishes a surprisingly 
large economic impact.  The scope and impact of the motorsports industry was 
understood to be substantial, by people who were aware of the industry and knew of its 
full breadth and depth, beyond NASCAR.  However, the economic impact discovered by 
Dr. Connaughton’s team exceeded the expectations of even those people who are well 
informed about the industry.   
 
 The point of reviewing the key economic impact findings herein is to emphasize 
the importance of this industry and hence the need to develop strategies to retain and 
grow the industry.  This level of attention is long overdue.  With the current level of 
competitive threats rising, it is imperative that State, regional and local economic 
development organizations provide for much more in-depth involvement in and support 
of the motorsports industry.   
 
 Attention to Dr. Connaughton’s study is encouraged for the details of his analysis, 
which are merely summarized above. 
 
 
 

HISTORY OF MOTORSPORTS IN NORTH CAROLINA 
 
 In order to put matters into a proper context, it is worthwhile to reflect briefly 
upon the history of motorsports in North Carolina. 
 
 This brief history is not offered merely for the purpose of nostalgia.  More 
importantly, it is because of that long heritage that so many motorsports elements 
populate the State.  It is this natural cluster of motorsports companies, venues and events 
that is North Carolina’s strongest asset for the continued retention and growth of the 
industry.   
 
 Consequently, in a very real sense, the heritage of motorsports in this State is the 
basis upon which the industry is to be protected, more of the industry is to be attracted, 
and the State is best promoted as the leading motorsports destination in the Country. 
 
 Richard Petty has been noted as saying that motor car racing has been around ever 
since the second car was built.  No doubt this is true.  Consequently, no state can likely 
claim to be the “birth place” of motorsports. 
 
 However, no other state in the nation can lay claim to the long, rich heritage 
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which motorsports has in North Carolina 
 
 Long before the super speedways of today, there was a venue in Charlotte known 
as the Charlotte Speedway.  At various times, it was located near the intersection of 
Wilkinson Boulevard and Little Rock Road.  Later it was moved to the area of the 
intersection of North Tryon Street and Sugar Creek Road.  
 
 At its original location, the Charlotte Speedway was a one and one-half mile oval 
track with a wooden plank surface.  The first race at that track was in 1924, which had 
approximately 50,000 spectators in attendance.  This race involved open wheel cars.  The 
presence of this venue and the events at this track began to stimulate interest in 
motorsport racing.  Some smaller racing venues began to be developed around the State. 
 
 As many have heard about the origins of stock car racing, a number of future 
stock car drivers learned their skills by driving cars on the roads of North Carolina 
hauling moonshine (illegal, non-taxed whiskey) for the manufacturers of this product.  A 
classic movie starring Robert Mitchum, Thunder Road, immortalized this.  A recent 
article in the July 28, 2004 issue of “National Speed Sport News” commented that, 
“Robert G. Johnson, Jr. - better known as Junior Johnson - used driving skills he learned 
running moonshine on the back roads of North Carolina to become one of  the most 
prominent figures in stock car racing history.”  Junior Johnson went on to win fifty races 
at NASCAR’s top level and he finished in the top five 121 times in 313 career starts.  
Many other stock-car drivers came up in this way. 
 
 In 1948, promoter Bill France, the founder of NASCAR, created an opportunity 
for moonshine runners, young men racing on short tracks, and others to enter racing in an 
organized, legal and rewarding way.  The first National Association for Stock Car Auto 
Racing (NASCAR now) race was run after Mr. France developed a few rules for this new 
sport.  Curtis Turner, Bob Flock, Lee Petty and other legends of motorsports racing ran 
cars in this first stock-car race in Charlotte. 
 
 Stock car racing in those days was a lot different from today.  Then, drivers would 
travel to and from races in the same cars they raced or in family cars.  Today top 
NASCAR drivers have available a fleet of aircraft to quickly move them to and from 
races.  Major race teams as we know them today did not exist.  Instead, there was one 
major race shop, Holman-Moody, in the Charlotte area.  Holman-Moody was an entity 
involved in motorsports, sports car manufacturing, research and development for Ford 
Motor Company, and parts manufacturing and distribution.  Holman-Moody race teams 
competed in stock car racing, endurance racing, road rallies, offshore motorboat racing, 
and some open wheel Indy racing.  Other teams in the early days were small operations 
working out of small garages. 
 
 Although other small oval track races, drag racing and road course racing events 
were being held, NASCAR (stock car racing) rapidly expanded the fan base for 
motorsports.  The drivers were “good ole boys”, just like their fans.  The cars they drove 
were stock cars, just like the fans could buy, albeit “souped up” versions.  This 
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connection between fans and their favorite drivers led to a deeply committed fan base that 
still today sustains NASCAR racing and all other levels of motorsports. 
 
 With this increased level of interest, smaller venues began to develop, such as the 
North Carolina State Fairgrounds track, Bowman Gray Stadium Track in Winston-Salem, 
the Hickory Motor Speedway and others.  Also other major NASCAR venues began to 
appear, such as the North Wilkesboro track and “The Rock” in Rockingham, North 
Carolina. 
 
 The interrelationship between NASCAR and other forms of racing has been very 
important to the overall growth of motorsports in North Carolina and the country.  In 
addition to the inception of racing in Indianapolis at an earlier date, NASCAR was the 
lead car which pulled other forms of racing along in its draft.  Perhaps a young man could 
not afford to get into stock car racing, but he could sure put together a car to run on small 
oval tracks or drag race tracks around the State.  And a few of these weekend racers were 
good enough to make it to the big time, NASCAR.  Drivers Greg Biffle and Johnny 
Benson in interviews commented on starting their careers on small oval tracks. 
 
 The importance of this historical relationship between NASCAR and other forms 
of racing has recently been rediscovered.  In this year, Lowe’s Motor Speedway, initiated 
a new entry level racing division for strictly stock production automobiles, known as 
Road Hawgs.  In “Business Today” newspaper, H.A. “Humpy” Wheeler, President of 
Lowe’s Motor Speedway commented on this new division of motorsports racing by 
stating: 

 
 “The idea of rescuing a car from a junkyard, making a few 
safety modifications and racing at a local short track has 
virtually disappeared.  That concept is the very foundation 
upon which major league stock car racing was built.  The 
Road Hawgs allow us to maintain a low-cost entry point 
into the sport . . . “2  

 
 Consequently, the interrelationship between the major NASCAR venues and 
events and other venues and events is critical to the development of the high cluster of 
motorsports we have in this State.  The glamour and excitement of NASCAR draws fans 
who then race at and attend races as spectators at the small tracks in the State.  Fans that 
first go to races at small tracks are also likely to be NASCAR fans.   
 
 In addition to all of the above benefits from the historical roots and long term 
organic growth of the motorsports industry in this State, tourists are drawn to this State 
by the heritage and history of North Carolina motorsports.  Thus, totally aside from the 
nostalgia of the history of racing, the historic roots of racing in this State underpin the 
sport of today.   
  

                                            
2 “Putting the “Stock” back into Stock Car Racing”, Business Today, May 7, 2004 
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 Through a very incremental growth process, essentially unobserved at most 
economic development levels, North Carolina has become one of the key epicenters in 
the country, and now the world, for motorsports.  No other state in this nation enjoys the 
pole position in motorsports that North Carolina has inherited. 
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OVERVIEW OF BEST PRACTICE
 

Quite a few other states and some countries have initiated economic development 
efforts to promote and grow the motorsports industry in their jurisdictions.  These efforts 
have the same core function of all economic development programs, which is to create 
quality jobs and tax bases.  It is very apparent that the recently enhanced awareness 
which has arisen in North Carolina of the importance of the motorsports industry as a 
generator of good quality jobs and increasing tax collections, is not unique to our State.  
 
 An analysis of best practices in economic development policies and programs 
directed to the motorsports industry serves two purposes. 
 
 First, it is helpful to be aware of the threats to this industry that North Carolina 
faces.  The programs implemented by other states, particularly those in near proximity to 
North Carolina, present real and immediate threats.  Several NASCAR Nextel Cup race 
teams and manufacturers reported receiving direct contacts from economic developers in 
other states, trying to induce them to move their operations to those states.  Major 
campaigns to recruit motorsports facilities from North Carolina to other states are 
underway right now. 
 
 For example, a NASCAR race team has disclosed to this consulting team a letter 
and packet of information received from the Hampton Virginia Department of Economic 
Development.  The cover letter encouraged this NASCAR race team to move to that area 
of Virginia.  Primary selling points were the technical resources available in that area, 
that are summarized under the best practices analysis which comes later in this report; the 
diverse population base, which would help broaden NASCAR efforts to achieve greater 
diversity; and financial assistance from state and local governments.  From the materials 
reviewed, it was clear that these extensive marketing materials were not assembled in 
order to approach just one NASCAR race team.  It is likely that others have been 
contacted also. 
 
 Consequently, it is helpful to examine the motorsports economic development 
policies and programs of other states in order to understand the threats to this industry 
which are faced by North Carolina. 
 
 Secondly, it is useful to examine the practices of other states to develop ideas as 
to policy and program initiatives which this State should pursue, or to validate ideas in 
this regard which have arisen out of interviews and focus groups.  In fact, it is noteworthy 
that many of the ideas for promoting and growing the motorsports industry, which arose 
out of the interviews and focus groups, were indeed very consistent with what some other 
states have initiated. 
 
 At Appendix B is a detailed summary of best practices prepared by the University 
of North Carolina at Charlotte’s Urban Institute.  The policies and programs of certain 
states are not as relevant to the interests of North Carolina, as other states’ practices 
might be.  For example, as shown in the summary of Appendix B, some states have 
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focused efforts on inducing the locations of major oval tracks and events in their state, 
such as Missouri.  Given the realignment of NASCAR events, which has pulled events 
away from North Carolina, it is unlikely that any locality in this State will in the 
foreseeable future, be engaged in an effort to build a major racing venue suitable for 
hosting a NASCAR Nextel Cup event.  What are given focus in this report are the 
practices of states that compete with North Carolina for race teams, suppliers, events, etc.   
 
 A review of the practices of all of the states summarized at Appendix B is 
encouraged.  However, special attention should be given to the efforts being made by two 
states, South Carolina and Virginia, to develop the motorsports industry, given those 
states’ proximity to North Carolina and their concerted efforts to recruit elements of the 
industry from our state. 
 
 
 

VIRGINIA MOTORSPORTS INITIATIVE 
 

 On August 13, 2003 Virginia Governor Mark R. Warner announced the launch of 
the Virginia Motorsports Initiative, under which the Virginia Economic Development 
Partnership and local economic development officials specifically target motorsports 
industries. Within the package, different incentives are offered such as the standard 
partnership package plus low-interest startup loans and workforce development 
programs. Other incentive goals include state marketing and promotional support for 
tourism in racing communities and federal funds for the expansion of research and 
development opportunities including NASA’s Langley wind tunnel for race car testing.  
The Virginia Motorsports Initiative has three main components:  
 

1. Recruit companies to Virginia involved in the motorsports business that 
will provide well-paid year round employment.  

   
• The Virginia Economic Development Partnership (“VEDP”), in 

cooperation with local economic development officials, will 
identify and recruit research and design facilities, engine 
fabricators, specialized machine shops, racing controls and 
instrumentation makers, race car teams, and other businesses that 
support and supply the racing industry.  

 
• VEDP will offer Virginia's traditional incentives to qualifying 

businesses, as well as coordinate the overall effort to recruit these 
new businesses.  

 
• The Virginia Department of Business Assistance (“DBA”), 

through the Virginia Small Business Financing Authority, will 
provide $250,000 in low interest loans from its new Direct Loan 
program to help finance the move of new motorsports businesses 
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to Virginia, and encourage our existing racing businesses to 
expand.  

 
• DBA's Workforce Services division will create a new targeted 

Workforce Development initiative aimed at the motorsports 
industry, and will make funds available for this purpose for 
companies that invest at least $100,000 and create at least five new 
jobs.  

 
• The Virginia Tobacco Commission will provide up to $250,000 in 

funds available for incentives to attract motorsports businesses to 
the tobacco regions of that State.  

 
2. Support Virginia's 37 different racing venues—from the Nextel Cup 

circuit to local dirt tracks and drag strips.  
  

• The Virginia Tourism Corporation (“VTC”) has provided the 
organizational, marketing and promotional support for the new 
Virginia Motorsports Coalition. This organization is made up of 
many of Virginia's racing venues. 

 
• Support the efforts of the Virginia Motorsports Coalition to 

promote motorsports racing in Virginia.  
 

• VTC will develop a fan-friendly guide to Virginia's racetracks, 
providing information, maps, and event schedules for all of 
Virginia's motorsports venues.  

 
• VTC will assist localities with existing tracks with data research, 

marketing and skills training for promotion of these facilities. 
 

3. Nurture research and development and workforce training in Virginia's 
motorsports industry.  

  
• The Commonwealth will seek additional federal funds for the 

expansion of NASA’s Langley Full Scale Wind Tunnel to allow a 
broader array of race car testing.  

 
• The Commonwealth will support the efforts of the Virginia 

International Raceway, the Institute for Advanced Learning and 
Research in Danville, Virginia Tech, Congressman Virgil Goode 
and Senators John Warner and George Allen to bring the Joint 
Unmanned Systems Test and Research Center to Virginia to test 
Unmanned Ground Vehicles and related technology.  
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• DBA will provide Workforce Services funds to further encourage 
more programs to train students to work in the racing industry.  

 
• The Commonwealth will work with the motorsports industry and 

their community colleges to encourage the development of other 
motorsports-related programs. 

 
 A very visible part of the Virginia Motorsports Initiative is the Hampton 
Motorsports Technology Alliance that has set the goal to establish Hampton, VA as the 
“Motorsports Technology Capital of North America”. The Hampton Motorsports 
Initiative is mainly centered on research and testing facilities with the NASA’s Langley 
windtunnel as the centerpiece of their marketing campaign. 
 
 
 

SOUTH CAROLINA INITIATIVE  
 

 The South Carolina Upstate Alliance is a public/private regional development 
agency for a ten county region in upstate South Carolina.  This Alliance is capitalizing on 
the fact that it is in the middle of the Charlotte-Atlanta motorsports corridor.   Located 
between the race teams and race tracks in North Carolina and the Atlanta speedway, the 
South Carolina Upstate Alliance believes it has the potential to become a focal point for 
the expansion of the motorsports industry.  For this reason, the Alliance has set a goal to 
attract motorsports-related industries to the region.  
 
 Most visibly, South Carolina has announced the development of an automotive 
research campus at Clemson University. This is planned to be a $90 million, 400 acre 
automotive research campus to be developed by the University which will lead to the 
establishment of the International Center for Automobile Research (the “ICAR”).  This 
Center plans to offer advanced automotive and motorsports testing and support facilities, 
i.e. an automotive electronic systems lab, a crash-worthiness lab, a fuels lab with an 
emphasis on hydrogen-based research, and a full-scale wind tunnel.  In addition to the 
ICAR, Clemson’s Carroll A. Campbell Jr. Graduate Engineering Center and the 
Information Technology Research Center will focus on the automotive industry.  The 
Graduate Engineering Center will focus on preparing graduates to meet the engineering 
and management challenges of the automotive and motorsports industry, as motor 
components become increasingly computerized.  The Information Technology Research 
Center will be a nonacademic tenant on Clemson’s campus.  The $15 million facility will 
be owned by Clemson and leased by BMW and will support research that focuses on 
improving automotive software systems and software/hardware compatibility for BMW 
products.  The funding for the automotive research campus is a combination of 
government as well as private funds, including funds from the city and county of 
Greenville, BMW Manufacturing Corp., the State of South Carolina, and Clemson 
University.  
 
 BMW, in particular, has shown significant support for the South Carolina 
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initiative.  The company has provided a $10 million gift to endow professorships at 
Clemson’s graduate school of automotive engineering.  BMW also helped secure $25 
million to build the graduate school as part of its pledge for a $400 million expansion at 
the BMW plant in Greer.  The $25 million for the graduate school was part of a deal with 
state officials in exchange for a 400-worker, $400 million expansion at its Greer plant.  
Thirty million dollars in contributions from the state’s Research Centers of Economic 
Excellence program and matching industry awards will fund three endowed chairs and 
additional research faculty for the ICAR.  In addition to the ICAR, BMW will also lease 
space from Clemson to house its Information Technology Research Center.  State 
funding for the $15 million facility was part of the state incentive package offered to 
BMW when the company announced its expansion. 
 
 The Upstate Alliance and Clemson University have also received substantial help 
from the South Carolina state government.  State lawmakers earmarked $15 million in 
annual lottery proceeds to endow new research professorships in automotive and 
motorsports technology.  Clemson was the first university to tap lottery funds available 
generated by the state lottery.  To be eligible, Clemson had to secure private matching 
funds and demonstrate how their proposals will promote economic development.  Forty 
million dollars came from the state’s Economic Development Bond Act to build and 
equip the graduate engineering center and build the information technology center that 
will be leased by BMW.  Another $14 million came from the state to fund roads and 
other infrastructure. 
 
 The State of South Carolina and the Upstate Alliance are also aggressively 
marketing the region to the motorsports industry through business-recruiting trips to 
Detroit.  Representatives have also attended meetings and trade shows specifically 
targeted at motorsports.  For example, South Carolina officials from the Upstate Alliance 
attended the Performance Racing Industry (PRI) trade show in Indianapolis last year.  
The Alliance and Clemson University hosted side-by-side booths. 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 As can be seen from the above and the summary of state programs at Appendix B, 
it is quite evident that Governor Easley’s and the Legislative Motorsports Caucus’ focus 
on motorsports as a critical industry for North Carolina is timely and essential.  The 
recommendations in this report are intended to address the competitive threats from other 
states. 
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OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS  
 

 As stated in the previous section on Methodology, numerous organizations in 
motorsports, economic development, and travel and tourism were interviewed either 
individually or in focus groups.  Through this process, a number of distinctive elements 
related to supporting and building the motorsports industry in North Carolina became 
evident. 
 
 Quite often in economic development studies, such findings are set forth in a 
S.W.O.T. analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.  Such an analysis 
of the motorsports industry as a whole is impractical.  The characteristics of various 
sectors of the industry are so different, that one analysis of the overall motorsports 
industry is impossible.  The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats are quite 
different for NASCAR Nextel Cup teams than they are for small racing venues, drag 
racing teams, museums, etc. 
 
 Consequently, this section of the report evaluates significant findings regarding 
some overarching dynamics of the industry, such as the effect of clusters of activity, and 
certain significant findings regarding specific motorsports industry sectors, e.g., 
NASCAR, drag racing, museums, large venues, small venues, etc. 
 
 This section of the report will summarize significant findings as to: 
 

• Motorsports Cluster 
 

• NASCAR Elements 
 

• Suppliers 
 

• Technology and Educational Institutions  
 

• Venues 
 

• Sanctioning Associations / Events 
 

• Drag Racing 
 

• Museums 
 

• Television, Film and Radio Production 
 

• Marketing/PR Companies 
 

• Philanthropic Organizations 
 

• Victory Junction Gang Camp 
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• Women’s Auxiliary of Motorsports  

 
• Local Travel and Tourism Professionals 

 
• Local Business Recruitment Professionals 

 
 During the course of this study, it became apparent that the motorsports industry 
in North Carolina is like a three legged stool.  The stool is stable as long as it is 
underpinned by three legs.  Take away one leg or more and the stool is entirely unstable 
and certain to fall. 
 
 As discussed in more detail in this report, the three legs which support the 
motorsports industry and give North Carolina a very enviable position are as follows: 
 

• The dense cluster of motorsports industry companies and elements in 
North Carolina provides a solid leg of the stool.  Numerous survey 
respondents, who represent the motorsports industry, commented on the 
importance of this cluster as to their being attracted to locate in North 
Carolina or inclined to remain here. 

 
• The tourism components of the motorsports industry underpin the industry 

as a whole, and serve as a second strong leg of the stool.  The large flow 
of fans who tour team shops help keeps the racing teams here.  Such tours 
build fan loyalty for the teams.  Also, this base of tourists directly supports 
museums, other attraction events and venues.  The tourism base for 
motorsports is largely a result, in part, of the long heritage of motorsports 
in North Carolina. 

 
• Technology is the third leg on the stool.  A number of university 

programs, community college programs, and private sector companies 
give North Carolina a reasonably good set of technology resources for the 
motorsports industry.  However, as noted in the following, there is work to 
be done to enhance the motorsports technology resources in the State and 
thereby to strengthen this leg of the stool. 

 
 If North Carolina can undertake economic development efforts which help to 
retain and strengthen this State’s motorsports cluster, tourism flow, and technology 
resources, the motorsports industry in North Carolina will stay strong.  If however, this 
State fails to maintain the motorsports cluster in the state, to keep the tourism flow 
vigorous, and to build on the existing technology base, this State’s motorsports stool 
becomes very unstable and the motorsports industry in North Carolina will be exposed to 
greatly increased risks. 
 
 The findings that follow form the bases for the Recommendations contained later 
in this report. 
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MOTORSPORTS CLUSTER 
 

 As stated above, North Carolina’s greatest strength in retaining and growing the 
motorsports industry in our State is the large cluster of motorsports related enterprises 
that are now here. 
 
 The most obvious and visible part of the cluster consists of NASCAR Nextel Cup 
teams in the Mooresville/South Iredell County and Concord/Cabarrus County areas. At 
Appendix C is a list of the location of all NASCAR race teams in all three levels of 
NASCAR, Nextel Cup, Busch and Craftsman Trucks.  North Carolina has within its 
borders 82% of all Nextel Cup teams, 72% of all Busch teams, and 55% of all Truck 
teams.  The concentration of these large team facilities in North Carolina is extraordinary. 
 
 However, on a broader geographical basis, there are other elements of the cluster 
which buttress the strong position which North Carolina enjoys: 
 

• There are fifty race tracks in the State at forty seven facilities.  Some 
facilities have more than one track.  The average number of race tracks per 
state is 26.88.3  

 
• Drag racing has a very significant presence in this State with seventeen 

drag racing tracks being present.  In the country, there is only an average 
of 5.9 drag race tracks per state.4  

 
• A significant number of nationally competitive drag race teams are 

resident in North Carolina.  They are geographically dispersed in places 
such as the Lumberton, Lincolnton and the Mooresville areas.  No one 
knows for sure the exact amount of lower echelon drag race competitors 
there are in North Carolina, but there are likely several hundred drag race 
competitors in the State.  On test and tune nights at the Rockingham 
Dragway a turnout of up to 400 competitors is not uncommon. 

 
• Based upon feedback from study respondents there are a very large 

number of people in the State who participate in small venue racing, but 
the number is unknown. 

 
• There are nine motorsports museums in the State. 

 
• There are eight racing schools in the State, where fans can experience 

driving race cars. 
                                            
3 National Speedway Directory, 2004 Edition, by Allen E. Brown and Nancy L. Brown.  For any economic 
developer or travel promotion professional intending to promote the motorsports industry in North Carolina 
it is encouraged that a copy of this directory be obtained by contacting National Speedway Directory, PO 
Box 448, Comstock Park, MI 49321-0448, Phone (616) 785-0324.  The cost is $10,00 plus $3.00 for 
postage and handling. 
4 Ib id 
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• There are numerous motorsports suppliers in North Carolina. 

 
 Consequently, the cluster of racing entities in North Carolina at all levels of 
racing is enormous. 
 
 What is the importance of having this large cluster of motorsports entities in 
North Carolina?   At Appendix D is an excellent summary of the concept of industry 
clusters which provides more information about and explains the value of such clusters.  
Prepared by University of North Carolina at Charlotte’s Urban Institute, this summary 
also provides a case study of a similar cluster in the British motorsports industry, which is 
know as Motorsports Valley. 
 
 In very basic terms, an industry cluster supports the retention and attraction of the 
types of companies in that industry sector.  More racing venues support a higher 
concentration of race teams and competitors.  More race teams and competitors support a 
higher concentration of suppliers. And these concentrations have spillover effects 
including infrastructure investments attractive to the industry as a whole (e.g., airport 
facilities, motorsports focused business parks, etc.), a highly qualified labor pool specific 
to that industry, and technological innovation.   
 
 The effect of clusters is not new. Because textiles was a historical cluster in the 
Piedmont area of North Carolina, there is until today, a high concentration of German 
companies that were drawn to that area because German machinery was predominant in 
that industry.  Companies that provide hardwoods, parts and equipment are heavily 
concentrated in the western part of North Carolina, where the furniture industry has been 
predominant for decades. 
 
 A number of comments made during the interviews and focus groups conducted 
for this study validate the importance of the motorsports cluster in our State.  Some of 
these are: 
 

• The Wood Brothers Racing Team moved from Virginia to North Carolina 
in late 2003.  One of the stated reasons for the move was to be closer to 
the suppliers that serve the motorsports industry, as well as proximity to 
technological resources and a better labor pool. 

 
• Virtually every team stated the importance of being in this State in 

proximity to suppliers, technological resources and a good labor pool. 
 

• Some local economic developers have built recruitment strategies around 
attracting motorsports manufacturers and suppliers that need to gain 
proximity to race teams. 

 
• NASCAR Images, which produces shows for Speed Channel is located in 

Charlotte.  A primary reason supporting this location is the proximity to 
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NASCAR drivers’ homes and racing team shops, which makes interviews 
with drivers and team representatives considerably more convenient. 

 
• The Mooresville/South Iredell and Concord/Cabarrus areas enjoy vigorous 

motorsports tourist traffic, drawn largely by the opportunity for those 
tourists to visit a large number of team shops in a central area. 

 
 It is evident therefore that the positive effects of clusters apply to the motorsports 
industry.  Although many states have some motorsports resources available, none have 
the high concentration of motorsports entities which reside in North Carolina.  This 
evident advantage for motorsports economic development efforts must be retained and 
built upon. 
 
 
 

NASCAR REALIGNMENT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 
 

 For the purposes of this section of the report, reference is only made to NASCAR 
teams, venues and events in the NASCAR Nextel Cup series.  Obviously there are 
numerous other levels of NASCAR and non-NASCAR racing, but they will be 
commented upon elsewhere in this report. 
 
EVENTS 
 
 During the last year, the loss of NASCAR Nextel Cup races from North Carolina 
Speedway, in Rockingham, has received much attention.  The impact of the loss of those 
races has been economically damaging for the Rockingham area.  Earlier the loss of a 
NASCAR Cup event from the North Wilkesboro Speedway was also devastating for that 
area.  The result in both areas has been the closure and mothballing of these two tracks. 
 
 Despite the economic loss, the transfer of these races to other venues is a part of 
an overall realignment strategy for NASCAR and there is very little which can be done to 
prevent or redirect this realignment, except for perhaps special NASCAR events, such as 
the NASCAR All-Star Race. 
 
 The diversion of NASCAR Nextel Cup events from North Carolina Speedway is 
not without some regrets.  Driver Jeff Burton has stated: 
 

“Rockingham is one of the most fun places for drivers, but 
what’s in the best interest of the sport isn’t necessarily in 
the best interest of the driver at times, and I think this is one 
of those occasions.   I also hate to see North Carolina lose 
another race, but, again, we go back to long-term benefit 
for the sport, and it’s best served by being in as many 
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regions around the country as possible”.5 
 

 The realignment of race locations is driven by several factors, including a limited 
number of race dates, lawsuits, population centers, rising costs to teams, lagging 
sponsorships and, most of all, the move toward larger media markets. 
 
 There are a finite number of NASCAR Nextel Cup events, because there are only 
a certain number of race weekends available.  In a recent publication, an interview of 
Mike Helton, President of NASCAR, indicated that he does not anticipate this schedule 
extending beyond the current 36 race series.  Instead, he foresees that changes in the 2005 
schedule, if any, would be the result of the realignment of existing races, not the addition 
of events.6  Consequently, the number of NASCAR Nextel Cup races is essentially fixed 
at 36 races.  The question then faced by the leadership of NASCAR is where those 36 
races should be to realize the best benefit for NASCAR. 
 
 Some might attribute the latest realignment of NASCAR Nextel Cup events to the 
settlement of an antitrust lawsuit, Ferko v. NASCAR.  However, this was not the 
determinative factor.  H.A. “Humpy” Wheeler, President of Speedway Motorsports, Inc. 
is quoted as saying regarding the settlement of this lawsuit and realignment that, “This is 
a win-win for everybody.  Because whether the suit had been settled or not, I don’t think 
it would have made any difference in NASCAR’s realignment of the schedule.  They 
were obviously destined to do that”. 
 
 The determinative factor regarding this realignment is the need to access more 
major media markets, which draws more fans and therefore strengthens the financial base 
of NASCAR.  By expanding beyond its traditional southern base, NASCAR expects to 
expand its fan base.  This geographic expansion will increase the attractiveness of 
NASCAR for television coverage, since more areas of the country will “be involved” in 
NASCAR.  This will increase the value of television rights to NASCAR Nextel Cup 
events. 
 
 This greater geographic dispersion will also assist NASCAR Nextel Cup teams in 
obtaining sponsorships and increasing the value of those sponsorships.  Teams involved 
in focus groups and interviews as a part of this study routinely cited as one of their 
problems, the financial squeeze they are experiencing between rising costs and current 
limits on sponsorship income.  Accessing more customers in more markets will increase 
the value of sponsorships in the opinions of these teams, because it increases consumer 
attention to the products sold by NASCAR Nextel Cup sponsors. 
 
 The reasons for realignment significantly override anything this State or localities 
in the State could have done to try to retain these race events.  Consequently, the State 
should be supportive of NASCAR events, but there is very little which can be done to 
reverse this trend.  As Chris Browning, former President of North Carolina Speedway 

                                            
5 May 20, 2004 ISSUE OF NASCAR Scene newspaper 
6 April 22, 2004 Issue of NASCAR Scene newspaper 
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said in response to the loss of the last NASCAR Nextel Cup race from Rockingham, 
“Even if we had sold the place out, the way things are going with the criteria that’s been 
laid out, I don’t know that it would have really mattered.  We’re not in a major market, 
we are in what’s termed a saturated market.  So those are things you can’t change”. 
 
 One effect of this realignment to the western part of the country is that North 
Carolina no longer represents the geographical center of NASCAR racing, as was the 
case when it was first a southern sport and then an east coast sport.  As the geographical 
center of NASCAR events and venues has shifted, the risk of NASCAR race team 
facilities shifting to the mid-west or the west coast has also increased.  A few race teams 
indicated that current consideration was being given to locating satellite facilities in the 
west or mid-west.  A satellite facility for any industry can always be a first step toward 
further migrations of facilities.    
 
 One survey respondent made a very good point.  With the movement of NASCAR 
into international markets (e.g., announcement of a Busch series race in Mexico City7), 
when expansions into Europe come, this would again establish North Carolina as an ideal 
central location given a balance between access to domestic venues and events, and to 
European markets.  However, international expansions by NASCAR are just beginning.  
For the foreseeable future, North Carolina must deal with the reality that it is no longer 
the geographical center of NASCAR, and must anticipate the risks this creates for losing 
team facilities.   
 
 If there is good news in this, it is that recent media reports indicate that for the 
immediate future, there does not appear to be any plans for further realignment, and that 
any future realignment measures may be focused on other states.8   
 
 It should be emphasized that the above analysis is applicable to NASCAR Nextel 
Cup point races.  However, a very different situation exists for one of the two special 
events held by NASCAR each year, the NASCAR All-Star Race in Concord.  This 
special event has been held for many years at Lowe’s Motor Speedway.  Consideration is 
currently being given as to the future location(s) of this event.  Full support from the 
State level of economic development should be joined with efforts in the Carolinas 
Partnership economic development region to retain this race in North Carolina.  Such 
efforts can be of significance as to where this race will be held in the future.  This will be 
commented on later herein. 
 
TEAMS 
 
 The most strategically important elements of NASCAR for North Carolina are the 
NASCAR Nextel Cup teams.  The highest concentration of these teams in the country is 
in the State.  They are of the greatest economic benefit to the State given their large 
budgets, high technology profile, and high paying jobs.  A large NASCAR race team 

                                            
7 Fryer, Jenna, “Busch Series Lands south of the border,” Raleigh News and Observer, August 6, 2004 
8 May 20, 2004 issue of “NASCAR Scene” newspaper 
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with multiple cars will typically employ two hundred to three hundred people.  Many of 
the jobs are decidedly high technology, and the high salary levels paid to employees of 
one of these large NASCAR teams is evidence of that.  It is essential that these team 
facilities be retained and other similar facilities be attracted to North Carolina. 
 
 The good news is that virtually every NASCAR team interviewed individually or 
in focus groups indicated that it is unlikely that they would move from their current 
locations for now.  Reasons for this relate back to the discussion above, about how the 
industry cluster benefits North Carolina.  NASCAR teams find great benefit to being in 
proximity to suppliers, a large labor pool, and technological resources.  Also family and 
community relationships help to hold teams here.  Examples of this are Petty Enterprises, 
which enjoys long time family roots in Randolph County, and Childress Racing in 
Davidson County, where the owner, Richard Childress has a number of diversified 
business interests (e.g., winery, real estate development, etc.). 
 
 However, despite the current disposition of these teams, North Carolina should 
not, under any circumstances, rely upon these reassuring comments.  Several factors may 
in the long term cause NASCAR Nextel Cup teams to look elsewhere for more desirable 
locations.  Some of these dynamics are as follows. 
 
 First, as pointed out above,  North Carolina is no longer the geographical center of 
NASCAR, as it was when this was largely a southern sport.  With the geographic 
dispersal of events resulting from realignment, some teams are already considering 
locating satellite facilities in the mid-west and west to better service cars between events, 
in an effort to cut costs.  A satellite facility can be a first step toward a relocation of a 
facility.   
 
 Secondly, as race teams become larger and more corporate as a result of the 
mergers and consolidations, family and community ties, that have helped keep the teams 
in North Carolina, become less and less important. 
 
 The combination of increasing cost structures combined with a tightening of 
corporate budgets has led to a wave of consolidation among race teams.  Felix Sabates 
joined forces with Chip Ganassi. Jim Smith formed an alliance with Ray Everham. Jasper 
Motorsports became a minority partner in Penske Racing South.  This undoubtedly has 
changed the landscape of NASCAR and could also have consequences for the existing 
motorsports cluster in North Carolina.  
 
 Probably the most significant consequence of consolidation is an increase in risk 
for the State.  To be more precise, the industry's economic output and employment is 
centered around fewer large teams.  The potential loss that the state would suffer if one of 
the big teams leaves the state would be a lot more substantial, than would the loss of a 
smaller team. 
 
 Not only is there the increase in risk because the majority of the industry's labor 
force is employed by a handful of firms, but there is also a potential change of unwritten 
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rules in the game of economic incentives.  Large economic entities are more likely to 
demand and receive very large incentive packages from local and state governments.  
Currently limited economic incentives are offered in different regions and states to attract 
motorsports business.  The value of these incentive packages could increase if race teams 
consolidate and the popularity of NASCAR keeps growing.  North Carolina is home to 
most race teams and would be affected negatively if some of the big race teams left.  This 
would cause a significant weakening of the motorsports cluster.  It is likely that a 
relocation of race teams would trigger a relocation of the suppliers, and their suppliers 
and so on, in a detrimental downward spiral. 
 
 The ultimate effects of race team consolidation on the existing motorsports cluster 
are not entirely clear.  It is unlikely that the cluster would be substantially weakened 
immediately because of consolidation, but the threat is real in the long run. 
 
 Thirdly, vertical integration is potentially very dangerous to the structure of the 
existing motorsports cluster in North Carolina and warrants special attention.  Vertical 
integration entails the merging of buyer or supplier industries within the core industry.  In 
the case of race teams this would entail the integration of parts manufacturing.  
 
 Interview responses suggest that race teams have begun to manufacture their own 
parts and therefore are taking suppliers out of the production process. Several possible 
reasons have been mentioned.  It appears that technological requirements have increased 
and that many of the parts manufacturers cannot keep up with technology.  It is this lack 
of availability of high tech parts that gives incentive to the race teams to produce their 
own parts. 
 
 Another possible source of this vertical integration movement can be seen in 
curbing the exchange of technological knowledge.  It is commonly known that racing 
industries, willingly and unwillingly, exchange information about technology by sharing 
the same supplier.  In order to prevent this leaking of proprietary technological 
knowledge, race teams see an incentive to produce their own parts, especially those parts 
that are technologically unique.  Motorsports is a very competitive sport and race teams 
gain or lose advantage through technological improvements on their equipment.  There is 
clearly an incentive to keep technology secret and not to make it accessible to competing 
race teams.  This increased need for secrecy is very dangerous to the motorsports cluster.  
This is so because one of the reasons for industrial agglomeration (clustering) is the 
exchange of information and technology, the existence of the “common knowledge 
pool”.   If race teams become more concerned with secrecy, they will cease to share 
common suppliers.  Also of concern to racing teams is the leak of information which can 
result from sharing a labor pool with other race teams.  Not only is information shared by 
having a common supplier but also by sharing the same labor pool.  
 
 Consequently, there may arise a trend toward race teams seeking to be farther 
apart to avoid technological “leaks” by departing employees.  It was the impression of the 
economic developer for Davidson County that the Childress Race Team prefers that 
County as a location in order to be at some distance from other teams.  If race teams 
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become focused on the need to increase the protection of their proprietary technologies, 
they are less likely to locate directly next to each other, less likely to share a supplier, and 
more likely to be interested in keeping their workers within the team (curbing turnover of 
the shared labor pool).  These changes are a threat to the industrial cluster because at a 
certain concentration the cluster loses its positive significance to the industry and may 
become a negative factor.  Was this need for secrecy a reason for Toyota to locate its race 
team in the Greensboro/High Point area, not in the cluster in the Charlotte area? 
 
 To the extent that an overly dense cluster of motorsports race teams causes some 
to move to other locations in North Carolina, the State would not experience any net 
losses.  However, if race teams move to other states, the losses would be substantial.   
 
 For the above reasons, it is critically important that North Carolina should not 
take NASCAR race teams for granted, despite the reassuring news of their current 
intentions to not relocate.  The State should immediately address their needs and 
problems, to make North Carolina an even more desirable location.   
 
 In this regard, interviews of NASCAR teams indicated several areas of concern: 
 

• In North Carolina, a sales/use tax is charged on parts and components that 
go into race cars.  A number of teams cited this as a competitive 
disadvantage in relation to other states that do not charge a sales/use tax 
on these parts and components. 

 
• Workers compensation rates have, in the last fifteen years, been escalating 

faster in North Carolina than certain other states in general and 
specifically for NASCAR teams.  These teams cited these higher rates as a 
competitive disadvantage. 

 
• Recent wage and hour enforcement efforts have been of concern to 

NASCAR teams in the State.  Those teams also cite concerns about the 
possibility of increased OSHA enforcement. 

 
• Operating aircraft is one of the most expensive elements of a NASCAR 

team budget.  Teams cited the need to help alleviate these costs by 
exempting aircraft from property taxes and exempting aircraft fuel from 
state taxes. 

 
• For certain types of testing, NASCAR teams have to travel long distances 

to places in Kentucky, Virginia and elsewhere.  The NASCAR teams 
emphasized the need to have more technology resources closer to home. 

 
• NASCAR teams cited the cost of new facilities as a critical factor.  The 

assistance of government agencies in decreasing those costs, through 
funding of road improvements for example,  is an area of interest. 
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• A number of State incentives by definition apply to certain types of 
facilities (e.g., manufacturing, distribution, corporate headquarters, etc.), 
but by those definitions, do not at presently apply to NASCAR Teams.  
These include the William S. Lee Tax Credits, the newly passed research 
and development tax credits and the Job Development Investment Grant 
program.  All teams interviewed commented favorably as to having these 
incentive programs and any other State level incentives apply to NASCAR 
teams.   

 
• Since the close proximity of suppliers to NASCAR teams supports the 

retention of these teams in the State and serves as a factor in attracting 
new teams, the State should focus an effort on recruiting more suppliers to 
North Carolina.  In cooperation with the North Carolina Motorsports 
Association and race teams located in the State, a list of recruitment 
prospects should be developed.  Representatives of NASCAR teams 
should be involved in “opening the doors” at these companies to assist 
State recruiters in initiating the most effective contact possible. 

 
 Consequently, to increase the odds of retaining NASCAR teams in North Carolina 
and to attract other teams, consideration should be given to the above matters. 
 
DRIVERS 
 
 There appears to be a trend toward some drivers moving their residences to 
Florida to avoid personal income taxes.  In fact, a number of drivers have done so.  This 
seems to be entirely related to the avoidance of this tax.  For very high income individual, 
the amount of money saved is substantial.  With almost all major teams having multiple 
aircraft, the increased travel for drivers to regularly return to their team shops in this 
State, is not much of a problem. 
 
 Elimination or large reductions in personal income taxes is the only way to 
counter this trend.  It is the impression of the preparers of this report that such a step is 
unlikely.  Consequently, there may be little that can be done about this trend. 
 
NASCAR VENUES 
 
 With the realignment of NASCAR Nextel Cup events, two major racing venues in 
this State have been mothballed, the North Wilkesboro Speedway and North Carolina 
Speedway at Rockingham, North Carolina. 
 
 It would obviously be of great value if these venues could be put to some use.  
However, they are privately owned, and the owner of these tracks can essentially do with 
them whatsoever they choose to, including keeping them mothballed. 
 
 However, senior State officials should be in contact with the owner of each track 
to offer reasonable assistance for these tracks to be put to some use.  This may not change 
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anything, but it is all that can be done by the State. 
 
NASCAR ALL-STAR RACE 
 
 As noted above, NASCAR Nextel Cup points events are in the midst of a 
realignment process.  Very little can be done by state, regional or local economic 
development officials to change this process.  However, NASCAR holds two major 
special racing events each year.  One is the Bud Shoot Out, which is held elsewhere.  The 
NASCAR All-Star Race in Concord is the other special event held each year. 
 
 The NASCAR All-Star Race, which has been held for a number of years at 
Lowe’s Motor Speedway, is at risk according to input from interviewees.  There seems to 
be clear indications that this event might be moved to another location or rotated among 
different venues.  Unlike the NASCAR Nextel Cup points series events, there are steps 
that can be taken to keep this event in the Charlotte area. 
 
 It is reported that efforts are being mounted in the Carolinas Partnership economic 
development region area to preserve this event.  The State should become a full partner in 
this effort.  This involvement by the State must be at senior levels, including the 
Governor.  Specifically a senior official with Lowe’s Motor Speedway indicated in an 
interview that a significant financial contribution to festivals,  and ancillary events which 
complement this race, would be most helpful.  Having multiple activities and events in 
conjunction with the All-Star Race would increase the draw of fans to that race. 
 
 This is similar to efforts made by local areas in the past to attract other major 
sporting events (e.g., NCAA and CIAA Basketball Tournaments, etc.).  However, given 
the importance of the All-Star Race, the State must be working cooperatively in this 
effort.  This should include regular leadership involvement in the overall efforts to retain 
this race, and the provision of grants to ancillary events, which will support the All-Star 
Race.  There was a stated interest in grants from the State for this purpose, which would 
be combined in the same program with grants to support the introduction of new events at 
smaller racing venues.  This is commented upon later in this report. 
 
 It was the impression received from a number of survey respondents that attention 
to this matter should be immediate. 
 
 
 

SUPPLIERS 
 
 Manufacturers, vendors and suppliers that provide parts and components to the 
motorsports industry proliferate North Carolina.  They are referred to collectively herein 
as suppliers.  
 
 As was discussed in focus groups and interviews with this sector, defining a 
motorsports supplier is somewhat difficult in terms of differentiating between such 
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companies, and companies that are suppliers to the automotive sector, but not specifically  
the motorsports industry.  Some companies serve the motorsports industry, but not the 
automotive sector, and vice versa.  Some companies serve both sectors to some degree.  
Consequently, any estimate of motorsports suppliers is likely quite conservative, 
inasmuch as any number of companies which are viewed as suppliers to the automotive 
industry are also finding markets for their products in the motorsports sector. 
 
 The magnitude and importance to North Carolina of this segment of the 
motorsports industry cannot be underestimated.  In addition to the size of this segment, 
the large concentration of suppliers underpins other segments of the motorsports industry  
(e.g., race teams, venues, etc.).  As noted above, race teams value their location in 
proximity to suppliers and at least one NASCAR team, Wood Brothers, has reportedly 
moved to North Carolina in part to gain proximity to suppliers.  However, it works both 
ways.  Davidson County’s economic developer, Steve Googe, reports that his success in 
recruiting motorsports suppliers to his County is in part based on proximity to those 
companies’ customer base.  The cluster of suppliers allows race teams to enjoy the 
advantages of what manufacturing firms refer to as just in time efficiencies and savings.  
Also, this proximity allows for very easy exchanges between the technical/engineering 
staffs of customers and suppliers. 
 
 The benefits of this cluster of racing activities were commented on frequently by 
participants from all sectors of the industry.  One interviewee stated it simply by words to 
the effect that the best thing that the State can do for motorsports suppliers is to keep 
racing in this State. 
 
 The need to maintain this State’s base of racing events and teams certainty applies 
in major part to NASCAR teams, particularly NEXTEL Cup teams.  These teams have 
the biggest budgets and rely upon the highest technology in advanced equipment and 
components.  Therefore, NASCAR teams are of primary importance to maintaining and 
gaining the huge supplier cluster in this State. 
 
 However, it would be a serious mistake to underestimate the importance of other 
types of race teams and venues to this supplier cluster.  In the June 7, 2004 focus group of 
suppliers, significant comments were  made to the effect that small tracks are the 
foundation of the motorsports industry from their perspective.  As was pointed out in this 
regard, there are only a very limited number of NASCAR Nextel Cup cars and teams, 
fifty six cars in thirty three team shops.  Yet, in North Carolina there are probably 
thousands of small race teams, race shops, and individual racing hobbyists, and no doubt, 
tens of thousands of such small racing entities nationwide.  All of these smaller racing 
entities are customers, for the most part, of the companies in the supplier segment of the 
motorsports industry.  Of course, some companies interviewed dealt predominantly with 
NASCAR teams, but most suppliers had a much broader market extending across all 
levels of racing. 
 
 It is interesting to note from interviews and focus group responses that a number 
of the participants reported having a large portion of their total market in North Carolina, 
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as opposed to sales to customers located outside of this State.  For example, one company 
that manufactures forged pistons, exclusively for the motorsports industry, has an 
estimated 45% of its sales revenues in North Carolina.  Another company which does 
contract embroidery and distribution of apparel has 100% of its motorsports business in 
North Carolina, and its business with motorsports makes up 50% of total revenues. 
 
   For the reasons stated above, it is not surprising that a consensus opinion among 
suppliers participating in this study is that the best thing North Carolina can do for them 
is to keep racing here and to grow racing’s presence.  In this regard, they stated their 
concern regarding racing venues that are going out of business, or which are at risk of 
doing so.  Also, they expressed the need for support of efforts by small venues to attract 
additional events.  A number of comments from suppliers participating in this study 
indicated that they felt there was the potential of attracting more events in levels of racing 
other than NASCAR, such as karting, junior drag racing, tractor-pulls, and quarter midget 
cars. 
 As may be obvious from the above, suppliers are generally supportive of most of 
the measures recommended in this report.  Any effort which is successful in attracting 
more events, preserving more venues, growing the base of race teams, and promoting the 
motorsports industry overall, is of interest to and receives the support of the suppliers 
participating in this study. 
 
 However, motorsports industry study participants suggested the following as 
being of particular benefit: 
 

• Some suppliers participating in this study export some volume of products 
to race teams overseas, and would welcome more export business.  Other 
companies would like to become involved in export markets.  
Consequently, suppliers are supportive of vigorous representation of North 
Carolina based motorsports product lines in overseas markets and other 
markets in this State.  As noted later in this report, the International Trade 
Division of the North Carolina Department of Commerce has already been 
doing work in this regard, but there is a perceived need for more resources 
to be available in order to maximize this potential. 

 
• A number of supplier study participants expressed concern over workers 

compensation insurance costs and regulatory concerns as to OSHA and 
other programs.  Advocacy and assistance by the North Carolina 
Motorsports Association was urged to address the concerns of suppliers in 
this regard.  Similar concerns were raised by other motorsports industry 
segments, e.g., race teams. 

 
 Implementation of the above measures would strengthen motorsports supplier 
base, which in turn, underpins other elements of the motorsports industry in North 
Carolina.  The strongest consensus opinion was that North Carolina must do all it can to 
preserve venues, increase racing events and generally promote and grow the industry. 
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TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS  
 
A STRONG FOOTHOLD IN MOTORSPORTS TECHNOLOGY 
 
 Significant emphasis has been given in this report regarding the great advantage 
North Carolina has as a result of the enormous cluster of motorsports companies in the 
State.  This is clearly the leading advantage North Carolina enjoys in the competitive 
market place for motorsports companies, teams and events, and is a strong leg on the 
motorsports “three legged stool.” 
 
 However, North Carolina also has a sound footing in a second leg of that stool, 
technology programs and facilities which advance the motorsports industry.  This 
benefits racing teams, while serving as advanced teaching and research tools for 
universities and community colleges.  It would be fair to say that the technological 
advantages this State has are not as predominant as the cluster effect is.  Also, other 
states, including Virginia and South Carolina, have announced plans to undertake 
technology efforts to support the motorsports industry.  From all comments received 
during this study and the professional opinions of the preparers of this report, improving 
upon an already very competitive motorsports technology base should be a high priority 
for the State.  To seize a leading position in technological resources, would be the 
equivalent to the current  impact of the cluster effect which this State enjoys.  It would 
put North Carolina firmly in a comfortable lead in the motorsports race among states. 
 
 North Carolina has a very impressive array of public sector technology resources 
in this State, which form a solid base upon which to build.  Some of these are: 
 

• The University of North Carolina at Charlotte’s College of Engineering 
houses the NC Motorsports and Automotive Research Center which 
encompasses students from seven departments on campus.  The center 
promotes research and development on the graduate level and provides a 
strong experiential learning program on the undergraduate level.  This 
program has certain technology value to the motorsports industry, and it is 
available for use by race teams.  Established in 1998, this program is part 
of the University’s Lee College of Engineering.  The program supports 
undergraduate and graduate studies, and is one of the few undergraduate 
degree programs in the country focused on the motorsports industry.  The 
program and its students maintain and build a variety of cars, such as a 
drag racer and a Legends car.  The Legends car race team has won five 
consecutive championships in the Inter-Collegiate Auto Racing 
Association. 

 
• North Carolina A&T State University offers an interdisciplinary program 

incorporating motorsports electives in its mechanical engineering 
program, as well as training and certification in pit crew technology.  This 
program is designed to encourage minority students to participate in the 
motorsports industry, which compliments the diversity efforts of 
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NASCAR and many NASCAR race teams.  Students are taught NASCAR 
rules and regulations, motorsports demographics and the interdisciplinary 
roles of technology, engineering, management, marketing and graphic 
design.  Currently there are approximately fifty students involved in the 
program, which offers two semesters with NASCAR and other businesses 
in the motorsports industry.  Students also participate in engineering 
projects in motorsports.   Inasmuch as North Carolina A&T State 
University has large minority base in its student body, racing programs at 
this University offer a promising means by which to diversify racing.   

 
• North Carolina State University’s Chapter of the Society for Automotive 

Engineering called Wolfpack Motorsports, is open to all undergraduate 
and graduate students who wish to become involved in the motorsports 
industry.  Most students involved are enrolled in the school’s traditional 
mechanical engineering program.  Additionally, NC State offers students a 
Wolfpack Motorsports Summer Workshop, which allows early exposure 
to the motorsports industry to junior and senior high school students.  
Wolfpack Motorsports’ college program has built an open wheeled 
Formula racer and an off-road Mini-baja car to enter competitions.  The 
cars are used to study motorsports technology involving such issues as 
vehicle dynamics, suspension geometry and chasis tuning. 

 
• A number of community colleges have programs that lead to certificates 

of completion or associate degrees in motorsports technology.  Some of 
these programs are at Wilkes Community College, Catawba Valley 
Community College, Rowan-Cabarrus Community College, and Davidson 
County Community College, which operates it program in conjunction 
with Forsyth Technical Community College.  Students who graduate from 
these programs are highly employable as automotive and motorsports 
technicians.  By all reports received during the course of this study, most 
of these programs are fully subscribed and graduate’ have a high rate of 
employment.  Eighty percent of the graduates from the program at 
Catawba Valley Community College go directly into a job in the 
motorsports industry.  Since demand for these programs exceeds their 
capacity, many survey respondents felt that these programs should be 
expanded and additional funding for state of the art equipment should be 
provided. 

 
 In addition to outstanding programs based in some of this State’s universities and 
community colleges, a significant number of private sector facilities support the 
motorsports technology base in this state.  Representative among these facilities are: 
 

• NASCAR Technical Institute.   This facility located in Mooresville, as of 
the writing of this report, has a student body of 1236, representing 48 
states.  The economic impact of having that many people from out of the 
area staying there to go to school, has a substantial impact on the local 
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economy.  The availability of well trained technicians supports the 
motorsports industry, especially in North Carolina. 

 
• NASCAR Research and Development Facility.   This state of the art 

61,000 square foot research and development facility in Concord owned 
by NASCAR and is used for safety research and testing.  It has already 
provided many innovative solutions for the motorsports industry.  In 
addition to safety research, the facility works on aero matching, which is 
getting different manufacturers to produce race vehicles that have similar 
aerodynamic characteristics to improve competitive fairness, and hence, 
improve the motorsports industry for both the fans and the teams. 

 
• Aerodyne Full Scale Wind Tunnel.   Located in Mooresville, the 

Aerodyne full-scale wind tunnel operates twenty four hours a day, seven 
days a week for development, testing and verification purposes and is used 
primarily by NASCAR teams to “tweak” the aerodynamic properties of 
race cars.   

 
• ARC 40% Scale Wind Tunnel.   The Auto Research Center in Mooresville 

is a 30,000 square foot facility featuring an open jet/rolling road wind 
tunnel for aerodynamic testing of 40-45% scale racing vehicles.  Also 
available to the motorsports industry is a seven post chasis dynometer.  
ARC provides engineering services to NASCAR teams in the area, as well 
as to sports car and open wheel vehicle motorsports teams. 

 
 The above is not an exhaustive listing of motorsports technology resources in 
North Carolina.  In fact, interpreted broadly there are many more resources in the State’s 
higher educational system that bring some benefit to bear on the motorsports industry.  
For example, a composite materials program at North Carolina State University may have 
utility in the motorsports industry, but is not denominated as a motorsports program. 
 
 The University of North Carolina System is undertaking an entirely separate 
study, pursuant to a legislative directive, of how to better integrate resources of the 
University into economic development efforts in the State.  Supporting industry clusters 
in the State will be a key focus of the study process.  The motorsports cluster should be 
examined as to University resources which could assist in the economic growth of this 
sector.  This would more fully define all University resources available to support the 
growth of this industry. 
 
NEEDED ENHANCEMENTS IN TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES 
 
 Although North Carolina enjoys an excellent foothold on motorsports technology, 
there are still serious gaps in the technological resources desirable for the motorsports 
industry. 
 
 This is evidenced by the fact that many teams travel quite long distances to utilize 
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test facilities in other States.  Teams travel regularly to test facilities in Virginia, 
Kentucky, Michigan, Canada, Nebraska and other areas where test race courses, 
equipment and facilities are located.  To the extent that more testing facilities are closer 
to the concentration of NASCAR teams in North Carolina, the less expense teams incur 
on travel, which as noted above is one of the largest expense items for major teams. 
 
 Consequently, most elements of the motorsports industry, but particularly race 
teams, commented on the desirability of having more technology resources closer.  The 
desirability of investing in technological resources to further cement the motorsports 
industry in North Carolina is not only validated by comments from study respondents.  In 
a sense the fact that competitive threats from South Carolina and Virginia are focused in 
major part on technology resources, validates a focus on technological resources in this 
State.  Investing in motorsports technology helps to blunt those and other competitive 
threats. 
 
 The difficulty comes in defining what motorsports technology investments are 
desirable, and in what priority.  A full analysis of this would require a much more in 
depth examination of needed technology, and a thorough feasibility study and a business 
plan as to each type of technology.  Also there must be a prioritization of these ideas 
against available funds.  A thorough third party analysis would decrease the chances of a 
major investment proving to be worthless or not having a significant return on 
investment. 
 
 
NORTH CAROLINA MOTORSPORTS TESTING AND RESEARCH COMPLEX 
 
 During the course of this study, a proposal arose out of the Carolinas Partnership 
area for the funding and establishment of a North Carolina Motorsports Testing and 
Research Complex.  This proposal, also contains a few other policy/program proposals 
that arose during this study.  It was disseminated to government leaders through a 
combined effort of the Carolinas Partnership, Lowe’s Motor Speedway officials, and 
officials of the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.  A copy of this proposal, as 
disseminated to State officials and others, is at Appendix H. 
 
 This version of the proposal contains virtually no detail as to what equipment and 
facilities would be at this proposed Research Center, other than the mention of a 
racetrack.  Consequently, it was difficult to get very specific feedback on this proposal 
from race teams that were study respondents.  However, it was clear that at the General 
Manager level of these teams, there was no clear consensus of the degree to which this 
facility is needed, what assets should be in it, and where it should be.  In this regard, 
comments from team representatives regarding this proposed Testing and Research 
Complex were along the following lines: 
 

• Responses from race team representatives as to the degree to which such a 
facility is needed varied.  Some commented that it was needed now, but 
that if NASCAR eliminated a good deal of required testing, this Complex 
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would not likely have enough usage to justify it.  Other team 
representatives felt that utilization of the Complex would remain vigorous 
even if NASCAR eliminated a good deal of current testing requirements.   

 
Media sources have had comments in the recent past regarding the 
potential for NASCAR to severely curtail testing.  A racing commentator, 
Steve Waid, in a recent column stated that as a cost cutting measure for 
race teams, NASCAR “can eliminate testing altogether.  Testing is an 
expensive and unnecessary process.....But if it is outlawed, everyone 
would be much happier with the bottom line.”9 

 
• There was no clear consensus among race team respondents as to what 

types of resources should be provided at this Complex.  Without this 
information to be used by the consulting team during interviews and focus 
groups, it was difficult to obtain particularized reactions to specific 
equipment and facilities.   

 
• Race team representatives differ as to the necessary proximity of this 

Complex, although all teams would prefer to have such resources “next 
door”.  Some race team representatives felt it should be within thirty 
minutes.  Some other race team representatives felt anywhere within an 
approximately two hour distance would be helpful, which calls into 
consideration areas of the State other than the Carolinas Partnership area, 
such as Rockingham, North Carolina and the North Carolina Speedway. 

 
• There was some comment that given the amount of investment involved in 

this Complex, it should be available for multiple purposes, e.g., race car 
testing, automotive and OEM testing, and military testing.   

 
 Subsequent to the completion of interviews and focus groups which were a part of 
this study, a more detailed proposal for this Complex was obtained.  Consequently, 
details of what equipment and facilities might be a part of the Complex, as set forth were 
not put before study respondents. 
 
 There is a strong generalized sense in the industry that investments in technology 
resources would be a strong factor in keeping racing teams in the State and attracting 
other ones.  The lack of consensus seems to be around the details of what technological 
resources are most desirable and where they should be located.  Clearly there would be 
great benefit from making motorsports technology investments, such as this.  Consensus 
on the details of this proposed Complex will likely develop during the feasibility analysis 
and business planning for that idea.   
 
 This matter needs to be studied carefully as to feasibility, given the large amounts 
of investment that may be called for.   

                                            
9 May 20, 2004 issue of NASCAR Scene newspaper 
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NEXT STEPS ON MOTORSPORTS TECHNOLOGY 
 
 From comments made by study respondents and others it appears that several 
principles should guide any policy/budgetary review of motorsports technology 
investments.  The points raised most often included the following: 
 

• Most, if not all, of investments in motorsports technology equipment and 
facilities should be in programs based in the Universities or Community 
Colleges in the State which have motorsports technology programs.  These 
facilities and equipment can be made available to motorsports teams and 
automotive manufacturers on a reasonable cost basis.  Ideally, the business 
plan for any such investments will demonstrate the ability to be largely 
self supporting. 

 
• It would be most desirable if any investments in motorsports technology 

were available to benefit all universities and community colleges on a 
shared use basis.  Regardless of where certain equipment or facilities 
reside in the university or community college systems, they should be 
available for use by other institutions. 

 
• A process should be established to provide for a review of the feasibility 

of, need for, and best location of any equipment or facility recommended.  
An impartial process in this regard would help to assure that wise 
investments are made, and political squabbling among regions of the State 
and universities is kept to a minimum.  The North Carolina Motorsports 
Task Force, recommended in this report to be formed, should serve this 
function.  The State should be hesitant to make substantial investments 
which do not receive a sign-off in this review process. 

 
 In any event, it is clear that investments in motorsports technology will be very 
helpful in retaining the motorsports industry North Carolina has and attracting other 
motorsports elements.  However, a careful due diligence of any such proposal should be 
done in an impartial environment.10 
  
 
 

                                            
10 It should be noted that this portion of the report to the proposed North Carolina Motorsports and 
Automotive Research Center and other technology investments was prepared solely by The Sanford 
Holshouser Business Development Group, LLC, as was the case with most portions of this report.  Given 
that the University of North Carolina at Charlotte would likely be a recipient of significant resources, if 
technology investments are made by the State, input to this portion of the report from the University of 
North Carolina at Charlotte was limited in order to avoid any appearance of a conflict of interest.  This 
section’s contents reflect input from study respondents and the independent professional opinions of The 
Sanford Holshouser Business Development Group, LLC. 
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VENUES 
 

 There were three major racing venues in the State mentioned in the above.  
Lowe’s Motor Speedway is anchored by major NASCAR events and is in a class by 
itself.  North Wilkesboro Speedway and Rockingham’s North Carolina Speedway are 
currently inactive with very uncertain prospects for any future use. 
 
 In addition there are forty eight other race tracks at forty five other venues.  The 
continued viability of these tracks is critical to the overall viability of motorsports in 
North Carolina, based upon comments from many study respondents as to how the 
activity which surrounds these smaller venues feed racing at higher levels with fans, 
drivers, technicians, etc. 
 
 In Appendix E is a list of these tracks with key information on addresses, contacts 
at each facility, a summary of the type of tracks, and a summary of the events run at each 
of those tracks.  The broad geographical dispersal of these venues across the State, is 
evident from this list.  This demonstrates that motorsports touches on every area of our 
State.  This was taken from the National Speedway Directory. 
 
 The number of venues in North Carolina is summarized by the following: 
 
    
  Oval Tracks     
   Dirt Tracks   17 
   Paved Tracks   17 
   Total Oval Tracks  34 
 
  Dragstrips    19 
 
  Road Courses    1 
 
 Because certain tracks may have more than one use, the numbers above as to the 
types of tracks do not match the total number of tracks.  For example, an oval track, may 
also have a straightaway, which can also be used as a drag strip, and a motorsports park 
may have a combination of types of tracks, e.g., oval, drag strip, kart track, etc. 
 
 This summary of racing venues does not include motocross racing courses, tractor 
pulls, mud sling courses, kart racing tracks and motorcycle racing tracks.  These would 
be in addition to those track venues set forth above, and as shown at Appendix E.  Also 
this listing does not include bodies of water suitable for powerboat racing.  Virtually any 
reasonably large body of water would suffice for this type of racing event. 
 
 Although North Carolina is blessed with a significant number of racing venues, a 
number of these facilities are at risk or are already likely to close.  The Executive 
Director of North Carolina Motorsports Association indicates that he has received reports 
of two tracks which will close after this year.  Fortunately, he also reports that another 
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track that has been closed will reopen in 2005.  
 
 To some degree the dynamics of whether certain tracks remain open or not, may 
be beyond the control of anything the State or a local government can do.  However, 
comments from representatives of these venues in interviews and focus groups indicated 
that there are some meaningful things which can be done to assist these venues and make 
them more viable.  Essentially these recommendations relate to increasing profitability by 
increasing revenues and reducing costs. 
 
 Some of the specific stated areas of interest, which have merit are as follows: 
 

• More events equal more revenues.  However, in the first few years of a 
new event, it is more difficult to make a profit, until the event develops a 
fan base.  Consequently, one idea was for a grant fund to be established to 
provide for a part or all of the cost of sanction fees or promotional costs 
for new racing events to be brought to the State. 

 
• Many racing venues sell fuel for race cars to participants in racing events 

at those venues.  It was suggested that the State’s statutes be amended to 
allow for a refund to tracks of the state taxes on motor fuels sold at racing 
venues in the State.  On the margin, this would contribute to the 
profitability and continued viability of a number of tracks in this State.  
The amount of lost revenues to the State would be minor. 

 
• Certain tracks would attract more events if their facilities were upgraded.  

However, quite often the costs of such improvements are prohibitive.  It 
was suggested that the State should expand the Industrial Highway Access 
Fund in the Department of Transportation to include some or all for the 
costs of road improvements connected with a new or upgraded track 
facility.  This fund now exists and is used for industrial projects to fund 
needed road improvements like turn lanes, deceleration lanes, etc.  The 
fund would have to have its terms expanded and additional money 
provided to accommodate this need. 

 
• The ability of smaller venues to promote and advertise their events is 

limited.  There was a strong feeling that as a part of an overall motorsports 
promotional effort by the State, promotional measures should be 
implemented to advertise and promote racing events and venues in the 
State. 

 
 It was the consensus opinion of the racing venues participating in this study that 
the above measures would be of tangible benefit.  Loss of a substantial number of these 
venues would significantly weaken the overall motorsports infrastructure in the State.. 
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SANCTIONING BODIES / EVENTS 
 
 The real potential for growth of the motorsports industry in North Carolina is in 
the many levels of racing, in addition to the three NASCAR series (Nextel Cup, Busch 
and Craftsman Trucks).  This has been commented upon by many focus group or 
interview participants.  This is also evident as a result of actions being taken by leaders in 
the industry, such as H.A. “Humpy” Wheeler’s comments regarding the new Road 
Hawgs series, as discussed earlier in this report.  Limited interviews with a few 
sanctioning organizations also indicated that growth as to some series of races was 
desired. 
 
 By drawing more events, enthusiasm and fan loyalty for racing will naturally 
grow.  More race teams, race shops and hobbyist racers will be located in the State.  This 
will support more vendors/supplier.  Along the way, venues become more and more 
stable and the cluster which is North Carolina’s strength, grows and grows. 
 
 Already North Carolina enjoys a broad variety of types of racing at the racing 
venues in the State.  A review of events held at racing venues in this State, as reflected in 
Appendix E, covers the gamut of racing events, a few of which are NASCAR Late 
Models, Late Model Super Trucks, Legend Cars, motorcycles, Hooters Series, etc.   
 
 However, interviews of sanctioning organizations indicated many more events 
could be attracted to this State.  Sanctioning organizations’ comments in this regard 
included the following: 
 

• American Motor Racing Association’s representative indicated that this 
organization would support the establishment of a Chapter of AMRA in 
North Carolina, which would promote open wheel modified racing in the 
State. 

 
• A representative of United Speed Alliance Racing, which promotes the 

Hooters Cup racing series, indicated that this series is open to expansion in 
its schedule of events, that in his opinion the North Carolina market was 
not saturated, and that his organization would like to have another race in 
this State.  These races are nationally televised. 

 
• Representatives of International Motor Contest Association, which has six 

racing divisions (hobby stocks, stock cars, sprint cars, late model cars, 
sport modified cars, and modified cars) stated a strong interest in 
expanding its number of events in North Carolina.  Of interest to this 
organization is that its data shows that attendance at existing events in this 
State is approximately 15% higher than the national average. 

 
 Of the sanctioning associations interviewed as a part of this study, only one stated 
a lack of interest in locating another event in this State. 
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 The scope of this study was necessarily limited.  Only a sampling of sanctioning 
associations was possible.  However, there are well over one hundred fifty sanctioning 
organizations in this country.  At Appendix F, is a partial listing of sanctioning 
organizations.  This was taken from a much longer list of such entities listed in National 
Speedway Directory, which publication was referenced earlier in this report in footnote 
three.  Any sanctioning organization shown in National Speedway Directory, which by its 
description was limited to sanctioning races in specific states other than North Carolina, 
was excluded from the list at Appendix F. 
 
 This list is available for use in its current form.  However, it would be useful if a 
thorough interview could be conducted of all of these associations to identify ones which 
are candidates for expanding events to North Carolina, and the criteria for such an 
expansion. 
 
 Unfortunately, interviews of sanctioning association representatives indicated 
several issues which impede attracting new events to this State which include: 
 

• Certain events require lighting sufficient for night time TV production.  
Many venues in this State lack that level of lighting. 

 
• Many racing venues in North Carolina need improvements which have not 

been done in many instances due to a lack of funds. 
 

• There is a small minority opinion that North Carolina is saturated with 
racing events. 

 
• A need for more promotion of motorsports at the state and local levels was 

cited. 
 
 There are roles to be played by local and state economic development levels in 
attracting new racing events. However, any local or state efforts must be in conjunction 
with and led by a qualified racing venue.  The efforts of State and local economic 
development efforts must be in support of a venue seeking a new event.   
 
DRAG RACING 
 
 Drag racing deserves a special mention for three reasons. 
 
 First, North Carolina enjoys a high concentration of drag racing tracks and events.  
This State has nineteen drag strips.  That is more than any other state except Texas.  
North Carolina has 6.4% of the drag racing tracks in the country, which is statistically 
three times what this State should have if the dragstrips in the country were distributed 
evenly among the states.  A number of nationally competitive drag racing teams are 
located in this State.  Two national level International Hot Rod Association events are 
held each year in this State, at Rockingham Dragway.  A national IHRA event at 
Rockingham attracts on the average 45,000 fans for three days and 700 entrants from all 
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over the United States and Canada, according to Steve Earwood, President of 
Rockingham Dragway.  Consequently, drag racing should be recognized for its 
importance to the overall motorsports profile of North Carolina. 
 
 As an additional benefit to the State, the concentration of drag strips in the State, 
the many events which are held at these raceways, and the presence of two national 
IHRA races each year result in many drag racing teams being located in North Carolina.  
According to Mr. Earwood, he estimates that twenty five percent of all IHRA member 
teams are located in North Carolina.   
 
 Secondly, it is worthwhile to note a basic difference from drag racing as opposed 
to most types of oval track racing.  Most types of oval track racing are fan driven.  That 
is, relatively few cars or teams are participating in the racing event.  Most in attendance 
are fans.  Drag racing is participant driven.  For example, at many tracks’ “test and tune” 
nights, as many as 400 hundred participants may turn out to run their cars or motorcycles 
against others.  This distinction was pointed out in many interviews of the drag racing 
sector representatives. 
 
 Thirdly, drag racing presents an opportunity to diversify the motorsports industry 
and fan bases.  A significant number of African-Americans are involved in drag racing, 
particularly drag racing motorcycles, based on input from study respondents.  As 
evidence of this Rockingham Dragway recently announced that in the first week of 
August 2005, it will for the first time, host the National Riders Roundup.  This is an event 
which extends over one week.  The 40,000 people in attendance are almost entirely 
African American motorcycle enthusiasts.  During the week there are drag races, bands, 
socials and church services.  As a part of this event, approximately 1,000,000 pounds of 
food are donated to the local food bank where the event is held.  It is reported by the 
Rockingham Dragway that already, rooms in the Rockingham and surrounding counties 
are being booked.  This event is on a six year rotation among host venues.  Every effort 
should be made to have North Carolina be a regular part of this rotation. 
 
 The above factors give rise to certain implications when considering an overall 
economic development motorsports plan. 
 
 First, drag racing should receive a very high priority in recruitment and 
promotional efforts.  North Carolina has a significant concentration within this segment 
of motorsports to build upon.  The State has premier drag racing facilities and events.  
The overall drag racing climate is one of  the best in the country.  As a participatory type 
of event, more exposure to drag racing will rapidly increase the growth in small shops 
and hobbyists, all of whom buy parts, equipment and materials.  As a major form of 
racing, this State has a good base but a lot of room to grow in this sector. 
 
 The second implication relates to how promotional efforts are conducted.  
Marketing efforts for most types of racing are directed at the fan base.  Marketing efforts 
to promote drag racing events and venues must, at least in part, be addressed to the 
participant base.  As some measure of this, Mr. Earwood of Rockingham Dragway 
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indicates that his track has approximately 98 races per year.  The participants in all of 
these races constitute a significant market.  An overall motorsports marketing plan should 
contain elements aimed at the drag racing sector, as standard market targeting research 
would likely indicate. 
 
 In view of the points raised in this study, and which are summarized above, 
several initiatives were commented upon favorably by motorsports industry study 
respondents, and would appear to be effective strategies for increasing racing activity in 
the State.   
 

• Recruit headquarters of sanctioning organizations to the State.  Such 
organizations would generally bring a large impact by way of capital 
investment or jobs created.  Moreover, more sanctioning organizations in 
the State would increase the cluster and inevitably lead to more events 
being held here. 

 
• Grants should be provided by the State, managed by the Division of 

Travel and Tourism, which would fund sanctioning fees or promotional 
costs for new events, as commented above under the section entitled 
Venues. 

 
• Assisting local racing venues in attracting new events is an area in which 

local economic developers or travel professionals, can play a role, as will 
be commented on later in this report. 

 
 The emphasis given above to drag racing does not imply that attention should not 
be given to increasing the presence of many other kinds of racing in this State.  The effort 
to attract new events should be multi-pronged.  However, drag racing is an excellent 
sector of racing on which to focus, because this State has a good base of drag racing 
organizations to begin with.  Also this sector of racing is a high value sector of 
motorsports.  
 
 
 

MUSEUMS 
 
 The motorsports industry cluster in North Carolina not only leads to strong 
synergies among race teams, venues and suppliers, it also has led to an enormous cluster 
of tourist destinations.  As noted above under the discussion of NASCAR Teams, the 
team shops themselves are very active tourist attractions. 
 
 Adding to these North Carolina motorsports tourist attractions are a number of 
motorsports and automotive museums.  At Appendix G is a list of such museums, which 
have been identified to date.  This list was obtained from the Department of Commerce 
Travel and Tourism Division.  There certainly may be some similar museums in the State 
which have not been identified. 
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 In regard to museums, much like with suppliers, the distinction is blurred between 
such entities that are based on motorsports specifically, versus those that are more 
broadly directed to the automotive sector. 
 
 Interviews and focus group comments from several museum representatives 
confirms that even museums denominated as automotive museums, most often include 
some cars and exhibits that are drawn from the motorsports industry.  Consequently, the 
list at Appendix G includes all museums identified whether denominated as a motorsports 
or automotive museum.  This also seems appropriate inasmuch as tourists who visit race 
team facilities and motorsports museums would also be likely prospective visitors to 
automotive museums. 
 
 In general, there are two types of such facilities.  Some museums are co-located 
with a racing team’s facility, such as the Hendrick, Childress and Roush facilities.  Some 
museums stand alone, such as the North Carolina Auto Racing Hall of Fame, Petty 
Museum, Backing Up Classics Auto Museum, and Wheels Through Time Museum. 
 
 From feedback received from interviews and focus groups, it appears that most 
museums are rather small.  Attendance figures are respectable but modest at each 
museum.  Various museums reported annual attendance being in the range of 12,000 to 
33,000 visitors per year.  It appears that museums/displays located in conjunction with a 
race team facility draw larger numbers of visitors, with one race team museum reporting 
150,000 to 200,000 per year.   It is readily apparent from all input received that tourists 
do not come and visit just one race team or museum, but instead, stay in the State for a 
period of time and visit multiple race teams and museums. 
 
 Most museums have difficulty being financially self-supporting.  Many museums 
or displays connected with NASCAR team facilities have free admission and are operated 
by the teams for purposes of building fan loyalty.  Some stand alone museums are 
supported financially by their founder.   One respondent reported supplementing a 
museum budget by $500,000 per year.  Some museums are marginally successful.  
Consequently, the major area of concern for museums relates to increasing tourist traffic 
and revenues, as well as being able to benefit from state or local government help to 
promote their facilities. 
 
 In response to this opportunity, two local areas that have the largest accumulation 
of NASCAR team shops and other attractions, Mooresville/South Iredell County and 
Concord/Cabarrus County, have available printed brochures, tour maps and/or websites 
to assist tourists in seeing all of the attractions.  These generally include museums in the 
area.  A number of private businesses have been setup to provide guided tours of race 
team shops and other attractions such as museums.  
 
 Consequently, it appears that an excellent tourism base has built up around the 
motorsports industry due to the large accumulation of NASCAR teams in this State, 
which are tourist attractions in and of themselves.  Certain local areas, Mooresville/South 
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Iredell County and Concord/Cabarrus County, as  leading examples, have capitalized on 
this tourism base. 
 
 However, outside of these geographical areas, museums have limited means to 
draw tourism traffic.  Limits in the ability to promote motorsports attractions across the 
State are obvious.  One museum providing input into this study commented that the local 
tourism promotion program does not seem to be aware of or to promote the presence of 
the museum.  However, most responses from study participants expressed the need for 
statewide promotion of motorsports attractions; programs to help museums which are 
financially struggling; and better highway signage. 
 
 Based upon the input received from museums, a number of concerns and needs 
became apparent: 
 

• A constant concern from this sector of the motorsports industry related to 
difficulty in obtaining road signage from Transportation officials, to 
advertise a museum’s presence. 

 
• A number of respondents expanded upon this by urging that such signage 

for all motorsports facilities (not just museums) have a standard 
appearance, logo, slogan, etc. 

 
• All respondents urged increased promotion at the State level to tie all 

motorsports attractions in the State together.  These efforts were 
recommended by various respondents to include tour maps; inclusion in an 
overall motorsports tourism guide; dedicated space at welcome centers to 
display motorsports promotional materials;  inclusion in a motorsports 
website which is connected back to each museums website; and 
promotional advertising for motorsports attractions in the State. 

 
• A number of museums commented on the need for state grants or 

appropriations to support marketing efforts of museums. 
 

• One respondent recommended cooperative efforts among state and local 
government officials, and private sector entities to establish a large, central 
motorsports hall of fame/museum, along the lines of the Rock n’ Roll Hall 
of Fame in Cleveland. 

 
 Motorsports/automotive museums in North Carolina are integral parts of the 
overall motorsports presence.  These elements of the motorsports industry add to the 
overall tourism draw and should be promoted and preserved. 
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TELEVISION, FILM AND RADIO PRODUCTION 
 
 North Carolina is fortunate to have as corporate citizens, two television and film 
and one radio production facilities focused on the motorsports industry. 
 
 NASCAR Images is one of these facilities located in Charlotte.  This company, 
co-owned by NASCAR Digital Entertainment and Fox Cable Network, engages in 
several lines of business, all focused around the entertainment segment of the motorsports 
industry.  These include the following: 
 

• Television Production.   NASCAR Images produces NASCAR shows for 
other broadcast/network entities. 

 
• Corporate Videos.   NASCAR Images produces corporate promotional 

videos which are used at racing events, trade shows and commercials.  
This customer base also centers on the motorsports industry and 
companies that find marketing opportunities in that industry sector. 

 
• Home Videos.   NASCAR Images produces home videos for retail 

distribution.  NASCAR Images is the exclusive producer of all NASCAR 
related home videos.   

 
• Licensing.   NASCAR Images is the exclusive licensor of NASCAR 

racing footage. 
 

• Digitization Services.   As an outgrowth of producing and storing its own 
work digitally, NASCAR Images, on a contractual basis with other 
companies, will digitize film/tapes, maintain it, and market the material 
(or whatever combination of the above functions a company should need). 

 
• Event Planning.   NASCAR Images has recently initiated an event 

planning group which is focused on providing services to motorsports 
related events first, but provides services to non-motorsports events as 
well. 

 
 Some of the motorsports shows now being produced by NASCAR Images for 
several broadcast entities include the following: 
 

• Speed Channel 
 

• Inside Nextel Cup Racing 
 

• NASCAR Performance 
 

• NASCAR Craftsman Truck Series Races 
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• NASCAR Victory Lane 
 

• FOX Sportsnet 
 

• Totally NASCAR 
 

• NASCAR This Morning 
 

• Outdoor Life Network 
 

• NASCAR Outdoors 
 

 Speed Channel, also located in the Charlotte area, is the second film production 
facility.  This company moved its operations from Stamford, Connecticut to Charlotte, in 
major part to be closer to the center of NASCAR activity, team officials and drivers.  
NASCAR Images also cited proximity to NASCAR elements as its reason for being in 
the Charlotte area.  The power of the cluster effect works throughout the motorsports 
industry. 
 
 Speed Channel is an affiliate of FOX Network.  FOX saw the advantages of 
having a channel that showcases motorsports.  Roughly 50% of Speed Channel’s 
programming is focused on NASCAR, and the remaining air time covers other 
motorsports sectors. 

 
 Interviews of senior representatives of both companies gave rise to several 
pertinent points related to motorsports economic development, which are as follows: 
 

• Attention should be focused on recruiting additional events to the State 
from all sectors of racing.  This provides for the opportunity to produce 
more product for broadcasting, close to the base of Speed Channel, 
NASCAR Images, and Performance Racing Network.  This should include 
grants to assist in bringing new events to the State. 

 
• There is good potential for recruiting other production companies to the 

area.  Specific thoughts were shared as to several recruitment targets.  
Given the confidential nature of this information, it has been shared 
confidentially with appropriate economic development officials and is not 
reported here. 

 
• It was recommended by a representative of NASCAR Images that an 

effort be made to recruit the International Motorsports Hall of Fame and 
Museum to the Charlotte area, from Talledega, Alabama where it is now 
located.  This would be boosted by existing tourists who are drawn by the 
race teams and attractions in the area, and in return the Hall of Fame 
would feed tourists back to these facilities. 
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Performance Racing Network is a radio production facility located in Concord, 
North Carolina.  This company is an affiliate of Speedway Motorsports, Inc. and Lowe’s 
Motor Speedway.  Performance racing Network produces 5 different shows that are 
focused on racing activities. Performance broadcasts qualifying, Busch Series and Nextel 
Cup races and post race shows for all NASCAR races held at Speedway Motorsports, Inc. 
(SMI) race venues.  Those shows are carried on 723 radio stations in the United States 
and Armed Services Network. 
  

These matters should be addressed. 
 
 Feature film movie production opportunities are of a different nature.  No movie 
production company would focus all of its production on motorsports.  Consequently, 
attracting such a production facility is not realistic. 
 
 However, feature film movie production companies do look for good places to do 
location shoots.  North Carolina is rich in locations and facilities that tie into motorsports.  
For this reason, a portion of a movie on Dale Earnhardt’s life bearing the title “3", was 
produced in part at North Carolina Speedway this year.  Local officials estimated the total 
local economic impact of this production was in the range of $150,000 to $200,000 which 
is a significant amount for that area.11 
 
 The North Carolina Department of Commerce has a very active and historically 
successful Film Industry Office, which promotes North Carolina as a site for film 
production.  Its locations photo library includes numerous shots of racing venues and 
motorsports related facilities.  Any incentives this Division may have available from time 
to time for movie productions in general, would apply equally to productions focused on 
motorsports. 
 
 It appears that the efforts of the Film Industry Office are adequate to the 
opportunities to recruit motorsports film production to North Carolina, and therefore no 
recommendations were commented upon as to this economic development sector. 
 
 
 

MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS 
 
 A significant number of marketing and public relations firms which entirely or 
predominantly focus on NASCAR and other levels of motorsports have offices in North 
Carolina. 
 
 Based upon information provided by the North Carolina Motorsports Association, 
it is estimated that there are approximately seventy marketing and public relations firms 
in this State.  Most of these have a primary client focus on all levels of NASCAR.  These 
companies employ approximately eight hundred eighty nine people in North Carolina.  

                                            
11 May 12, 2004 issue of Sandhills Business Times newspaper 
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These companies’ offices are significantly grouped in and around Mooresville/South 
Iredell County, Concord/Cabarrus County, and the Charlotte areas, as one might expect.  
However, some of these companies have a presence outside of this geographical area, 
with offices in areas such as that around Greensboro, Winston-Salem and High Point. 
 
 Marketing and public relations companies provide a broad range of support for 
motorsports teams, venues and attractions.  These would generally include the following: 
 

• Media relations for race teams, drivers and sponsors on an on-going basis 
with on-site services at major race events. 

 
• Marketing services coordinating driver, team and crew chief obligations 

for sponsor activities at scheduled sponsor appearances.  
 

• Mobile marketing displays at major race events promoting race teams, 
event sponsors and related promotional programs. 

 
• Equipping and operating mobile merchandising trailers at major events 

that sell souvenirs. 
 

• Logistical support for sponsors. 
 

• Developing and executing marketing programs for events, teams and 
drivers. 

 
• Providing hospitality services for events and sponsors. 

 
• Coordinating driver fan clubs. 

 
• Developing souvenirs. 

 
• Managing sports and sponsor licensing programs. 

 
 These types of companies have a significant presence in North Carolina.  
However, growth in this sector will generally come about organically, without focused 
economic development programs and support.  Consequently, no recommendations were 
made herein regarding this segment of the motorsports industry. 
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PHILANTHROPIC ACTIVITIES 
 
 Although not all philanthropic activities which arise out of the motorsports sector 
are readily apparent, it is reasonably clear that this industry sector contributes 
significantly in this regard. 
 
 Much of what the motorsports industry does in this regard comes from teams, 
drivers and others on a very private, confidential basis.  They may not give through 
charitable organizations that are more publicly touted.  However, anecdotal reports of this 
type of support arose regularly during the course of this study.  This returns an obvious 
direct benefit back to this State and its citizens.  Given the large cluster of motorsports 
entities in this State, the total impact is no doubt substantial. 
 
 Some philanthropic facets of the motorsports industry are more obvious in their 
presence and activities. 
 
 One of these is the Women’s Auxiliary of Motorsports, Inc.  The Women’s 
Auxiliary of Motorsports, Inc. (WAM, Inc.) one of only three charities of NASCAR, was 
established in 2004 with the merger of the Winston Cup Racing Wives Auxiliary and the 
Busch Series Ladies Association.  The Auxiliary’s mission is to enrich the sport of 
NASCAR with a commitment to its families through fund-raising and wellness programs 
for those requiring medical or financial assistance.  In addition, the Women’s Auxiliary 
of Motorsports, Inc. helps support organizations with like minded missions and purposes.   
 
 Victory Junction Gang Camp has become the largest, most visible philanthropic 
program with its roots in NASCAR.  The Victory Junction Gang Camp was established 
to enrich the lives of children with chronic or life-threatening illnesses by creating 
camping experiences that are memorable, exciting, fun, empowering, physically safe and 
medically sound.  All children who attend Victory Junction would not otherwise be able 
to attend camp because of their special needs.  No child or family has to pay to attend 
Victory Junction.  Located on 62 acres in Randleman, North Carolina, Victory Junction 
Gang Camp was opened in 2004.  It operates solely on contributions and donations from 
corporations, individuals and foundations.  The Victory Junction Gang Camp hosts 
campers ranging from 7 to 15 years old.  The summer program consists of eight week-
long sessions for 125 children each session.  The remainder of the year includes family 
retreat weekends, specialized programs for  disease groups, sibling weekends and camper 
reunions.  Pediatric specialty doctors, nurses and a fully equipped medical center are 
available 24 hours a day to handle any medical needs, including everything from 
bandaging a minor cut to providing chemotherapy. 
 
 Just the philanthropic benefits of these programs are quite enough in terms of the 
contributions they make.  However, The Victory Junction Gang offers some 
extraordinary opportunities to promote North Carolina as a motorsports destination, 
which should be fully explored.  In the final analysis, no promotion should be undertaken 
that detracts from the philanthropic purpose for which The Victory Junction Gang exists.  
However, in interviewing Brian Collier, President/Executive Director of The Victory 
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Junction Gang Camp, it is apparent that some exceptionally promising opportunities exist 
to raise awareness of North Carolina’s motorsports industry by tasteful and appropriate 
connections with visitors to this facility.   Some of these are the following. 
 
 First, at full operations 4000 to 5000 children and their families, from all over the 
country, will be at this facility, each year.  This will include family events as noted above.  
Also, when campers come to The Victory Junction Gang Camp in the summer, one or 
more parents will generally be traveling with these children at the start and finish of 
camp.  Some parents will stay over for the week their child is in the camp.  Parents and 
family members can be entertained by tours of motorsports facilities and museums, or by 
attending events.  Tour packages can be developed just for these visitors.  Tourism 
promotional packages can be delivered directly to these visitors either before or upon 
arrival at this camp.  Busses transporting them to race events could be available.   
 
 One great advantage of this marketing opportunity is the potential to diversify the 
fan base for NASCAR and other levels of racing.  As Brian Collier pointed out, most of 
the people coming to the camp are there because of the Camp’s ability to handle children 
with disabilities and are not NASCAR fans at the outset.  However, given the camp’s 
focus on a racing theme and by way of regular visits from NASCAR drivers, many 
people leave as race fans.  Because disabilities do not adhere to racial or ethnic divisions, 
The Victory Junction Gang Camp offers not only the ability to widen the motorsports fan 
base, but to diversify its demographic reach as well. 
 
 Secondly, The Victory Junction Gang Camp hosts open houses on a regular basis.  
One was held in the spring of 2004 with another planned in the fall of 2004.  Brian 
Collier indicated that at the open house in the spring of 2004, approximately 15,000 
visitors went through this facility.  Mr. Collier estimates that unlike families which visit 
on family trips or to leave a camper, 75% or more of these open house visitors were there 
because they are race fans, not because they have disabled children.  This is a perfectly 
targeted market.  Promotional materials and tour maps could be made available to these 
visitors.  Other promotional opportunities might be realized by way of connections to this 
identified fan base. 
 
 Thirdly, The Victory Junction Gang Camp regularly hosts very senior corporate 
executives from companies which provide financial support for this program.  These 
executives can be an excellent contact point for multiple promotional purposes. 
 
 Consequently, the following seems to be an appropriate response to these 
opportunities: 
 

• To the extent consistent with the philanthropic mission of The Victory 
Junction Gang Camp, a Department of Commerce representative should 
work with senior management of this program to define means by which 
the motorsports industry can be tastefully promoted among visitors to this 
facility, without detracting from its philanthropic mission. 
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LOCAL TRAVEL AND TOURISM PROFESSIONALS 
 
 Input was received from a number of local travel and tourism professionals by 
way of focus group and interview formats.  Each of the local travel and tourism 
professionals participating in this study had at least one motorsports asset in the County.  
This ranged from one county which had only one smaller venue track, to counties with a 
race team, vendors/supplier and other resources. 
 
 In addition to gaining insight from motorsports industry entities, the consulting 
team believed input from economic development professionals would be most 
appropriate.  This included input from representatives of two disciplines of economic 
development, the local level travel and tourism professionals and business 
retention/recruitment professionals.  At the State level, contact was also initiated with 
other types of economic development professionals (e.g., international trade promotion, 
finance, etc.).  This section of the report reflects input received from local travel and 
tourism professionals. 
 
 There were several benefits derived from this input. 
 
 First, the economic development professionals (both travel and tourism, and 
business retention/recruitment) in North Carolina are generally recognized and 
acknowledged by external trade sources and colleagues in other states as being in the top 
tier of professionals in the Country.  Why would one not seek this kind of insight? 
 
 Secondly, they represent a source of validation (or refutation) of ideas which had 
arisen from motorsports industry sectors as to how to nurture the motorsports industry in 
this State and how to attract more of the industry here. 
 
 Thirdly, these professionals represent the front line of implementing many of the 
recommendations which come out of this report.  It is helpful to determine which ideas 
have some “buy in” from the professional economic development community, when 
making recommendations for new programs and new policies. 
 
 For all of these reasons, it was clearly essential to talk to economic development 
professionals as a part of this analysis.  As it turned out, it was highly beneficial to have  
input from these professionals. 
 
 It is the impression of the interview team that local travel and tourism 
professionals involved have a very high level of awareness of the importance of the 
motorsports industry.  Many cogent thoughts came from these interviews, which are 
summarized by the following: 
 

• All enthusiastically acknowledged the great importance of this industry 
from a tourism promotion point of view.   
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• There is a strong consensus that in most areas there has been a recent 
increase in awareness about the importance of this industry to travel and 
tourism.  Some areas such as Mooresville/South Iredell County and 
Concord/Cabarrus County have been keenly aware of the importance of 
this industry and focused on it for many years, given the high 
concentration of motorsports resources in those areas.  However, many 
other counties have only in the last couple of years, become intensely 
aware of the industry’s potential. 

 
• All agreed that if motorsports attractions in the State are to be best 

promoted, there needs to be an organized, packaged message including a 
standard logo and slogan reflecting North Carolina motorsports; signature 
signage for attractions, like that which is now in use to highlight the 
winery industry; a primary tourism guide promoting motorsports with 
information on attractions, museums, racing teams, racing venues, racing 
events, etc.; a tourism map showing the locations of all of the elements of 
the motorsports industry summarized in the bullet point immediately 
above; and promotion of heritage tours of motorsports attractions. 

 
• Motorsports as a travel and tourism promotional effort uniquely benefits 

from regional efforts and therefore regional cooperation, inasmuch as 
tourists visiting one team shop or museum will visit several. 

 
• Promotion of motorsports must be addressed to all levels and segments of 

motorsports, in addition to an emphasis on the primary draw, which is 
NASCAR. 

    
• The effort to attract motorsports tourists must be a state led effort, in 

partnership with local and regional travel and tourism programs. 
 

• A number of respondents were very aware of the need to promote and 
support smaller racing venues, given that many are very financially 
strapped. 

 
• Threats to the motorsports industry in North Carolina are seen as arising 

from states such as Virginia, South Carolina, Florida and the City of 
Indianapolis.   

 
 Some of the economic development policies and programs which arose out of 
these interviews, and some ideas from other sources which received validation, are shown 
below.  These measures are not commented on in detail at this point in the report.  More 
detailed comments are in the Recommendations section of this report.  The initiatives 
embraced by a consensus of travel and tourism professionals included the following: 
 

• Full staffing and funding of State Travel and Tourism Division to support 
a state-wide marketing effort to promote motorsports. 
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• Tourism guide cataloguing and promoting all motorsports events, venues, 

teams, attractions, etc. 
 

• DOT signage for attractions and teams . 
 

• Map of all attractions and teams. 
 

• Motorsports kiosks at visitors centers. 
 

• Motorsports website maintained by the State Division of Travel and 
Tourism linked back to local websites. 

 
• Evaluating the feasibility of a mobile marketing unit to promote North 

Carolina Motorsports. 
 
 Of great significance is that comments and ideas from travel and tourism 
professionals seem to match closely to comments and ideas received from motorsports 
industry representatives.  There seems to be a common understanding on many of these 
points.  Also, the local travel and tourism community seems to have a number of ideas 
which are entirely supportive and validate similar input from the State Division of Travel 
and Tourism.  In fact, as will be commented on later in this report, the State Travel and 
Tourism Division has already embarked on implementing a number of ideas which arose 
in the course of this study. 
 
 In summary, the good news is that the travel and tourism sector of economic 
development seems poised to step up motorsports promotional efforts, subject to further 
resources being available to drive the program. 
 
 
 

LOCAL BUSINESS RECRUITMENT PROFESSIONALS 
 
 A large number of business recruitment professionals were interviewed either one 
on one, or as participants in focus groups.  Focus groups were held in six of the seven 
regional economic development partnerships.  One-on-one interviews of business 
recruitment professionals were conducted for some professionals in the seventh regional 
economic development partnership area which did not host a focus group, and 
professionals in key counties that have a significant motorsports presence. 
 
 All of the comments above in the travel and tourism section regarding the high 
professionalism of the economic developers in this State apply equally to the business 
recruiters in this State, and the benefits which derive from talking to travel and tourism 
professionals is equally present from interviews with business recruiters. 
 
 It is the impression of the consulting team members that many business 
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recruitment professionals had not fully contemplated the size, scope and impact of the 
motorsports industry in this State.  Certainly business recruiters (most of which are also 
involved in business retention efforts as well) who have a significant motorsports 
presence in their area are more alert to this industry.  Business recruiters from counties 
with a smaller motorsport presences are not as aware of or focused on this industry 
sector.  However, it was equally evident that as discussions went on in focus groups, the 
full potential of the motorsports industry became much clearer.  Most local business 
recruitment professionals left their focus group visibly more enthused about efforts to 
promote and grow this industry.   
 
 As was the case with travel and tourism professionals, business recruitment 
professionals had a number of important thoughts regarding the motorsports industry: 
 

• From their contacts with the industry it seems that overnight delivery of 
parts and supplies and just-in-time stocking requirements are important 
considerations for some elements of this industry. 

 
• Quite a few focus group participants emphasized the high value of the 

existing motorsports clusters.  Their comments validated observations on 
clustering outlined above.  It was felt that in Concord/Cabarrus County the 
motorsports cluster had clearly become more dominant than the historical 
predominance of the textile cluster.  This was in part due to growth of the 
motorsports presence in the County and the closing of textile plants. 

 
• It has been well documented that automotive manufacturing has a high 

multiplier effect that ripples revenues through the economy.  Motorsports 
sectors are a subset of automotive and can therefore be assumed to have 
similar multiplier effects.  Also in general the motorsports industry has a 
high multiplier effect, stimulating suppliers to be nearby but also boosting 
tourism business, sales of collectibles and memorabilia, public relations, 
etc. 

 
• The State has a strong position in terms of motorsports technology 

resources, particularly at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.  
Investments should be made to achieve a preeminent position as a 
motorsports technology leader. 

 
• The presence and success of Lowe’s Motor Speedway was an important 

factor in being able to attract professional sports teams and major sporting 
events to the Charlotte area. 

 
• Many small companies associated with the motorsports industry are 

moving to the State from Ohio, Michigan, and other states.  Likewise it is 
evident that other states are approaching motorsports teams and companies 
in this State to try to recruit them away.  The environment is becoming 
more competitive. 
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• Race teams seem to have less interest in local chamber and recruitment 

activities, than they do in tourism promotion efforts.  Race teams are 
generally very active with local tourism promotion efforts. 

 
• Race teams are generally very generous supporters of local charities and 

schools. 
 

• Community College motorsports training programs are very successful, 
and they also supply the automotive maintenance sector. 

 
• The proximity of a modern, general aviation airport is essential to 

recruiting NASCAR Nextel Cup teams.  Race teams are so dependent on 
quick access to air travel that this becomes almost an essential 
infrastructure for a NASCAR team. 

 
• Taxes on aircraft owned by and fuel used by aircraft that are owned by 

motorsports teams are significant burdens which should be lessened or 
removed. 

 
• The concentration of motorsports entities in the Carolinas Partnership area 

is at the level that outward investment in new facilities by race teams and 
motorsports suppliers in surrounding counties is becoming quite evident.  
Prosperity is moving outward. 

 
• The concentration of motorsports facilities in the Carolinas Partnership 

area has gotten to a critical mass that has caused certain companies in that 
area to look elsewhere for expanded operations.  The negatives of a cluster 
mentioned in the discussion in the first part of this report (e.g., migration 
of technology to other teams, cannibalizing workforces, etc.) are causing 
some companies to look outside of the Charlotte region. 

 
• The Federal Express hub under development at Piedmont Triad 

International Airport will be of great benefit to certain motorsports 
companies because of the capability for expedited handling of just in time 
parts and components. 

 
 Respondents from the business recruitment community validated certain 
economic development ideas which came forward from other interviews and focus 
groups.  Also a number of ideas as to effective economic development policies and 
programs directed at the motorsports industry arose out of focus groups and interviews.  
Some of the proposed policy or program initiatives which have a consensus of support 
among business recruitment professionals include the following, which will be described 
in more detail under the section of this report covering Recommendations. 
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• Assure that motorsports companies are eligible for all state level 
incentives (e.g., Job Development Investment Grants, William S. Lee Tax 
Credits, One North Carolina Fund, Research and Development Tax 
Credits). 

 
• Have North Carolina motorsports manufacturers and suppliers represented 

in overseas and domestic trade shows to promote the sales of their 
products. 

 
• Create some type of mechanism or incentive to put unused racing venues, 

particularly North Wilkesboro and North Carolina Speedway, back into 
use. 

 
• Refund state tax on fuels used by motorsports cars in events and testing. 

 
• Refund or exempt property tax on aircraft, and state taxes on aircraft fuels 

used by race teams and associated motorsports businesses. 
 

• North Carolina Department of Commerce should examine organizing a 
match-making event for motorsports race teams, and motorsports vendors 
and suppliers. 

 
• Provide a tax credit for a North Carolina based company which sponsors a 

North Carolina based racing team or North Carolina motorsports event. 
 

• Examine the possibilities regarding public financing of motorsports venue 
infrastructure needs (e.g., lights), which open the door to events that are 
filmed and run at night. 

 
• Recruit motorsports sanctioning organizations to the State. 

 
• Respondents in this category validated certain ideas which arose from 

travel and tourism professionals.  This included such things as a heritage 
tour promotional effort, development of a state motorsports attraction 
map, motorsports kiosks in Welcome Centers, etc. 

 
 Later in this report under recommendations for local economic development 
programs, some of the successful local motorsports economic development efforts that 
have been undertaken in this State will be highlighted.  Comments from business 
recruitment respondents will be reflected in those recommendations. 
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 As stated in the scope of work, a part of this study has involved communicating 
with State officials involved in the oversight and management of economic development 
efforts.  Interviews have been held with a number of such senior officials.  However, 
additional time was spent with certain officials within the North Carolina Department of 
Commerce, inasmuch as many of the recommendations in this report would fall under the 
purview of that Department and its economic development divisions to implement. 
 
 Through this process, a strong sense of support for promoting the motorsports 
industry was evident, and in fact, some measures recommended in this report are already 
being implemented.  These representatives commented on recommendations coming out 
of this study and in many cases offered important insights.  Also of great importance, by 
these contacts an early level of conceptual concurrence with virtually all of these 
recommendations was indicated. 
 
 It would be premature to say what, if any, of the recommendations that follow 
will be implemented by the Department of Commerce.  Essentially, the senior policy 
officials with whom the consulting team met, voiced concurrence for these 
recommendations in the sense of an acknowledgment that the economic development 
concepts were sound.  They indicated support for these strategies, if the Secretary of 
Commerce, Governor and General Assembly deem the recommended policy initiatives 
meritorious, and if resources to fully and effectively implement the recommendations are 
provided. 
 
 That should not be interpreted to mean that all of these recommendations will find 
their way into implementation, at one time.  A number of these recommendations are 
subject to action being taken by the Governor and/or the General Assembly to support 
them.  The hard reality is that when forced to make adjustments in budgeting and staffing 
needs, as a part of the budget process, some very good ideas and efforts just do not get 
supported, in relation to other needs. 
 
 Consequently the following recommendations are validated in part by input from 
senior Department of Commerce officials. 
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 A review of the findings of this study, summarized in the preceding section, 
suggests several policy and program initiatives which would be helpful to retaining and 
attracting elements of the motorsports industry.  Not all recommendations which arose 
from study participants are presented as recommendations in this report.  The most 
feasible and effective recommendations are put forth herein.   
 
 Of significance is that each of the recommendations put forth in this report is 
validated on three or more of the following bases: 
 

• Comments and recommendations from industry representatives 
participating in the study. 

 
• Comments and recommendations from local business recruitment and 

travel and tourism professionals. 
 

• Comments and recommendations from State economic development 
policy leaders. 

 
• Best practices analyses of other states and countries. 

 
• The considered judgment of the economic development professionals 

involved in preparing this report. 
 
 Consequently, the recommendations which are made herein have been 
triangulated from several sources as being recommendations worthy of implementation.  
 
 The recommendations which follow are organized by the entity which would have 
a lead role in implementation.  This seemed to be the most effective way to organize 
these proposals inasmuch as the primary audience for this report consists of economic 
development policy leaders.  At Appendix J is a list of these proposals organized in 
relation to the sector of the motorsports industry which is advanced by each particular 
proposal.  Also at Appendix J a list of recommendations which is organized by the 
Department of Commerce Division or other agency likely to be an implementer.   
 
 The recommendations contained in this report are considered to be an integrated 
whole.  That is to say that implementation of one or two of the following 
recommendations should not be looked at as a sufficient motorsports economic 
development program.  Rather, the package of proposals should be implemented 
substantially as shown, even if the full implementation of this integrated program has to 
be spread over more than one year.  These recommendations are intended to create an 
effective multi-disciplinary economic development effort. 
 
 Of course, implementation of many of the following recommendations is 
dependent upon appropriations and staffing.  Others can be done from existing resources.   
 
 In light of the above, the following recommendations are respectfully submitted 
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as an economic development agenda which will preserve and grow this State’s dominant 
lead in the motorsports sector. 
 

 
 

GOVERNOR/COMMERCE SECRETARY 
 

 A number of recommendations are best implemented at the levels of the Governor 
and the Secretary of Commerce.  Certainly some of the following recommendations 
could be assigned to a division within the Department of Commerce for implementation 
(e.g., purchase of a trade show pavilion and designation of a position for a motorsports 
specialist in Commerce).  However, because the following recommendations seem to cut 
across divisional lines of economic development, implementation at the Department of 
Commerce level seems to be appropriate.   
 
 
NORTH CAROLINA MOTORSPORTS TASK FORCE 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Governor should establish by executive order, a 

North Carolina Motorsports Task Force, consisting 
largely of representatives of the motorsports industry, 
to serve as a vehicle for promoting the industry and 
advising on policy matters concerning motorsports. 

 
 Because of growth in the motorsports industry, recent publicity regarding the 
industry, this economic impact/development study, Governor Easley’s focus on the 
industry, and other states’ interest in this industry, there is a heightened awareness in our 
State of motorsports at present.  This has resulted in some ideas already being put 
forward, such as the proposed North Carolina Motorsports Testing and Research 
Complex. 
 
 However, there is no focal point for the receipt of all the proposals coming 
forward, through which to review and make recommendations on such proposals.  
Several entities are now involved in these matters.  These include a motorsports 
legislative caucus, the Governors Office, the Department of Commerce, several regional 
economic development partnerships, and a number of local economic development 
organizations.  When major policy and program proposals come to policy makers in State 
government, it is generally helpful to have an advisory body which receives these 
proposals and makes disinterested, third party recommendations as to meritorious 
initiatives.  This gives a higher degree of comfort to policy makers that proposed ideas 
are sound.   
 
 A Motorsports Task Force, created by the Governor’s Executive Order, which 
broadly represents the industry, would serve this purpose. 
 
 The Task Force should be a relatively small working group of nine to thirteen 
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people.  Most members should be senior representatives of various segments of the 
motorsports industry, with a minority coming from a more political/governmental 
background, so that policy/program proposals recommended have the best chance 
possible to be put into action.  However, most members of the Task Force should be from 
the industry. 
 
 In general the Task Force would serve as an advisory body to the Governor’s 
office, the Department of Commerce, and the General Assembly on motorsports matters. 
 
 Specifically the Task Force should perform several critical functions, which 
include: 
 

• Receiving recommendations and findings resulting from this economic 
impact/development study; reviewing and commenting on this study’s 
recommendations in order to draw on the collective experience of the 
motorsports industry representatives on the Task Force; and making 
additional recommendations not contained in this study. 

 
• Reviewing the development of and making recommendations regarding 

the feasibility study and business plan for the North Carolina Motorsports 
Testing and Research Complex, which has been proposed by several 
entities in the Carolinas Partnership economic development region, and for 
which the General Assembly has provided funding. 

 
• Managing an RFP process for the location of the North Carolina 

Motorsports Testing and Research Complex, if the feasibility study and 
business plan support an investment in such a facility.  This will help to 
address concerns that arose earlier over where such a facility should be 
located. 

 
• Providing on-going consultation and advice to state policy leaders on 

retaining and growing the motorsports industry in North Carolina. 
 
 Of course other functions could be assigned by Executive Order to the Task Force 
in the discretion of the Governor. 
 
 As stated above, the Task Force should be predominantly industry representatives 
so that policy guidance and recommendations are founded in motorsports reality.  The 
North Carolina Motorsports Association can recommend potential appointees to this Task 
Force when such recommendations might be appropriate. 
 
 
MOTORSPORTS SPECIALIST 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Establish a position in the Department of Commerce for 

an economic developer who is a motorsports specialist. 
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 As an industry, motorsports is quite unique, from an economic development 
perspective.  Motorsports has significant implications for all of the disciplines of 
economic development, which include travel and tourism, business and industry 
recruitment, international trade promotion, film industry development, sports 
development, and finance programs.  The listing of the above areas of economic 
development also is consistent with separate programs or division within the Department 
of Commerce. 
 
 Consequently, it would be desirable to have a person with depth and experience in 
motorsports is to have a hand in all of the various economic development programs 
promoting motorsports.  Since having such a specialist in each Division would be 
duplicative and costly, it is recommended that a motorsports specialist be assigned at 
either the Department or Assistant Secretary for Economic Development level.  In so 
doing, one specialist would work across program/divisional lines. 
 
 As needed, this position would assist in the implementation of motorsports efforts 
in several sectors of economic development.  Also, this position would assure the most 
efficient cross over of efforts between these programs. 
 
 Certainly the motorsports industry is substantial enough to warrant this level of 
attention. 
 
 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BOARD POSITION 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Establish a position on the North Carolina Economic 

Development Board for a person who represents the 
motorsports industry. 

 
 The North Carolina Economic Development Board makes recommendations to 
the Secretary of Commerce, the Governor, and the General Assembly on policy matters 
concerning economic development in the State.  A person with depth and experience in 
motorsports should sit on this Board, in recognition of the importance of this industry.   
 
 Having a motorsports position on the North Carolina Economic Development 
Board is also appropriate given the unique nature of this industry. 
 
 This position could be designated by a statutory amendment, which would be 
most desirable in terms of making such a position permanent.  In the interim, the 
Governor can administratively designate someone from the industry to serve in this role.  
The North Carolina Motorsports Association should be consulted regarding quality 
candidates for this position. 
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TRADE SHOW PAVILION 
 
RECOMMENDATION: A trade show pavilion display should be purchased for 

promoting motorsports in multiple venues such as trade 
promotion shows, travel and tourism conferences, and 
shows attended for business recruitment purposes. 

 
 The Department of Commerce has a small display pavilion it uses at certain trade 
shows.  However, from comments by senior Department of Commerce staff, it appears 
that a larger and better facility is needed for North Carolina to have a more dominant 
presence at these shows. 
 
 It is therefore recommended that the Department of Commerce purchase a quality 
trade show pavilion of at least 3300 square feet.  It would be modular and therefore could 
accommodate smaller spaces also. 
 
 The pavilion should have panels and display pieces promoting North Carolina as 
the motorsports Mecca.  It should be available for multiple uses for the motorsports 
industry such as use at travel writers conferences, trade promotion shows, and business 
recruitment events.  The size would allow for a race car to be used in the pavilion, if 
desired.  Also, it would accommodate multiple people (e.g., companies at trade 
promotion shows, regional and local economic developers at recruitment shows, and 
attraction representatives at travel and tourism shows.) 
 
 To better justify the cost of this pavilion, panels and display pieces for other 
purposes should be obtained so that the motorsports images could be changed to 
accommodate other types of trade shows or events.  For example, a set of 
biotechnology/pharmaceutical panels could be available for these types of trade shows.  
By managing this asset at the Department level and using it across program lines, 
optimum use of this asset can be realized. 
 
 

 
BUSINESS/INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 

 
MOTORSPORTS ENTERPRISE TEAM 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Establish a Motorsports Enterprise Team within the 

Business/Industry Development Division. 
 
 The Business/Industry Development Division within the Department of 
Commerce is a program focused on retaining existing businesses in the State and 
recruiting new business facilities.  In carrying out this mission, the Division is currently 
organized around eleven Enterprise Teams, each focused on an industry segment (e.g., 
Biosciences, Information Technology, Telecommunications, etc.) 
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 A similar enterprise team should be established for motorsports.  In the 
alternative, the existing Enterprise Team for the automotive industry could be expanded 
to include the motorsports industry.  It is strongly felt however, that given the scope of 
the motorsports industry and its unique nature and sets of marketing contacts, it would be 
best to have a separate Motorsports Enterprise Team.  That team could work in 
conjunction with the Automotive Enterprise Team when it is advantageous to do so. 
 
 The Motorsports Enterprise Team should include the motorsports economic 
development specialist recommended above.  This team would pursue the following 
recommended recruitment efforts, as well as other worthwhile marketing efforts focused 
on the motorsports industry.   
 
 
RECRUIT RACE TEAMS 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Target and recruit more race teams to North Carolina. 
 
 As mentioned above, under the discussion of the large motorsports cluster in 
North Carolina, it is pointed out that this State has 82% of all Nextel Cup teams, 72% of 
all Busch teams and 55% of all Craftsmen Truck teams.  A list of all NASCAR teams is 
in Appendix C. 
 
 Every team on that list which is not in this State is a recruitment target.  A 
motorsports economic development professional such as recommended above could over 
time, develop contacts in the motorsports industry to obtain access to these targeted teams 
and pick up on trade information as to which teams are inclined to move.  This 
recruitment effort should also be extended to drag race teams and others.  Recruiting 
major drag racing teams, since a much smaller percentage are located here, is a much 
more open field of prospects.   
 
 Major racing teams are wealth generators in the motorsports sector.  Recruitment 
of these teams should be a top priority. 
 
 
RECRUIT SUPPLIERS 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Target and recruit more motorsports suppliers to North 

Carolina. 
 
 As noted in this report, a number of suppliers to the motorsports industry have 
moved here in recent years to be closer to the extraordinary cluster of motorsports teams 
in this State.  As described in the following section of this report, “Recommendations - 
Local Economic Development Efforts”, the successes of Davidson County’s economic 
development program are highlighted.  This includes the County’s successful recruitment 
of suppliers. 
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 The Business/Industry Development Division should focus on recruiting these 
types of companies.  This would be done through the Motorsports Enterprise Team. 
 
 Prospects for recruitment could be developed in several ways, but one means of 
developing prospects would be by way of a confidential supplier survey conducted by the 
North Carolina Motorsports Association, which is described in more detail in one of the 
following recommendations. 
 
 Officials of the Department of Commerce and officials at the Motor Equipment 
Manufacturers Association have discussed joint recruitment efforts targeted at 
automotive parts.  This is the lead trade association for manufacturers of automotive 
parts, which is located in the RTP area.  It might be beneficial, given the overlap between 
motorsports parts manufacturers and automotive parts manufacturers, to join together the 
proposed effort to recruit motorsports parts manufacturers and any recruitment effort 
aimed at the automotive parts sector.   
 
 
RECRUIT SANCTIONING ORGANIZATIONS 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Target and recruit the offices of racing sanctioning 

organizations to North Carolina. 
 
 Recruiting racing sanctioning organization’s offices to the State would contribute 
to North Carolina’s substantial cluster and would likely lead to more racing events being 
held in the State. 
 
 In Appendix F is a list of racing sanctioning organizations.  Any number of these 
is prospects for relocating offices to North Carolina.  As noted below under the 
recommendations related to the North Carolina Motorsports Association, it is 
recommended that the Association survey all racing sanctioning organizations in the 
country.  This survey would delineate such organizations which might consider a 
relocation.  This prospect list would be provided to the Business/Industry Development 
Division for use in recruitment efforts. 
 
 This effort could be coordinated and executed by the motorsports economic 
development specialist and the Motorsports Enterprise Team, both described above.   
 
 
RECRUIT MOTORSPORTS HALL OF FAME 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Lead an effort by State, regional and local economic 

development entities, in cooperation with private sector 
partners, to recruit or develop in the Charlotte area a 
facility which is recognized as The Motorsports Hall of 
Fame. 
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 Cleveland, Ohio over a period of years developed the Rock n’ Roll Hall of Fame, 
which is now a major tourist attraction in that city and has stimulated other tourist 
attractions in its vicinity.  It is recognized as the Hall of Fame for Rock n’ Roll in the 
country, as compared to other smaller rock and roll museums in the country.  Cleveland’s 
claim to this distinction was essentially that a local radio DJ was noted many years ago to 
have first used the phrase “rock and roll”, and a group of government and business 
leaders got behind this idea and made this Hall of Fame happen.  By comparison, North 
Carolina, with its rich heritage in motorsports and the enormous cluster of motorsports 
resources in the State, should certainly be the location of the Motorsports Hall of Fame. 
 
 The goal should be to develop an attraction which by its scale, broad coverage of 
the sport, and quality of its collection would be generally recognized as the Motorsports 
Hall of Fame in the country, even though there is no entity to formally deem it to be such. 
 
 There are a number of motorsports halls of fame in the country.  Attractions 
bearing this description are in Georgia, Michigan and Daytona Beach, Florida.  Also, 
there is a North Carolina Auto Racing Hall of Fame in Mooresville, North Carolina.  
However, in terms of recruiting a hall of fame facility to the State, a few study 
respondents only mentioned one facility, The International Racing Hall of Fame in 
Talledega, Alabama. 
 
 Consequently, as an early step in any effort to develop a premier motorsports hall 
of fame, consideration should be given as to whether an effort should be made to recruit 
an existing facility and collection from another state, such as the International 
Motorsports Hall of Fame and Museum in Talledega, Alabama, Motorsports Hall of 
Fame of America in Novi, Michigan and/or Thunder Road USA and Hall of Fame in 
Dawsonville, Georgia.  Also, at an early stage, discussions should be held with the North 
Carolina Auto Racing Hall of Fame as to how joint efforts might facilitate this project.  
Should the two facilities remain physically separate and cooperative marketing efforts 
between the two are undertaken; should the North Carolina Auto Racing Hall of Fame be 
incorporated into a new hall of fame facility by way of it maintaining a distinct exhibition 
area in the same overall space; etc.  In any event, it would be desirable to utilize the 
North Carolina Auto Racing Hall of Fame as a cornerstone of a much expanded, premier 
hall of fame facility. 
 
 A Hall of Fame such as this would logically need to be in the Carolinas 
Partnership area to maximize the tourist draw, given the cluster of other attractions in the 
area.  Also, the Carolinas Partnership area has excellent transportation linkages to 
facilitate tourist travel. 
 
 This effort should be coordinated by the Motorsports Enterprise Team, but it must 
involve the Governor, other senior elected officials, Carolinas Partnership leadership, 
local economic developers and leaders, and representatives of the North Carolina 
Motorsports Association.  This must be a project in which the private sector is willing to 
make substantial investments. 
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 This would be a jewel in this State’s motorsports crown, and if developed to the 
standard of the Rock n’ Roll Hall of Fame, it would be an enormous magnet for tourists, 
coupled with all of the team shops and attractions clustered in this State.  Continued 
vigorous tourist flow helps to keep the race teams here as well. 
 
 

 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE DIVISION 

 
REPRESENTATION AT INTERNATIONAL AND DOMESTIC TRADE SHOWS 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Motorsports suppliers should have exposure of their 

products to other markets by the International Trade 
Division having exhibit space at two international trade 
shows and two domestic trade shows per year. 

 
 The International Trade Division of the North Carolina Department of Commerce 
attends numerous trade shows each year promoting North Carolina based products in new 
markets.  Some of these trade shows are attended by representatives of the Division only 
and some are also attended by representatives of companies which have products in the 
show.  The goal of these efforts is to assist North Carolina companies in expanding their 
sales into foreign markets.  These efforts are carried out by trade specialists in the 
Raleigh offices of the North Carolina Department of Commerce, in conjunction with 
representatives in offices located in Toronto, Mexico City, Frankfurt, Tokyo, Hong Kong 
and Seoul. 
 
 There are a significant number of international and domestic trade shows that 
focus on the motorsports industry sector, and others that are combined 
automotive/motorsports trade shows.  Two examples of the types of international trade 
shows that are focused on motorsports are the Auto Sports Show in England and the 
Automechanika Show in Frankfurt, Germany.  Suppliers for the motorsports industry, 
which are located in North Carolina, would obviously benefit if those companies’ product 
lines could be marketed successfully in other areas of this country, or overseas.  The 
direct benefits for North Carolina and localities in this State are apparent.  Companies 
that expand their markets incrementally increase production and sales, resulting in more 
capital investment and job creation.  This expanded capital investment and job creation 
goes straight to the bottom line by way of increased tax revenues and overall economic 
growth. 
 
 Representatives of the International Trade Division have developed several goals 
for attending trade shows, which include: 
 

• Developing contacts with key industry players in the North Carolina, 
domestic and international markets. 
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• Strengthening industry-specific knowledge for International Trade 
Division domestic staff and foreign trade representatives of the Division 
located overseas. 

 
• Assisting North Carolina companies in developing markets internationally. 

 
• Updating foreign buyer contacts and information. 

 
 Attending a number of domestic and international trade shows would serve all of 
the above purposes in relation to the motorsports industry. 
  
 Some suppliers that participated in this study currently have markets established 
in overseas markets and domestic markets that cover much of the country.  However, 
many suppliers in North Carolina do not have markets established overseas or broadly 
across this country.  Both categories of suppliers would benefit from this marketing effort 
being led by the International Trade Division.  Companies with markets in certain 
countries can expand to other countries.  Companies with sales limited to this region, get 
an opportunity to expand sales across this country and overseas.  Markets of opportunity 
should be identified and evaluated by the International Trade Division.  Efforts would be 
directed toward getting North Carolina companies into markets which were new for the 
participating companies. 
 
 Suppliers that participated in this study, routinely expressed interest in having the 
International Trade Division’s assistance to reach other markets. 
 
 Fortunately the International Trade Division has already made some headway in 
pursing opportunities for the automotive industry.  A representative of that Division has 
been designated as a specialist for the motorsports and automotive industries, and that 
representative has attended in the past and has plans in the future to attend some 
motorsports attractions.   
 
 It is reported that an International Trade Division Representative has in the past 
participated in the SEMA and AAPEX Auto shows which are held in Las Vegas in 
November of each year.  Combined, these two shows form the largest yearly automotive 
aftermarket show in the world.  The International Trade Division’s participation in these 
shows last year was considered by a representative of that Division to be an “unqualified 
success”.  The Division intends to participate in these trade shows this year and in future 
years. 
 
 The International Trade Division plans this year to participate in the Performance 
Racing Industry (PRI) Trade Show in Indianapolis, Indiana in early December.  This 
show is reported by the Division to be the eighty-second largest trade show in North 
America and the largest performance racing trade show in the world.  Already a number 
of North Carolina companies exhibit in this show, but the opportunity should be 
expanded to other motorsports suppliers by way of the International Trade Division’s 
leadership.   
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 It does not appear that the International Trade Division has participated in 
motorsports trade shows in other countries. 
 
 It is quite apparent that if the International Trade Division is to attend two 
domestic and two international trade shows each year, and is to have a noticeable, major 
presence in those shows, the Division must have some additional resources.  An 
improved and larger pavilion, which has panels and images promoting North Carolina 
motorsports is needed.  This is contemplated to be a Department asset, which would be 
used for various types of shows, e.g., trade promotion shows, travel writer shows, etc.  
Consequently, it is commented on above. 
 
 In addition, it obviously costs to attend trade shows.  Funding would be needed to 
cover show exhibit space charges, travel expenses, and advertising money to promote 
North Carolina’s participation, prior to a trade show.  Well placed advertising increases 
the traffic at a trade show exhibit.  Incrementally, it may become necessary to hire an 
additional trade specialist in order to have a larger and more frequent presence in 
motorsports trade shows, without detracting from the agenda of trade shows for other 
industry sectors in the State.  Full funding should be provided by way of increased 
appropriations to assure that the motorsports industry is vigorously represented by the 
International Trade Division in domestic and international trade shows.  The decisions as 
to which trade shows would be most beneficial, is left to the sound judgment of trade 
specialists in the International Trade Division. 
  
 Helping suppliers to increase their business in international and domestic markets 
bolsters  the motorsports cluster this State has, which in turn, is a strong anchor for the 
race teams. 
 
 
 

TRAVEL AND TOURISM DIVISION 
 
 Motorsports is many things.  It is a technology rich business.  It is a grouping of 
marketing organizations.  It is a sport.  But above all, motorsports is entertainment. As a 
reflection of this, one or more study respondents in virtually every sector of the 
motorsports industry that was surveyed commented on the overriding need to promote 
motorsports attractions and events in North Carolina to tourists.  Particular attention 
should be given to promoting a longer stay by motorsports fans that are in the State for an 
event, in order for them to visit team facilities, museums and other attractions.  More 
tourists coming to this State benefits all segments of motorsports, therefore all segments 
indicated tourism promotion as a priority.  Also advertisement placements and marketing 
efforts should include a portion directed to African-American audiences, in order to 
diversify racing’s base.     
 
 Consequently a great many of the recommendations in this report relate to 
promotion of motorsports from a travel and tourism perspective.  Those 
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recommendations follow. 
 
  It should be noted that the Travel and Tourism Division of the Department of 
Commerce has already enthusiastically embraced this effort.  A number of the following 
recommendations have already been or are in the process of being implemented.  It is 
indicated below which these are.  Also, the consulting team has been allowed to view a 
draft marketing plan from the Division for motorsports.  The Division of Travel and 
Tourism is ready to fully embrace the promotion of motorsports, provided that necessary 
funding and resources are provided by the General Assembly. 
 
TOURISM GUIDE 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Division should prepare and distribute a 

comprehensive motorsports tourism guide. 
 
 The motorsports tourism guide should contain all information relevant to 
motorsports tourists, such as: 
 

• List of all venues and racing events at those venues. 
 

• Directory of museums. 
 

• Directory of race teams which host tourists. 
 

• Tour maps showing planned driving tours of motorsports attractions. 
 

• Directory of tour companies that conduct tours of motorsports attractions. 
 

• Directory of racing experience schools. 
 
 This should be produced on a cooperative basis, whereby motorsports entities and 
others could have ads in this publication.  Ideally, private sector advertising dollars would 
pay for this guide. 
 
 The tourism guide could be distributed by way of inquiries to 1-800-VISITNC, by 
providing copies to visitors at Victory Junction Gang Camp, by distributing at travel trade 
shows, by distributing at racing events through a mobile marketing unit, etc. 
 
 
ATTRACTIONS MAP 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Division should produce and distribute maps which 

show all motorsports attractions in the State, and reflect 
suggested tour routes. 

 
 This map should show the locations of museums, racing experience schools, race 
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teams open to fans, venues, etc.  Driving tour itineraries should be set forth in this map 
also. 
 
 It would be a primary marketing piece used along with the tourism guide 
described above.  It could also be produced on a cooperative basis with the private sector, 
and distributed in conjunction with the tourism guide. 
 
 
WEBSITE 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Division should establish and maintain a 

motorsports website, which has direct links to 
motorsports attractions and teams in the State. 

 
 The Travel and Tourism Division already has such a website under development 
and it is anticipated to be “rolled out” to the public later this year. 
 
 An early version of this website has been reviewed by the consulting team.  It will 
contain much of the information described above for the tourism guide. 
 
 
NEW MOTORSPORTS POSTER 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Division should produce and distribute an updated 

motorsports poster. 
 
 The poster currently being used is several years old and the cars shown are 
obsolete.  A number of study respondents commented on the need to update this poster. 
 
 The Division already has this well underway. 
 
 
SLOGAN AND LOGO 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Division should develop a logo and slogan to be 

branded over time as synonymous with North Carolina 
motorsports. 

 
 A number of study respondents recommended this. It is felt that with the long 
heritage this State has in the sport and the enormous array of motorsports activity here, 
there should be a well recognized branded image and slogan tied to North Carolina 
motorsports.  These should be used on all motorsports promotional materials and signage 
for attractions. 
 
 The Travel and Tourism Division already has this in process. 
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TRAIN RESPONSE STAFF 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Division should arrange a time for representatives 

of the motorsports industry to train 1-800-VISITNC 
response staff as to motorsports attractions in the State. 

 
 The staff who respond to telephone inquiries at 1-800-VISITNC are not all 
familiar with motorsports activities and attractions in this State.  They should receive 
training on this, along with annual updates.  Training is often done by other tourism 
groups and areas.  Individuals who staff the call center enjoy these training events and 
become enthusiastic sales people as a result.   
 
 The North Carolina Motorsports Association should arrange an agenda for 
training and provide speakers.   The Division should coordinate this effort. 
 
 
VICTORY JUNCTION GANG CAMP 
 
RECOMMENDATION: A representative of the Division should coordinate with 

Victory Junction Gang Camp staff about presenting 
motorsports tour opportunities to families and others 
attending the camp. 

 
 Above under a discussion of the Victory Junction Gang Camp, several ideas were 
put forward as to how motorsports tourism marketing material could be delivered to 
people visiting the camp facility.  These comments will not be repeated here.  A 
representative of the Division should explore these possibilities.   
 
 
WELCOME CENTER DISPLAYS 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Each welcome center in the State should have a kiosk 

where promotional materials on motorsports tourism 
opportunities are available. 

 
 The Division should equip each welcome center with a kiosk or stand where 
promotional materials from venues, attractions, teams, etc. would be available to people 
visiting the State. 
 
 
MUSEUM GRANTS 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The General Assembly should make appropriations or 

allow for  grants to help maintain motorsports 
museums. 
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 As noted above in the discussion on museums, most motorsports museums 
struggle financially.  Even if this does not mean the closure of a facility, a continuing 
financial pinch limits a museum’s ability to maintain and upgrade its facilities. 
 
 For many years, the State’s General Assembly has provided grant funds for 
tourism attractions.  The Division of Travel and Tourism administers a long standing 
grant program, which provides money to local travel and tourism programs for 
promotional purposes.  Each year for many years, the General Assembly has made direct 
appropriations to several other types of tourism attractions in the State.  As an example, 
in the 2004 appropriations bill, appropriations for museums, which are considered to be 
grass roots science museums totaled $3,097,762.  This consisted of appropriations to 22 
museums ranging in size from $55,886 to $624,536. 
 
 The General Assembly should appropriate funds in the amount of $1,000,000 
annually to the Division of Travel and Tourism, for the purpose of making competitive 
grants available to motorsports museums for promotional efforts, capital investments, and 
acquisition of new exhibit items.  In the alternative to establishing a grant program, the 
General Assembly should make direct appropriations to qualified museums.   
 Museums are an important part of the cluster which draws tourists and they 
should be preserved.  These grants would return value to local levels of economic 
development. 
 
 
MOTORSPORTS EVENT GRANT FUND 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The General Assembly should appropriate $1,000,000 

annually to a grant fund, portions of which may be used 
to provide an annual grant to support events ancillary 
to the All Star NASCAR Race at Lowe’s Motor 
Speedway, and other funds to provide sanctioning fees 
or promotional costs for racing events which are new to 
North Carolina. 

 
 Two matters arose repeatedly from various participants in this study.  First, 
respondents repeatedly voiced the need to do what is necessary to keep the NASCAR All 
Star event in the Charlotte area.  Secondly, comments were repeatedly made as to the 
need to preserve and promote the many racing venues in this State and increase the flow 
of new racing events.  Smaller venues and events were cited as the foundation of 
motorsports. 
 
 In a meeting with a senior Lowe’s Motor Speedway official, it was indicated that 
the most important thing North Carolina could do to help retain the NASCAR All Star 
Race was to provide funding to assist in producing events ancillary to and in support of 
this race.  The funds would not go to or be for the direct benefit of Lowe’s Motor 
Speedway.  Instead, such funds should go to community organizations in the area to fund 
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events like Speed Street in Charlotte, which is a street fair and entertainment event in the 
Charlotte area targeting visiting NASCAR fans attending the scheduled races.  It was 
indicated that a local area’s ability to hold this event is important because it makes 
attending the race part of a larger entertainment experience.  Certainly the race draws 
people to the ancillary events, but the ancillary events help support the races as well. 
 
 These funds would be provided as a grant or grants for such events, and the grants 
would be administered by the Travel and Tourism Division. 
 
 Many smaller racing venues are only marginally surviving financially.  A 
relatively small amount of money could make the difference in a smaller track being able 
to promote an additional race. 
 
 It is recommended that a grant fund be appropriated to the Division of Travel and 
Tourism, and that grants from the fund be made to pay sanctioning fees (and possibly 
promotional costs) for a race event which is new to the State.  The grant would be 
provided for up to three years, in order to establish a pattern of the race event coming to 
the State.  After that period of time, the event would have to be financially self-
supporting. 
 
 Florida has a similar program for attracting sporting events.  In fact, it was 
recently utilized to assist in attracting the ACC bowl game to Florida. 
 If the fund can seed the start-up of several racing events each year, over a period 
of time the total volume of events will be up, venues will be stronger, more race teams 
will cluster here. 
 
 It is recommended that this fund include $250,000 each year for the NASCAR All 
Star Race, for so long as that race remains in this State.  In the first year $750,000 should 
be appropriated for races at other venues.  This amount might be adjusted in future years 
to reflect actual experience in the amount of grants made in previous years. 
 
 This grant will return direct benefit to local efforts to promote tourism, and will 
help to make existing venues in the State stronger.  
 
 
FAM TOURS. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Division should each year, host one or more FAM 

Tours of motorsports events and attractions for travel 
writers, tour promoters and other tourism entities. 

 
 The North Carolina Department of Commerce Division of Travel and Tourism 
has for a number of years, provided tours of this State for travel writers, tour promoters 
and other entities that could result in visitors coming to North Carolina.  These are called 
FAM Tours, short for familiarization tours. 
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 These tours at various times focus on some facet of North Carolina’s draw to 
tourists, such as golf, historic sites, etc.  They have generally been effective in generating 
free media exposure and directly producing visitors to this State. 
 
 On one or more occasions each year, a FAM Tour should be organized which 
highlights motorsport attractions in North Carolina.  These tours should be supported and 
participated in by motorsport industry companies. 
 
 It was reported during the course of this study that Lowe’s Motor Speedway in 
January of each year, organizes and hosts a tour of NASCAR teams and other 
motorsports facilities for writers who cover racing news.  This is a private event managed 
and hosted by a private company.  Consequently, to the extent that it is agreeable to 
Lowe’s Motor Speedway, the North Carolina Division of Travel and Tourism should 
provide support for this tour and participate in it by dissemination of information about 
North Carolina as a motorsport travel destination.  Possibly, with some limited 
overlapping of an agenda for general tourism writers, with the agenda for the Lowe’s 
Motor Speedway organized tour for racing writers, a FAM tour could be made to 
coincide with this Lowe’s Motor Speedway effort. 
 
 
TOURISM CONFERENCES  
 
RECOMMENDATION: At one or more tourism conferences or tourism writers 

conferences each year, the State’s motorsports sector 
should be represented by the Division, local motorsports 
officials and tourism representatives. 

 
 The State is regularly represented at tourism and tourism writers conferences.  By 
using the trade show pavilion recommended above, in which a part or all of the exhibit is 
designed in a motorsports theme, the motorsports industry in this State should regularly 
be emphasized and sold. 
 
 This could be by way of the entire pavilion being dedicated to a motorsports 
theme or a portion for the exhibit being outfitted this way, with the remainder being used 
for other themes. 
 
 
 PROMOTIONAL SHOW ON SPEED CHANNEL 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Division should attempt to arrange to have some 

representatives of the motorsports industry and the 
State appear as guests in an appropriate talk show 
format on Speed Channel, to promote the State as a 
motorsports destination.   

 
 Several years ago, the Travel and Tourism Division provided a guest to appear on 
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a talk show on the TNN Network.  Regularly 1-800-VISITNC, the tourism response 
number, came on the screen as the State’s representative talked about some of the 
attractions and events in the State.  This resulted in a high volume of calls asking for 
visitors packages. 
 
 If Speed Channel had a reasonable time slot available on one of its talk shows, 
perhaps a similar format could be built around North Carolina as a motorsports haven.  
This should be done after the tourism guide and tourism map mentioned above are 
available for distribution.  Doing this promotional effort would likely be dependent upon 
being a guest on an existing show.  Consequently, having content for the show, which 
would be of interest to the fans of Speed Channel, would be all important. 
 
 
NORTH CAROLINA MOBILE MARKETING UNIT 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The Division should examine the return on investment 

and feasibility of operating a mobile marketing unit to 
be present at major racing events across the country to 
promote North Carolina as a motorsports tourism 
destination. 

 
 Everyone who has attended a major race has seen the many tractor-trailer outfits 
which open up to create a “store” selling memorabilia connected to certain drivers, race 
teams, and sponsoring products.  Almost every person stopping at these facilities is a 
racing enthusiast.  Fans at other races form the perfect target market to promote the entire 
State of North Carolina as a motorsports tourist destination. 
 
 This mobile marketing unit should have promotional material to give away, such 
as the tourism guide and tourism map recommended above.  The state could also license 
items from some North Carolina based racing teams for sale.  This might include posters, 
matchbox cars, and other items which show cars and drivers from the history of racing in 
North Carolina.  For example, one would think that models of earlier Richard Petty cars 
and reproductions of old posters would sell well.  The entire theme and appearance of the 
mobile marketing unit would be to promote North Carolina as a motorsports tourist 
destination.  
 
 However, this would require quite a bit of up-front costs and annual operating 
costs.  Also, some respondents to the study felt this would be a successful effort and 
others were not so sure.  Consequently, at this time it is only recommended that the 
Division perform a complete due diligence and examine the feasibility in more detail. 
 
 Feasibility and return on investment should be determined in light of whether 
sales from the mobile marketing unit covers cost.  This would likely not be the case.  
Instead, analyzing a return on investment should take into account direct income from 
sales, and its promotional value in selling North Carolina as a motorsports tourist 
destination. 
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 If it would be cost effective, a mobile marketing unit is certainly a delivery 
vehicle for promotional purposes which goes right to the target market.  Also other travel 
and tourism information could be available (e.g., golf information) for race fans who are 
interested in this other information.  This should be considered as an option. 
 

 
 

FINANCE CENTER 
 

 The Commerce Finance Center, a Division of the Department of Commerce, has 
oversight of a number of grant and tax credit incentive programs in the State, which come 
into play in recruiting new business facilities and assisting in the expansion of existing 
industry. 
 
 Although the Commerce Finance Center would not necessarily have a role in 
administering some of the following, it would seem to be the appropriate office within 
the Department of Commerce for reviewing and providing internal consultations about a 
number of recommended measures which are in the nature of finance or tax credit 
mechanisms. 
 
 During the focus groups and interviews that made up this study several finance or 
tax credit mechanisms were recommended as being meritorious to pursue.  Each of the 
following recommendations would serve to preserve and promote one or more sectors of 
the motorsports industry.  The goal will be to create an environment, in conjunction with 
all of the other advantages for a motorsports interest located in the State that would be 
hard for a race team, supplier or other entity to leave behind.  The goal put simply is, to 
keep the assets this State has, and to attract more motorsports elements here. 
 
 
SPONSOR’S TAX CREDIT 
 
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that a credit against corporate or 

franchise tax be allowed for a company, with a 
corporate or divisional headquarters in the State, which 
becomes a new sponsor of a race team which is located 
in this State, in the amount of 25% of the sponsorship 
amount. 

 
 The largest single motorsports economic engines which North Carolina has are 
major team organizations, such as NASCAR shops.  They have become large, high value 
operations.  NASCAR teams keep suppliers anchored here.  NASCAR teams are 
specifically responsible for TV production facilities being here.  The huge motorsport 
tourist draw is stimulated by the proximity of so many NASCAR teams being in this 
State. 
 
 As stated above, NASCAR teams interviewed did not state a current intention of 
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relocating elsewhere.  However, with teams considering establishing satellite operations 
in the mid-west and west, it is not hard to contemplate more and more work and jobs 
shifting over time to those locations. As teams become larger and larger through 
consolidations and vertical integration, it is virtually inevitable that more will begin to 
look elsewhere.  Sooner or later offers from other states to NASCAR teams in this State 
are going to turn some heads. 
 
 Therefore it is vitally important that the State do all it can to retain the NASCAR 
team base. 
 
 A major problem faced by most teams is maintaining profitability.  Costs are 
high.  Sponsorships are getting much harder to obtain at the prices necessary to sustain a 
NASCAR team.  This was commented on by numerous teams and other entities in 
motorsports. 
 
 North Carolina can make a very strong statement about its interest in these teams 
by adopting the above recommendation.  A substantial tax credit which might prompt a 
company to become a NASCAR team sponsor would to some degree stimulate further 
sponsorships.  But it more importantly says to a NASCAR team, that if you leave this 
state you loose a strong “ace in the hole” for obtaining a sponsorship. 
 
 The level of the credit might be adjusted, but it should be a significant amount to 
make a difference in a corporation’s decision about whether to sponsor a team.  The level 
of diversion of taxes could be capped by limiting the credit to a certain number of years. 
 
 There is precedence for this type of incentive.  For many years, a tax credit 
against income or franchise taxes has been available in the amount of 25% of the amount 
of investments in a qualified business investment company.12 
 
 It would be difficult to come up with a stronger statement about the importance of 
major race teams to this State. 
 
 
EXEMPTION FROM SALES/USE TAX 

 
RECOMMENDATION: N.C.G.S. §105-164.13 should be amended to provide for 

the exemption from sales and use taxes on any parts or 
components that go into the assembly of vehicles, 
motorcycles, or boats utilized in motorsports racing 
events, if the company assembling the vehicle, 
motorcycle or motorboat is located in the State. 

    
 As previously stated, North Carolina currently levies a sales/use tax on parts and 
components that go into the assembly of motorsports vehicles, motorcycles or 

                                            
12 N.C.G.S. § 105-163.011(b)(1) Qualified Business Incentive Credit 
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motorboats.  This adds a significant amount to the overall cost of this equipment.  In fact, 
a number of other states do not charge a sales/use tax for this type of product.  A number 
of the states which do not currently charge a sales or use tax for this type of product or do 
not have a sales tax at all are Nevada, Oregon, Montana, Colorado and Delaware.  
Although the name of the team was not disclosed, comment was made during the course 
of the interviews in this study about a race team in North Carolina which takes delivery 
of major parts and components in Delaware to avoid the extra cost of sales and use taxes 
in this State. 
 
 This measure should be implemented for two reasons. 
 
 First, in the competitive environment North Carolina faces, this State does not 
need this competitive disadvantage.  The relatively small amount of revenues which 
would be lost by exempting motorsports parts and components from a sales/use tax, 
would be minuscule in relation to the lost revenues if one major race team chose to locate 
elsewhere.  Consequently, it is penny wise and pound foolish to lose a competitive 
advantage by imposing this tax. 
 
 Secondly, it would be consistent with other portions of N.C.G.S. §105-164.13 to 
exempt motorsports equipment and components from sales/use taxes.  For example,  
N.C.G.S. §105-164.13(8) exempts from sales/use taxes on “tangible personal property 
that enters into or becomes an ingredient or component part of tangible personal property 
that is manufactured.”  Are not race teams manufacturing motorsports vehicles? 
 
 There is other precedence for utilizing a sales tax refund or exemption to 
stimulate industrial growth in certain business sectors.  For example, in the just 
concluded 2004 legislative session, House Bill 1414 was passed by the General 
Assembly and signed into law by the Governor, amended N.C.G.S. § 105-164.14(j).  This 
bill provided a sales tax refund or exemption on building materials used for facilities to 
accommodate aircraft manufacturing, computer manufacturing, motor vehicle 
manufacturing, and semiconductor manufacturing.  These were added to already existing 
sales tax exemptions for refunds for bio processing facilities and pharmaceutical 
manufacturing.  These sales tax exemptions or refunds apply as to building materials, but 
the precedent of using sales tax exemptions or refunds as an economic development 
effort is established.   
 
 Consequently, motorsports components and parts should also be exempt from 
sales and use taxes.  
 
 
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT FUND 
 
RECOMMENDATION: New or expanding venues and race team facilities that 

require road improvements as a result of a project to 
locate a new facility or expand an existing facility 
should be able to receive grants from the North 
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Carolina Department of Transportation to pay for all or 
a part of these road improvement costs, if they are on a 
state road. 

 
 For many years the Department of Transportation has maintained a fund to pay 
for some or all of the costs of road improvements necessary for a new or expanding 
industrial facility.  This fund has been known as the Industrial Highway Access Fund. 
 
 This fund should receive additional appropriations and be expanded to allow such 
road improvements connected with new or expanded race team shops and racing venues. 
 
 
EXTEND STATE INCENTIVES TO RACE TEAM FACILITIES 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Any state incentive or tax credit which by its terms 

applies to other types of companies, but not race team 
facilities, should be amended to extend those incentives 
to race team facilities. 

 
 A NASCAR Cup team facility is equivalent or superior to many manufacturing 
projects in terms of capital investment, jobs created, and compensation packages.  
Consequently, it would seem that incentives which would be committed to a 
manufacturing project should equally apply to a race team facility. 
 
 Most traditional incentive programs in the country which have typically applied to 
manufacturing facilities, have by their terms excluded entertainment and sports facilities, 
among other types of companies. 
 
 However, a team facility is more like a manufacturing company than a sports 
venue or event.  Certainly a large NASCAR team is a very high value recruitment 
project. 
 
 For these reasons and given the extreme importance of large race teams to the 
overall health of motorsports in North Carolina, it would be a good investment to extend 
all incentives to these types of projects. 
 

There are three primary incentive programs at the State level, which are 
administered by the Commerce Finance Center of the North Carolina Department of 
Commerce.  The William S. Lee Tax Credits law allows businesses which meet certain 
qualifying criteria to get credits against income tax liability.  These credits are prescribed 
amounts based on new capital investments, new jobs created, training expenses, and 
research and development expenditures.  The One North Carolina Fund is a grant 
program which provides grants to companies locating or expanding business facilities in 
the State.  These grants are generally addressed to projects which by their size or type 
would be considered to be significantly impactful.  Decisions as to grants are made by a 
statutorily designated committee of senior state level policy leaders, and are subject to a 
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recipient company agreeing to meet certain performance commitments as to capital 
investments and jobs.  The Job Development Investment Grant program allows qualified 
and approved companies to receive a prescribed credit against future income tax 
withholdings on employee’s wages.  The allowance of these credits by a state level 
committee of senior policy leaders is limited as to the number of companies which can be 
allowed credits in any given year, and the total amount of such credits. 
 
 Consultations with the Director of the Commerce Finance Center indicates that 
the One North Carolina Fund grant program  does not require any statutory amendments 
and already covers race team facilities.  The William S. Lee Tax Credits law, and the 
Jobs Development Investment Grant program would need to be changed to extend those 
incentives to race team facilities. 
 
 
EXEMPT AIRCRAFT FROM CERTAIN TAXES 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Exempt racing teams from property tax on aircraft and 

refund state taxes on fuel for aircraft owned by racing 
teams, drivers and motorsports support businesses. 

 
 As stated above in more than one context, NASCAR race teams are financially 
squeezed.  Given the high profile of the NASCAR team and driver community, one who 
is uninformed as to racing, may find this to be a surprising statement.  However, given 
the high cost of operating a competitive team in NASCAR, it should not come as a 
surprise that the need for sponsorship funds is also elevated.  That makes it harder to get 
enough sponsor support to work economically. 
 
 When asked a neutral question, such as, “what could be done to make it possible 
for your team to continue to grow and operate profitably in North Carolina,” one answer 
was almost always mentioned first, and mentioned emphatically.  That answer was, “help 
us reduce the cost of our aircraft operations.” 
 
 Aircraft operations is one of the largest expense line items in a race teams profit 
and loss statement.  All major NASCAR teams frequently use aircraft.  Some large teams 
may have seven or eight aircraft, fixed wings and helicopters. 
 
 These aircraft are not ego driven purchases.  They are essential given the 
expanded geographical reach of this sport.  As mentioned above under the history of 
motorsports, in the very early days stock car (forerunner of NASCAR) drivers would 
drive to races, sometimes in the cars they were racing.  It is just not like that anymore.  
An aircraft fleet is essential to a NASCAR team. 
 
 As the geographic spread of NASCAR has progressed, pursuant to its realignment 
policy, the need for aircraft has increased and the cost of aircraft operations has 
skyrocketed.  Put simply, there is just a lot more flying involved when one has to go to 
the west coast for a race, Nebraska for testing, etc. 
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 This recommendation is not just about reducing the cost of aircraft operations for 
NASCAR race teams, although that would be enough from an economic development 
policy and return on investment point of view.  This recommendation strikes at the one 
issue which could unravel the cluster we enjoy in this state.  Given the geographic 
dispersal of NASCAR events it starts being a lot less costly (in terms of aircraft costs) to 
be in the mid-west area.  If as teams start developing satellite facilities, they begin to 
examine how to reduce the cost of air travel, the mid-west starts to look a lot better.  
Therefore, any economic development policy which reduces the cost of air fleets, at least 
in part equalizes North Carolina’s position as compared to a more central location, is 
strategically important. 
 
 For these reasons it is recommended that aircraft owned by racing teams 
(NASCAR and others) be exempt from property taxes and that the state taxes on fuels 
used in racing team aircraft be refunded to the racing teams. 
 
 This idea got the most enthusiastic response from race teams.  The level of 
interest was visible.   
 
 
REFUND TAX ON MOTOR FUELS 
 
RECOMMENDATION: State taxes on fuels sold at racing venues in this State 

for race vehicles should be refunded to those racing 
venues. 

 
 As commented on above, many racing venues in this State are barely hanging on 
financially.  Some are not hanging on any longer, and according to reports from the North 
Carolina Motorsports Association two will close this year.  How can these smaller racing 
venues be preserved, since so many acknowledge their importance in underpinning the 
overall motorsports profile in our State? 
 
 The above recommendation will assist on the margins.  That is, the savings to a 
racing venue realized from the above recommendation could make the difference as to 
whether the owner can afford to live and operate the race track, or whether or not an 
improvement can be made to make the track a better draw. 
 
 Some racing venues make fuel sales available to race teams.  These fuels carry 
state taxes just like what is sold at any gas pump.  A refund to the racing venue of the 
State taxes on this fuel would be so small as to not even show up on the State’s budget 
radar screen.  On the other hand, it is significant to venues and may keep a track open. 
 
 There is precedence for this.  For example, a refund provision exists for farmers 
for state taxes on fuel used in farm vehicles.  A similar provision should be extended to 
the motorsports venues. 
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NORTH CAROLINA MOTORSPORTS ASSOCIATION 
 
 There were a number of concerns and ideas for economic development initiatives 
that could be most logically carried out by the North Carolina Motorsports Association, a 
non-profit trade association founded in 2002. 
 
 Since its founding, the Association has established a strong presence.  This study 
is being conducted because the Association initiated it and obtained grants to support it.  
A Motorsports Legislative Caucus is actively looking after the interests of motorsports, 
because of the actions of the Association.  A number of ideas which arose in the course of 
this study, are already being implemented because of the successful efforts of the 
Association in building relationships with policy leaders in State government.  The rise in 
the visibility of the industry, awareness as to its importance to the State, and general 
enthusiasm for the industry have been in large part due to the Association’s advocacy. 
 
 It is a natural step for the Association to evolve into roles of advocating for the 
motorsports industry in certain regulatory matters and working in a more active role in 
promoting the industry in cooperation with State officials. 
 
 For these reasons the following recommended roles best fall to the Association. 
 
 However, a word of counsel is necessary.  The industry will have to support these 
efforts.  Each of these roles will require funding.  However, certainly elements of the 
motorsports industry recognize that the North Carolina Motorsports Association can 
provide a high return on investment. 
 
 
REGULATORY ADVOCACY 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The North Carolina Motorsports Association should 

serve as an advocate for the motorsports industry on 
policy matters related to regulatory programs. 

 
 During the course of the interviews and focus groups of race teams, one of the 
most often mentioned concerns dealt with several regulatory or governmental matters.  
These included: 
 

• More than one racing team commented on recent enforcement of fair wage 
and hour requirements.  By the nature of their race schedule, NASCAR 
teams work long hours between race weekends.  Consequently, issues 
arose as to whether certain employees working overtime were to be paid 
overtime pay.  From comments received during this study, it appears that 
these matters have come to a conclusion with there being consensus as to 
more employees of racing teams being owed overtime wages.  However, it 
seems that this highlighted for teams, the need to have someone dealing 
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with these matters on the front end from a policy perspective, rather than 
dealing with enforcement actions. 

 
• Teams expressed concerns about the possibility of greater OSHA 

oversight.  The Association could work effectively with the Commissioner 
of Labor and her staff to help its membership understand the work 
environment of a major racing team, and through training the State can 
ensure that race teams understand OSHA requirements better. 

 
• Most museum representatives and local travel and tourism officials 

commented on having difficulties in obtaining highway signage.  The 
Association should be available to assist and advise on this process.  The 
difficulties reported could be partially due to the fact that people in the 
industry may not be well informed about the appropriate process for 
obtaining highway signage.  If the Association assists in this effort it could 
provide guidance about the best process for getting such approvals.  It is 
easier to jump through a set of hoops, once the Association paves the way. 

 
• Almost every race team voiced concern over worker compensation 

insurance rates.  It appears that there may be two reasons for this run-up in 
rates.  First, it would appear that the North Carolina Rate Bureau, which 
establishes risk categories and hence rates, needs to be better informed 
about the industry.  One team reported rates applied to a truck driver, in 
excess of rates that would apply to a truck driver that was not working for 
a race team. There is no apparent reason for this.  The driver is driving a 
truck, not a race car.  Secondly, some costs might be saved if a self 
insurance association for the motorsports industry was established.  The 
Association, in conjunction with a consultant, can resolve these two 
questions, and if a savings is to be had, it can be found. 

 
• A number of race teams voiced concern over lost licensing revenues due 

to pirated merchandise.  The Association should work with State officials 
to enhance enforcement efforts against merchandise which is not licensed. 

 
• Other matters of this nature should be handled by the Association, when 

they arise. 
 
 The Association, if funded and staffed adequately, can return substantial value to 
the industry. 
 
 
VANITY TAGS 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Gain legislative approval for a motorsports vanity 

license plate, some portion of the proceeds of which 
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would go to the North Carolina Motorsports 
Foundation. 

 
 This idea arose early in the discussions which comprised this study.  The idea was 
taken up by the Motorsports Legislative Caucus and they ran with it.  The Legislative 
Caucus consists of state legislators who have a special interest in motorsports matters.  
Legislation for vanity license plates was approved in the 2004 session of the General 
Assembly and signed into law by Governor Easley. 
 
 
QUALIFYING SANCTIONING ORGANIZATION 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The North Carolina Motorsports Association should, 

either in-house or with a consultant, do detailed 
interviews of motorsports sanctioning organizations as 
to their interest in having new events, criteria necessary 
to recruit events to North Carolina tracks, and their 
interest in a new location of their offices, with 
information from this to be used for economic 
development purposes. 

 
 As mentioned above, the importance that new events be attracted to the State 
cannot be over emphasized.  Hence this report recommends a new grant fund to “seed” 
some of the cost for venues in getting a new event.  In a section of this report which 
follows, a strategy for local economic developers is to assist in getting new racing events 
into their area.  This recommendation is intended to provide a product which can be 
utilized by local economic developers, working with a venue, to attract new racing 
events. 
 
 The question becomes how to target the best events to go after.  Which racing 
series is expansion oriented?  What physical characteristics does the racing venue have to 
have (e.g., lights for night time TV production)?  What is the sanctioning fee? The 
consulting team did interview some sanctioning organizations, but it was beyond the 
scope of work in this study to do detailed interviews of over 100 to 150 sanctioning 
associations on these matters.  The Association should do this itself or contract to have 
these interviews done and this information compiled.  This would be available, possibly 
at a price calculated to cover the cost of the study.  Copies would be of interest to venue 
operators, economic developers, local travel and tourism professionals, and others.   
 
 As information is being compiled on potential new events, inquiry should be 
made as to any interest in a new location for their offices.  Information on these prospects 
would be shared with the North Carolina Department of Commerce Motorsports 
Enterprise Team, for follow-up on recruiting.   
 
 This would be an excellent role for the Association to play which could greatly 
benefit the economic development community.  It should be pursued. 
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VENDOR/SUPPLIER PROSPECTS ANALYSIS 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The North Carolina Motorsports Association should 

contract for a process of identifying motorsports 
suppliers which are recruitment prospects for an 
expansion or relocation to this State. 

 
 It was recommended above that the Motorsports Enterprise Team in the 
Department of Commerce should focus on recruiting more suppliers to the State.  This 
further strengthens the cluster and makes the State more attractive to racing teams, better 
retaining the ones this State has and more effectively attracting other race teams to this 
State.   
 
 The problem is identifying the prospects. 
 
 The Association should take this task on with the assistance of a consultant.  The 
process would be as follows.  The Association, through its consultant, would interview 
race teams (at several levels of racing) as to the products they use and the suppliers of 
those products.  This information would be matched with the locations of companies’ 
facilities.  Those without a facility in the state become a target.  The Department of 
Commerce takes up a recruitment effort possibly with the assistance of race team 
representatives here. 
 
 Executed professionally, this would be a highly successful recruitment effort. 
 
 The Association is the logical choice to lead this effort for two reasons.  First, 
race teams will participate in such a project only if the information they provide will be 
kept confidential.  They will not be comfortable dealing with a public agency, which is 
subject to the public records law.  Secondly, it is the consulting team’s impression that 
the Department is short staffed and would find it difficult to take on such a large task. 
 
 

 
TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENTS 

 
 From the discussion in the first part of this study, it was emphasized that North 
Carolina sits on a three legged stool as to maintaining a lead in the motorsports race.  
These legs are the cluster effect, historical depth leading to stronger tourism, and 
technology.  Commenting upon the need to improve our technological lead in 
motorsports last in this report and with brevity, in no way minimizes the importance of 
this set of recommendations.  North Carolina has a good position in motorsports 
technology, as compared to other States.  If the State can now make smart investments in 
technology, North Carolina can move to the front of the pack.  Also, it is of great 
importance to continue to produce quality technicians from our educational institutions. 
 
 To strengthen this third leg of the stool even more, the State needs to step up and 
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make needed investments. 
 
 However, it was well beyond the scope of this report to explore a number of 
technology proposals in detail.  For example, this report provides some anecdotal remarks 
from certain segments of the motorsports industry as to the North Carolina Motorsports 
Testing and Research Complex which has been proposed by entities in the Charlotte area.  
However, it is not within the purview of this study to do a detailed feasibility analysis or 
a detailed business plan to determine if the facility will break even or need continuing 
support from the State, etc.  That level of detail would come from another type of study. 
 
 Consequently, the following recommendations are very general in nature, whereas 
many of the above recommendations are very specific.  That is simply because more 
study is needed. 
 
 The following are important priorities for this State. 
 
 
UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Following a full feasibility analysis and due diligence as 

to business model projections, the State should invest in 
motorsports technology, housed within the University of 
North Carolina system, which technology assets would 
be available at reasonable fees for private sector use. 

 
 Pursuing the cutting edge of motorsports technology would be a wise strategic 
investment to make.  North Carolina can pull ahead of other states to a preeminent 
position in motorsports technology by wise investments.  However, attention should be 
given to the considerations raised above in the Findings section on Technology. 
 
 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRAINING 
 
RECOMMENDATION: The State should expand motorsports and automotive 

training programs in the Community Colleges, and top 
quality equipment, such as will be used in the work 
place, must be provided to these community college 
programs, either by appropriations from the General 
Assembly and private sector partnering. 

 
 From the comments received during the conduct of this report, it seems that the 
motorsports/automotive technician training programs in the State’s community colleges 
are quite popular.  Generally they are fully subscribed.  The motorsports program at 
Catawba Valley Community College has a high portion of its classes from out of State, 
which is quite unusual for community college courses, except possibly for those on the 
border of the State.  These programs should be expanded. 
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 It is obviously the case that most graduates of these programs do not go on to 
become a NASCAR technician.  In fact, many graduates of some of these programs go 
into automobile dealerships as technicians.  This is even true for the NASCAR Technical 
Institute, a private school, mentioned earlier in this report.  As noted in a recent magazine 
article about NASCAR Technical Institute’s parent company Universal Technical 
Institute, 90% of those schools graduates are quickly hired by auto dealers or after market 
repair companies.  At wages for auto technicians being reported by this article as being 
$29,000 to $36,000 to start, going up to $70,000 to $80,000 in six to seven years that is a 
good career choice.13 
 
 With there currently being a large and chronic shortage of automobile technicians, 
investing in creating more community college training programs in motorsports and 
automotive mechanics, equipped with state of the art equipment is an evident choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                                            
13 Fahey, Johnathan, “Bumper to Bumper Education”, Forbes, September 6, 2004 
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Given the statewide presence of the motorsports industry, most policy and 

program initiatives should be implemented at a state level.  Consequently, the bulk of this 
report makes reference to state level initiatives.  However, local economic development 
officials should also “gear up” for the competitive environment this State faces, in regard 
to this high technology, high value added industry.  In referring to economic development 
officials, this is intended to include travel and tourism promotional professionals, and 
business retention and recruitment professionals.  Some of the comments below would 
generally be applicable to one of these two types of local economic development efforts.  
The context of each comment will generally make it clear as to which type of local 
economic development program would be a relevant implementer of each type of effort. 
 
 Some localities are already blessed with a major head start in this race.  The 
Mooresville/South Iredell County and Concord/Cabarrus County areas enjoy a great 
advantage by virtue of the dense concentration of motorsports industry companies that 
exist in these areas.  This will naturally lead to other motorsports companies and facilities 
being drawn to locate in these areas, and a vigorous tourism flow.  It was interesting to 
note in talking to the Chairman of the Mooresville Convention and Visitors Bureau, that 
they do very little advertising to draw tourists.  Advertising is limited to a few placements 
each year in publications prepared by Lowe’s Motor Speedway in connection with the 
major NASCAR events held there.  Other than that, this CVB provides travel 
promotional literature for visitors.  He explained that the presence of the team shops is 
virtually all of the tourism draw this area needs. 
 
 The experience in Concord/Cabarrus County seems to be quite similar.  The 
existing concentration of motorsports elements leads to a natural draw for motorsports 
oriented companies to locate in the area, and for tourists to be drawn in significant 
numbers.  The draw of motorsports companies and race teams is also enhanced by the 
availability of a premier airport in Cabarrus County which is a hub for aircraft operated 
by race teams and motorsports companies.   
 
 However, every area of the State is not Mooresville/South Iredell County or 
Concord/Cabarrus County.  This just means that local developers in those areas must 
work harder and smarter, building off of a smaller base.  The depth and breadth of the 
motorsports presence in a county may not be as great as the Mooresville/South Iredell 
County and Concord/Cabarrus County areas, but most counties in the State can develop 
an enhanced presence of motorsports activities.  Examples of this include:  
 

• Davidson County, building around the nugget of one race team, the 
Childress Team, has done quite well in attracting other motorsports 
companies, and gaining a strong foothold on this industry.  The local 
economic development program has, by smart strategies, recruited 
suppliers to the County, developed a motorsports industrial park, and 
stimulated a significant level of tourism traffic.   
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Davidson County’s economic developer reports that the total capital 
investment base for all known motorsports facilities in the County is in the 
range of $256,000,000. 

 
• Randolph County has played off of the presence of the “King”, Richard 

Petty, and Kyle Petty, to build a good base of motorsports entities.  Also, 
the County promotes itself well with billboards near major highway 
entrances to the County that feature Richard and Kyle Petty.   

 
The economic developer for Randolph County reports that a study done in 
2003 shows that eleven motorsports businesses are located in the County, 
which employee 412 people and have annual sales of $35,500,000. 

 
• Lincoln County has recently attracted one of the major drag racing teams 

in the nation, Doug Hubert Performance, to a new facility and is building 
off of that to develop more of a motorsports presence.   

 
It is reported that this strategy is based in significant part on the naturally 
occurring overflow of motorsports companies, and aircraft from nearby 
areas that already have a high concentration of these businesses and 
aircraft. 

 
• Richmond County has one of the most active drag racing tracks in the 

nation, and even with the loss of NASCAR races at the “Rock”, can 
continue to enjoy many benefits of the motorsports industry. 

 
• Davie County represents a county which does not have within it a major, 

well known racing team.  However, by effectively utilizing the 
motorsports resources, they do have available (e.g., presence of an engine 
builder that supplies NASCAR and drag race teams, an RV dealership 
which does business with a number of race teams, etc.), that County is 
actively investigating and implementing a strategy to grow the 
motorsports presence in their area. 

 
• The Statesville/North Iredell County area has as a part of its business 

recruitment plan, the location of other motorsports companies in the area.  
The County starts with a base of a racing team and some suppliers.  A 
major part of its recruitment effort focuses on the availability of a quality 
7000 foot runway airport, which offers aircraft fuels at very competitive 
rates. This results from having a tank farm available that allows for bulk 
purchases of fuel.  Also this economic development program reports 
offering certain incentives to induce the location of motorsports air fleets 
at this facility.   

 
• Opportunities for motorsports growth are not limited to counties in the 

immediate vicinity of Charlotte.  Washington County has served as the 
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host location for the Grand National Drag Boat Races.  This September 
event draws approximately 8,000 visitors each year, which represents a 
significant economic boost to that County. 

 
• Counties in our State can also benefit from the impacts of a major 

motorsports facility located in another state.  Both Caswell and 
Rockingham Counties’ representatives spoke of the very positive impacts 
they realize from the Virginia International Raceway, located just across 
the North Carolina – Virginia state line.  Caswell County reports that a 
racing team has located a facility in its area, which was drawn by 
proximity to the Virginia International Raceway.  Both Counties realize a 
noticeable, significant flow of visitors to the area as a result of the Virginia 
facility being nearby.  Both Counties are focused on future motorsports 
opportunities to build off of the base they now have.   
 

A number of approaches to growing a motorsports presence have become 
apparent during the course of this study.  These are ideas which are currently being 
pursued by one or more county economic development programs.  They are ideas that 
can be adopted and used by other counties which want to be in the Motorsports effort.  
Some of the ideas that have come forward are the following: 
 

• It was suggested that the North Carolina Motorsports Association should 
survey sanctioning organizations to identify events that might be attracted 
to this State.  As the information from this survey becomes available, local 
areas which have a qualified and interested racing venue should join with 
those race tracks in recruiting new events.  Provided that the General 
Assembly approves the grant fund for events outlined above, these grants 
would be a very effective tool available to assist in this effort.  There is 
more to racing than NASCAR.  A major karting, motocross or other event 
is an excellent economic development stimulus. 

 
• Power boat racing deserves a special mention.  Attracting new events is 

essentially an initial function of having a qualified venue.  Of course, 
when this involves an oval track, drag strip or road course, the capital 
investment to have a qualified venue is quite significant.  However, power 
boat racing only requires a large body of open water with some limited 
investments in buoys and markers.  Many reservoirs, rivers or coastal 
sounds would support a power boat racing event.   

 
• It is anticipated that the survey of sanctioning organizations may identify 

entities that might be enticed to move their headquarters to this State.  
Each one of these sanctioning organizations so identified is a candidate for 
recruitment to the counties in this State.  The leads generated in this regard 
would eventually be to the advantage of the local areas of the State. 
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• The list of NASCAR race teams provided with this report contains 
recruitment targets.  Teams not located here may be attracted to the dense 
motorsports cluster this State has.  The move of the Woods Brothers Team 
is evidence of that.  No doubt similar lists of drag racing and other types of 
teams are available.  Recruitment should target these teams as well. 

 
• Provided that the North Carolina Motorsports Association is able to survey 

racing teams as to motorsports suppliers that serve them, it is anticipated 
that recruitment prospects will be identified.  Each of these are targets that 
may initially be courted by State recruiters, but they will filter down to 
local economic developers for recruitment. 

 
• Whatever motorsports assets a County has, regular confidential contacts 

with these companies can lead to contacts with recruitment prospects.  For 
example, Doug Herbert Performance Racing located in Lincoln County is 
not only one of the leading drag racing teams in the nation, but this 
company also distributes racing parts.  Such a company inevitably has 
excellent contacts with manufacturers and suppliers in the motorsports 
industry.  This contract should be a part of an overall existing industry 
program. 

 
• Any county economic development representative can pursue a strategy 

which has worked well for Davidson County’s economic developer.  He 
has made it a point to attend motorsports trade shows to identify prospect 
companies.  He reports that after attending one such show, his office 
worked through the tedious but rewarding task of researching firms in 
attendance by way of their websites.  From that, prospect companies were 
identified and approached.  He reports success in developing solid leads 
for recruitment prospects through this effort. 

 
• A few economic development programs that are focused on travel and 

tourism promotion may have adequate funds to mount an independent 
marketing effort to promote their areas.  However, it is generally not the 
case that a local area will have enough marketing funds to carry out an 
effective, extensive marketing effort.  The marketing initiatives proposed 
above for implementation by the North Carolina Division of Travel and 
Tourism present many opportunities to promote a local area and local 
motorsports tourist attractions by way of these state efforts.  Any 
attractions or racing events should be reflected in the comprehensive 
tourism guide, on the map of motorsports attractions, and on the 
motorsports website.   

 
• As the State Department of Commerce increases the number of 

motorsports trade shows it attends, certain ones will present good 
opportunities for local economic developers to attend and make 
meaningful contacts with motorsports companies. 
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 In short, certain areas such as Mooresville/South Iredell County and Cabarrus 
County enjoy a great advantage in promoting the location of new motorsports companies 
and attracting more motorsports fans.  However, any County in the State that has a major 
race team, one or more motorsports suppliers, racing venues, a motorsports museum, etc. 
has some base to build off of to create a large motorsports presence and economic impact.  
Hence, any number of counties in the state should have as a part of its efforts, a focus on 
the motorsports industry.  With State economic development leaders clearly being aware 
of and actively pursuing opportunities in the motorsports industry, no county will be 
pursuing such efforts alone.   
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 Motorsports in all of its facets is well rooted in North Carolina.  The three legged 
stool is reasonably well supported by the industry cluster we enjoy, the tourism base 
driven by the rich motorsports heritage in our State, and the technological resources this 
State has available. 
 
 However, economic development leaders in this State must not rest on their 
laurels.  It is essential to retain the significant motorsports elements North Carolina has, 
in face of an onslaught from other states, and increase the base now enjoyed.  Like in a 
racing event, when ahead, do not slow down and become lethargic or otherwise 
competitors may overtake us. 
 
 One leg on the stool needs attention in order to become preeminent.  This State 
has a reasonably good technology base.  However, being reasonably good is not enough.  
Efforts should be made to be the motorsports technology leader in the country, as North 
Carolina is in regard to tourism activity and the cluster of motorsports element. 
 
 State, regional and local policy leaders should give attention to this industry just 
like any other high technology, high value added industry. 
 
 In so far as competition with other states is concerned, the race is on.  As for 
policy leaders, the best advice is, ladies and gentlemen “start your engines.” 
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 THE SANFORD HOLSHOUSER BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT GROUP, 
LLC 

A full service economic development consulting firm 
 

The Sanford Holshouser Business Development Group (Sanford Holshouser), under the 
auspices of The Sanford Holshouser Law Firm, brought together five experienced 
economic developers to offer a broad spectrum of planning, policy guidance and 
operational services to municipalities, counties, economic development organizations and 
companies.   
 
Sanford Holshouser’s five partners’ direct economic development experience includes 
marketing and business recruitment, existing industry retention and expansion, small 
business development, infrastructure development, workforce development, industrial 
park and shell building development, entrepreneurial initiatives, incentive negotiations, 
incentive policy development and a range of other economic development tools.  
 

Operations and Management: 
 Strategic Planning – development of specialized short and long term plans designed to 

provide guidance and measurable results. 
 Board Development – assist ED boards to enhance their leadership roles; retreat 

facilitation. 
 Executive Search - assistance in recruiting a qualified professional for the program; 

negotiating the contract. 
 Bridge Management - professional management of the economic development program 

during the executive search. 
 Private Sector Partnerships - assessing the current organization and program and 

capitalizing on partnerships with the local private sector.  
 Fundraising - through association with one of the nation’s best professional economic 

development fundraising group. 
 
Program Development: 

 Local Program Development - assist communities in broadening their ED program by 
developing strategies in Existing Industry Assistance, Workforce Development, Small 
Business Assistance, Entrepreneurship and Agribusiness. 

 Marketing – reaching the “gatekeepers” who deliver clients; target-market analysis to 
enable the recruitment of companies that are compatible with the community. 

 Client Handling - ensuring prospects are provided professional treatment.  
 
Product Development: 

 Product Development – industrial park development; shell building programs; 
consortium financing; NC DOC site certification; brokerage; land banking; dual county 
industrial parks. 

 
Incentives and Financing: 

 Incentives Negotiations - making sure it’s the right deal for the community. 
 Incentive Policies – helping communities develop policies that protect investment. 
 Financing - strategies for financing product development and program operation. 
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THE SANFORD HOLSHOUSER BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT GROUP, LLC 
 

Ernest C. Pearson has served both in the private practice of law and in public policy positions. 
He served as Director of Special Projects for the N.C. Department of Transportation. He also was 
chairman and chief judicial officer of the N.C. Industrial Commission. He served as Assistant 
Secretary for Economic Development of the NC Department of Commerce. He managed 
economic development programs, including industrial recruitment, international trade, small 
business development, tourism, film industry recruitment, and finance programs for industry.  
 epearson@shlf.com, 919-755-1800 
 
Robert F. Comer has developed strategic action plans, organizational restructuring and 
privatization, marketing plans, personnel policies and funding campaigns for several local and 
regional economic development organizations in North Carolina. A local developer for 15 years 
and a pioneer in regional economic development, Bob currently serves as vice chair and treasurer 
of Piedmont Triad’s regional economic development Foundation and is Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees at Surry Community College. A retired US Navy Captain, Bob graduated from UNC-
Chapel Hill and has a master’s degree equivalent from the US Naval War College. 
 Rcomer4@triad.rr.com, 336-386-8195 

 
Crystal P. Morphis has seven years of direct local economic development experience. She has 
experience in developing industrial parks, site certification, marketing, existing industry program 
development, strategic planning, private sector fundraising, executive searches and research for 
economic development.  She recently served on the Board of Directors of the NC Economic 
Developers Association, is a past chairman of the Piedmont Triad Economic Developers 
Advisory Council and serves on the Advisory Board for NC State University’s Industrial 
Extension Service. Crystal holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics from Salem College 
and a Master of Science Degree in Economics from UNC-Charlotte. 
 cjmorphis@surry.net, 336-366-4247 

 
L. Calvin “Rocky” Lane, Jr., has over 13 years experience as an economic developer.  During 
that tenure, he was responsible for developing a fully serviced industrial park, a shell building, 
two NCDOC Certified Sites, an award winning marketing program, and the successful 
recruitment of 17 new companies and numerous expansions representing over $1.5 billion in new 
investment and over 2000 new jobs.  Lane served in various positions with Halifax Community 
College for over 13 years, the last three as Dean of Continuing Education.  For the majority of his 
tenure Lane’s primary responsibility was the development and delivery of training programs for 
business and industry.  He holds Bachelors and Masters Degrees from N.C. State University. 
 rocky.lane@charter.net, 252-535-2339 
 
Michael K. Geouge, CEcD, has over 21-years of economic development experience. Most 
recently, he was the Manager of Economic Development for Duke Power/ Nantahala Power. He 
was the Manager of the western regional office of the North Carolina Department of Commerce 
and served as a city planner/director for 15 years. Mike has participated in over 300 industrial 
client visits and nearly 100 industrial client announced locations. Mike has served on the boards 
of Advantage West and North Carolina Economic Developers Association. He is a Certified 
Economic Developer, CEcD designated through the International Economic Development 
Council. He earned a BS degree from East Tennessee State University in urban geography. 
 mkgeouge@nc.rr.com, 919-395-2058 
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9201 University City Boulevard / Charlotte NC, 28223-0001 / Phone: 704.687.2307 /Fax: 704.687.3178  
 

ABOUT THE UNC CHARLOTTE URBAN INSTITUTE 

The UNC Charlotte Urban Institute is a non-profit, non-partisan, applied research and 
consulting services outreach unit of the University of North Carolina at Charlotte.  Founded 
in 1969, the Institute provides a wide range of services, including technical assistance and 
training, public opinion surveys, land-use and natural resources consulting, economic 
development research and community planning to meet the needs of the region and its 
citizens.  The Institute is committed to improving the quality of life in the greater Charlotte-
Mecklenburg region. 

The Institute’s areas of expertise and service are outlined below: 

Community Research and Services conducts needs assessments and citizen opinion 
surveys of both target and general populations focusing on a wide variety of issues, including 
transportation, growth, environmental awareness, healthcare, and government services.  This 
division also offers grant management, group facilitation services, focus group research, 
evaluation research and support for strategic planning activities. 

Land Use and Environmental Planning conducts research for and provides planning 
services to county and municipal governments and to businesses and non-profit 
organizations in the central piedmont region of the Carolinas.  This division operates the 
Open Space Institute, which works collaboratively with regional land conservation 
organizations to define and achieve a shared regional open space vision, through education, 
research and planning.  In addition, the division maintains & provides access to a rich set of 
regional information resources in support of land use, open space and environmental 
planning.   

Technology Services and Training is a division specializing in the application of computer 
technology to develop high-payoff solutions for public-sector clients.  A major on-going 
project involves providing software support and training for a statewide computerized 
school bus routing project called Transportation Information Management Systems (TIMS).  
Other projects include, database design and desktop mapping, data warehousing, web-based 
data collection tools, and redistricting for school systems. 

Administration oversees and supports the daily operations of the Institute. In addition to 
general operations, this unit has the responsibility of managing specific cross-divisional 
research and strategic planning projects for public and private sector clients.  Types of cross-
divisional projects and analyses include economic development studies, demographic 
research, and strategic plans for communities and local governments (i.e. City of Archdale, 
Rowan County, Town of Landis, Cleveland County, City of Statesville, etc.)
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METHODOLOGY 
 

APPENDIX A 
 
 

 In order to reach all segments of the motorsports industry in North Carolina, the 
following groups were included in this study: race teams, sanctioning associations, 
museums, public relations/media firms, venues, vendors/supplier and driving schools. 
Through these different segments auto, karting, drag, and power boat racing were 
investigated. Information was gathered from these groups through focus groups and/or 
interviews.  
 
 The database used to identify industry contacts was a database maintained by the 
North Carolina Motorsports Association (“NCMA”).  Some participants were not a part 
of the NCMA database and were discovered during the course of this study.  Most focus 
groups and interviewees were arranged by the NCMA. 
 
 This study used several methods to encourage participation from industry 
officials. In advance of invitations to focus groups/interviews, Governor Easley and 
Richard Petty, NCMA Chairman, each mailed a personal letter to invitees encouraging 
industry participation in this study. The letter cited the importance of the motorsports 
industry to North Carolina, gave an overview of the study objectives, listed participation 
opportunities and encouraged attendance. Approximately thirty to thirty-five 
organizations were invited to each industry focus group. Invitations to focus groups were 
mailed about two to three weeks in advance. Invitations were followed up by phone calls 
from University of North Carolina at Charlotte Urban Institute staff. A total of ten focus 
groups were initially scheduled with motorsports industry sectors. A lack of response 
cancelled five of the ten planned focus groups. Any person that had expressed an interest 
in a focus group that was cancelled was requested to be interviewed for this study.  
Numerous interviews, either in person or by phone, were conducted with industry 
representatives. Interviews were conducted with key industry representatives, economic 
development officials and also in the business and geographic sectors that the focus 
groups were cancelled.  
 
 It is the general consensus of the consulting group that the lack of response to the 
focus groups was not a reflection of a disinterest in the study.  Rather, most motorsports 
companies are small businesses and as such have limited personnel available to 
participate in focus groups. The follow up phone calling conducted by University of 
North Carolina at Charlotte Urban Institute discovered that there was a great deal of 
interest in this study, but the time commitment for attending a focus group could not be 
made. After a cancellation of focus groups due to lack of registration, the consulting team 
changed its strategy and requested an interview with any organization which was invited 
to, but did not attend a focus group.  The response rate of interviews was considerably 
better. It is the opinion of the consulting team, that the interview format was more 
successful than the focus group format because it took less time and could be scheduled 
to meet individual company needs. 
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 The following topics were covered during focus groups and interviews with 
industry representatives to gather information for this study: 
 

• Company product, service, employment, sales, geography of customer 
base 

 
• Product/services sold to motorsports 

 
• Advantages and disadvantages to operating in North Carolina 

 
• Whether the company is an expansion/contraction period 

 
• Importance of the following factors: industry clustering, labor force, 

university and community college support, cost of business factors, 
tourism marketing support of industry, local and state government industry 
support, incentives, taxes 

 
• Recommended state policy changes to better support the industry 

 
 Below is a list of motorsports industry representatives that participated in this 
study through a focus group or interview. 
 
 
VENUES: 
 

• Lowe’s Motor Speedway 
• North Carolina Speedway 
• Wilkesboro Raceway Park 
• Hickory Motor Speedway 
• Rockingham Dragway 

 
RACE TEAMS: 
 

• Fountain Powerboats 
• Toyota Racing Development 
• Roush Racing 
• John Benson, Driver 
• Greg Biffle, Driver 
• Penske Racing 
• Hendrick Motorsports 
• Richard Childress Racing 
• Joe Gibbs Racing  
• Doug Herbert Performance Racing 
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SUPPLIERS: 
 

• Mahle Motorsports 
• Cape Fear Karting 
• Precision Cams 
• Ohlins 
• Calico Coatings 
• Tex Racing Enterprises 
• To the Point 
• Haas CNC Machines 
• Sign Works 
• Automotive Specialist 
• Vaudra, Ltd. 
• Tom Johnson Camping Center 
• Anatech, Ltd. 
• CV Products 
• Nfocus 
• SRI/SCS&A 
• NASCAR Technical Institute  
• Raceparts Distribution, Inc. 
• Pro-Motor Engines 
• Nelson Specialties, Inc. 
• Aerodyn 
• BSCI, Inc. 
• Exceldyne  

 
DRIVING SCHOOLS: 

 
• Jarrett-Favre Driving Adventure 
• Richard Petty Driving Experience 

 
TV/FILM/RADIO PRODUCTION FIRMS: 
 

• NASCAR Images 
• Speed Channel 
• Performance Racing Network 

 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF N.C. MOTORSPORTS ASSOCIATION 
 
SANCTIONING ASSOCIATIONS: 
 

• International Motor Contest Association (IMCA) 
• United Speed Alliance Racing (USAR) 
• American Motor Racing Association (AMRA) 
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• American Hot Rod Association (AHRA) 
• Stock Car Championship Series (SCCS) 
• National Hot Rod Association (NHRA) 
• Allison Legacy 
• United Auto Racing Association (UARA) 
• World Karting Association 

 
 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
  
 One of the primary objective of this study is to shape economic development 
policy in North Carolina to retain, expand and recruit motorsports businesses. The front 
lines in this challenge are economic developers at the local, regional and state levels. 
Economic developers were engaged in this study to provide information about the current 
base of motorsports businesses, current efforts to recruit motorsports and the types of 
economic development tools they need to be successful in retaining, expanding and 
recruiting motorsports. 
 
 Economic developers participated in this study through focus groups, one-on-one 
and small group interviews. Through focus groups scheduled in each of the seven 
economic development region, every local and regional economic developer in the State 
had an opportunity to participate in this study. The contact database of each regional 
economic development partnership was used to develop the invitation list to each focus 
group. In advance of the focus group notice, Governor Easley mailed a personal letter to 
each economic developer encouraging their attendance. An invitation to a focus group 
was emailed two to three weeks in advance of the meeting and was followed up by email. 
Most focus groups with economic developers were held in conjunction with regular 
regional partnership meetings. 
 

A number of economic development professionals who primarily manage 
business retention and recruitment programs, were personally interviewed.  This included 
interviews of the lead professional staffer in the following organizations: 

 
• Greater Statesville Development Corporation 
 
• Craven County Economic Development Commission 

 
• Onslow County Economic Development Commission 

 
• Randolph County Economic Development Commission 

 
• Cabarrus County Economic Development Commission 

 
• Davidson County Economic Development Commission 
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 The original scope of work called for focus groups to be conducted in each of the 
seven economic development regions. Six focus groups in these economic development 
regions were conducted in: Advantage West, Carolinas Partnership, North Carolina's 
Northeast Partnership, North Carolina's Southeast, Piedmont Triad and the Research 
Triangle regions. The seventh focus group was cancelled in North Carolina’s Eastern 
Region due to a low response rate. Interviews with interested local developers were 
substituted for the cancelled focus group.  
 
 The focus group agenda for economic developers included the following topics:  
 

• Motorsports sectors present in each county 
• Motorsports as a target for recruitment by counties 
• Keys to retaining and recruiting motorsports businesses 
• Competition from other states 
• Recommended state policy changes to better support the industry 

 
 
TOURISM 
 
 The tourism industry is a key component of the motorsports industry in North 
Carolina. Museums, special events, tourist attractions and other venues draw hundreds of 
thousands of visitors to and through the state every year. The consulting team captured 
input from this sector through focus groups and interviews.  
 
 A focus group was held for motorsports museums. In advance of invitation 
notices to the focus group, Governor Easley mailed a personal letter to invitees 
encouraging participation in this study. Invitations to focus groups were mailed about two 
to three weeks in advance. Invitations were followed up by phone calls from University 
of North Carolina at Charlotte Urban Institute staff.  
 
 Three focus groups for local tourism representatives were scheduled across North 
Carolina. Tourism representatives were divided into three groups: eastern, western and 
piedmont regions. The database of local tourism representatives across the State was 
provided by the North Carolina Department of Travel and Tourism. In advance of the 
focus group invitation, Governor Easley mailed a personal letter to local tourism 
representatives encouraging their participation in this study. An invitation was issued via 
email about two to three weeks in advance of the meeting. Follow up was done via email. 
Due to low response, the focus groups in eastern and western North Carolina were 
cancelled and information was gathered through interviews. Any person that had 
expressed an interest in a focus group that was cancelled was interviewed for this study. 
The focus group for the Piedmont Triad Region of North Carolina was well attended.  
 
 The focus group agenda for tourism directors included the following topics: 
 

• Motorsports industry sectors represented in local tourism  
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• Impact figures for specific venues or events 
• Target audience for motorsports promotion 
• Marketing strategies used in promoting motorsports 
• Partnering with NC Travel and Tourism 
• Opportunities to grow the motorsports tourism base 
• Competition with other states 
• Recommended state policy changes to better support the industry 

 
 Below is a list of tourism and museum representatives that participated in this 
study through a focus group or interview: 
 
 

• Mooresville Convention and Visitors Bureau 
• Vance County Tourism 
• Wheels Through Time Museum 
• NC Division of Tourism 
• Murfreesboro Historic Association 
• Yadkin County Chamber of Commerce 
• Wilkesboro Tourism Development Authority 
• Davie County Chamber of Commerce 
• Statesville Convention and Visitors Bureau 
• Wilkes Chamber of Commerce 
• Burlington and Alamance County Convention and Visitors Bureau 

 
 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS  
 
 Skilled labor is the number one site location/expansion factor for all industries. 
North Carolina's community colleges and universities are national leaders in workforce 
development and as such play a critical role in the state's ability to retain and recruit 
motorsports. Skills from automotive technology to engineering to sports marketing are 
critical to the industry. 
 
 In collaboration with University of North Carolina at Charlotte Urban Institute, 
educational institutions with key automotive technology programs were identified for 
research and input. In addition, other educational institutions that were discovered during 
the course of this study were interviewed. Interviews were scheduled by the University of 
North Carolina at Charlotte Urban Institute and were conducted by a team that included 
representatives from Sanford Holshouser, and the University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte Urban Institute. 
 
 Educational institutions interviewed for this study: 
 

• NC A&T 
• Catawba Valley Community College 
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• University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
• Davidson County Community College 
• Rowan - Cabarrus Community College 

 
 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
 
 Through the course of this study, it became evident that there were other 
motorsports affiliated organizations that should be interviewed.  
 

• Philanthropic Organizations:     Information gathered during focus groups 
with local economic developers brought attention to the philanthropic 
aspect of the industry. Local developers gave extraordinary examples of 
community support by motorsports companies and celebrities. Women's 
Auxiliary of Motorsports and Victory Junction Gang Camp were two 
organizations interviewed. These organizations represent two of the three 
official NASCAR charities. Interviews gathered information on mission, 
relationship with North Carolina based motorsports businesses and growth 
strategies for the industry. 

 
• Sponsors:   Through interviews with industry representatives, the 

significant role of corporate sponsors was cited. Lowe’s Companies was 
interviewed to learn more about corporate sponsorships in motorsports and 
what support the motorsports industry needs to grow. 

 
• Special Events: Center City Partners, organizers of Speed Street in 

Charlotte, was interviewed. The multi-day street festival is a lead 
community event associated with NASCAR races at Lowe’s Motor 
Speedway.  

 
POLICY COORDINATION 
 
 The NC Motorsports Study has three purposes: to raise the awareness of the 
industry in North Carolina, quantify the economic impact of the industry on the State's 
economy, and finally to develop policy recommendations that will support motorsports 
business retention and recruitment.  A series of one-on-one and small group meetings 
were held with state and economic development officials to raise awareness of the 
industry and to gather input into policy recommendations.  
 
 The first round of meetings raised awareness of the industry by providing state 
policy leaders with information concerning the motorsports study objectives. A second 
round of meetings gathered input from state officials on current policies affecting the 
motorsports industry. A third round of meetings was held to present the report findings 
and recommendations.  
 
 The motorsports industry crosses into several areas of state government. Officials 
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from the following state agencies and organizations participated in this study: 
 

• Office of the Governor 
• NC Rural Economic Development Center 
• NC Department of Commerce 

o Business and Industry Division 
o Travel and Tourism Division 
o International Trade Division 
o Commerce Finance Center 

  
• University of North Carolina System 
• North Carolina Community College System 
• Small Business and Technology Development Center 

 
 
SUMMARY 
 
 As stated earlier in this report and University of North Carolina at Charlotte's 
Economic Impact Analysis, motorsports is not a clearly defined industry. It includes 
tourism, race teams, venues, manufacturers, associations, museums, marketing and public 
relations companies, media production companies, charitable organizations and others. 
The methodology used in this study identified many groups involved in the motorsports 
industry; used state and industry officials to support participation; gathered input through 
focus groups and interviews; and maintained an open communication channel with state 
officials. 
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OVERVIEW OF BEST PRACTICES 

 
APPENDIX B 

 
 

Overview of various economic incentive programs and organized efforts to attract 
motorsports-related business in the United States 

 
 

Arizona 
 
 The state financially supported the construction of the Motorsports Racing 
Facility at Pima County Fairgrounds, in cooperation with the Southwestern Fair 
Commission Inc. There was a successful effort to move another Nextel Cup event to 
Phoenix. 
 
Virginia 
 
 Virginia motor sports initiative:  Statewide initiative comprised of public and 
private sector partners with the mission to promote and support motorsports activities in 
Virginia as a means for economic development.  
 

• Martinsville – The Governor's Motorsports Initiative gave incentives for 
HT Motorsports to relocate from North Carolina. HT Motorsports will 
work closely with the newly founded Patrick Henry Community College 
motorsports workforce development program, which is part of the new 
Virginia Motorsport Technology Center.  

 
• Hampton – Formation of the Hampton Motorsports Technology Alliance.  

The Hampton Motorsports Initiative is a high-level effort to establish 
Hampton as the “motorsports Technology Capital of North America.”  
This is done with the close cooperation of Old Dominion University and 
NASA’s Langley facility, which has a full-scale wind tunnel. 

 
South Carolina 
 
 Upstate Alliance is a public and private regional development agency for a 10 
county region upstate South Carolina. The Upstate Alliance has set a goal to attract 
motorsports related industries to the region. 
 

• Clemson University - There is a $90 million 400 acre automotive research 
campus to be developed by Clemson University, which will lead to the 
establishment of the International Center for Automobile Research 
(ICAR). The funding is a combination of government as well as private 
funds.  BMW will occupy a $15 million facility that will be leased from 
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the university.  Last year BMW donated $10 million to Clemson to help 
endow the graduate engineering center.  

Ohio 
 

• Youngstown – Construction of a fully enclosed speedway 
 
Tennessee 
 

• Tunica County – Building of a $100 million motorsports complex 
 
Kansas 
 
 Kansas Speedway received a significant incentives package to locate in Kansas 
City by the Board of Public Utilities and other incentives worth about $140 million. 
 

• Topeka – has been chosen by the Sports Car Club of America (SCCA) for 
its new headquarters.  The 60,000 member professional motorsports 
organization is moving from Denver, CO because of an aggressive 
incentives program, strong community support for racing and an appealing 
quality of life. 

 
Kentucky 
 
 The Kentucky Speedway has benefited from Kentucky’s Tourism Development 
Act which allows developers to receive a tax rebate of 25 cents of every dollar spent at a 
tourist attraction for up to 10 years.   
 

• The Federal Government plans to spend $350,000 for a regional airport in 
northern Kentucky. The airport would have a positive impact on the 
Kentucky Speedway. 

 
California 
 
 Riverside Motorsports Park 
 

• The California Speedway is built on the old Kaiser Steel Mill site, 50 
miles east of Los Angeles.  Remediating the site was largely paid for by 
the State of California, as part of its Brownfields Initiative.   

 
• San Sevaine Redevelopment Agency gave $500,000 to California 

Speedway to help with the building of night lights.  California Speedway 
fans are not paying a tax on tickets to events. 
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New Mexico 
 
 Albuquerque  
 

• Exempting professional motorsports from gross receipt taxes. 
Nevada 
 
 The Nevada Development Authority has set a long-range goal to create a broad-
based motorsports related industry.  In order to attract motorsports related industries, the 
state established a law in 2001 to exempt motorsports teams and sanctioning bodies from 
Nevada sales and use taxes. 
 
Indiana 
 
 The Indy Partnership serves as the catalyst for increased capital investment and 
quality job growth in the Indianapolis area. The Indy is part of the Indianapolis Regional 
Economic Development Partnership (IREDP).  IREDP makes a substantial effort to 
attract and retain motorsports teams to the Indianapolis region. It also has a Direct 
Supplier Recruitment Program for the Industry. 
 

• Indianapolis – Tax incentives. Surrounding cities have tax reductions on 
the property of race teams. 

 
Michigan 
 

• Grand Rapids – City commissioners loaned $200,000 to the West 
Michigan Grand Prix Association for street maintenance. 

 
Iowa 
 

• Newton – City to contribute $9 million to build a racing facility 
 
 
West Virginia 
 

• Gov. Bob Wise set up in 2001 the West Virginia Motorsports Council. A 
new integrated motorsports complex in Thunder Ridge (Flatwoods) was 
built. 
  

Florida 
 

• City of Daytona Beach – Actively seeks to recruit motorsports-related 
industries to relocate to their region. The city has a “welcoming” program 
for company executives who visit during motorsports and other events to 
pursue their establishment of branch offices and testing facilities, and 
technology development. 
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Missouri 
 

• St. Louis – Local and State incentives to build a new race track. 
 
Pacific North West 
  
Washington  
 

• “Checkered Flag Taskforce” trying to build a speedway in Marysville 
 
Oregon 
 
 Portland area is competing with Seattle area to be the choice for a new race track 
that is supposed to open the Pacific Northwest to NASCAR. 
 
Georgia 
 
 Established Motorsport Caucus in 2004 
 
Illinois 
 
 Chicagoland Speedway opened in 2001.  The facility cost approximately $130 to 
build.  The City of Jolliet offered the Speedway substantial tax breaks and incentives, 
including an expedited, 30-day annexation process; a 10-year property tax exemption on 
the added value of the land (except for the school district’s portion of the property tax, 
where the track pays 50 percent of the improved value).  
 
New York – New Jersey 
 
 NASCAR is in negotiations to build a new racetrack.  International Speedway 
Corporation has bought property on Staten Island and racing promoters have held 
preliminary discussions with economic officials about the construction or a racetrack 
there.  An alternative location for a racetrack in that part of the country would be the 
Meadowlands in New Jersey. 
 
Texas 
 
 In 1995, the city of Fort Worth established a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) 
district as part of an incentive plan to develop the Texas Motor Speedway. A city-created 
nonprofit organization, the Fort Worth Sports Authority owns the Speedway, which 
opened in 1997 and is exempt from property taxes. While the Speedway does not pay 
property taxes, the surrounding properties within the 1,489-acre district are subject to 
taxation. Speedway Motorsports built and operates the Speedway. The Fort Worth Sports 
Authority is paying $20 million from the TIF fund to Speedway Motorsports in order to 
buy the stadium back and cover the cost of acquiring the site.   
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MOTORSPORTS TEAMS 
 

APPENDIX C 
 

 
NASCAR Teams by State 
           

Team Car # City State Shops # of Cars NC SC VA TN MA 
A.J. Foyt Racing 14 Mooresville NC 1 1 1     

Andy Petree Racing 33 
East Flat 
Rock NC 1 1 1     

Arnold Motorsports 50 Concord NC 1 1 1     
BACE Motorsports 74 Mooresville NC 1 1 1     
BAM Racing 49 Charlotte NC 1 1 1     
Bill Davis Racing 22 High Point NC 1 1 1     
Bill Davis Racing 23 High Point NC  1      
Brett Bodine Racing 11 Mooresville NC 1 1 1     
Chip Ganassi Racing w/ Fleix 
Sabatas 40 Concord NC 1 1 1     
Chip Ganassi Racing w/ Fleix 
Sabatas 41 Concord NC  1      
Chip Ganassi Racing w/ Fleix 
Sabatas 42 Concord NC  1      
Davis & Weight Motorsports 52 Concord NC 1 1 1     
DEI 1 Mooresville NC 1 1 1     
DEI 8 Mooresville NC  1      
DEI 15 Mooresville NC  1      
DLP Racing O7 Lincoln  MA 1 1     1 
Donlavey Racing 90 Richmond VA 1 1   1   
Evernham Motorsports 9 Statesville NC 1 1 1     
Evernham Motorsports 19 Statesville NC  1      
Haas CNCRacing 26 Statesville NC 1 1 1     
Haas CNC Racing O Harrisburg NC  1      
Hendrick Motorsports 5 Concord NC 1 1 1     
Hendrick Motorsports 24 Concord NC  1      
Hendrick Motorsports 25 Concord NC  1      
Hendrick Motorsports 48 Concord NC  1      
Joe Gibbs Racing 18 Huntersville NC 1 1 1     
Joe Gibbs Racing 20 Huntersville NC  1      
MB2 / MBV Motorsports O1 Concord NC 1 1 1     
MB2 / MBV Motorsports 10 Concord NC  1      
Morgan-McClure Motorsports 4 Abingdon VA 1 1   1   
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Team Car # City State Shops # of Cars NC SC VA TN MA 
Shepherd Racing 89 Conover NC 1 1 1     
Penske 2 Mooresville NC 1 1 1     
Penske 12 Mooresville NC  1      
Penske / Jasper Racing 77 Mooresville NC  1      
Petty Enterprises 43 Randleman NC 1 1 1     
Petty Enterprises 44 Randleman NC  1      
Petty Enterprises 45 Randleman NC  1      
PF2 Motorsports 194 Concord NC 1 1 1     
Phoenix Racing O9 Spartanburg SC 1 1  1    
PPI Motorsports 32 Hickory NC 1 1 1     
Richard Childress Racing 29 Welcome NC 1 1 1     
Richard Childress Racing 30 Welcome NC  1      
Richard Childress Racing 31 Welcome NC  1      
Robert Yates Racing 38 Mooresville NC 1 1 1     
Robert Yates Racing 88 Mooresville NC  1      
Roush Racing 6 Concord NC 1 1 1     
Roush Racing 16 Concord NC  1      
Roush Racing 17 Concord NC  1      
Roush Racing 97 Concord NC  1      
Roush Racing 99 Concord NC  1      
Sadler & Sons Racing 95 Nashville TN 1 1    1  
Team Rensi 35 Mooresville NC 1 1 1     
Torquespeed-Carter 66 Statesville NC 1 1 1     
Toys R Us Racing 54 Bristol TN 1 1    1  
Ultra Motorsports  7 Mooresville NC 1 1 1     
Wood Brothers Racing 21 Mooresville NC 1 1 1     
           
CUP TOTALS – 82% in NC    33 56 27 1 2 2 1 

 
 
 
BUSCH TEAMS BY STATE 

Team 
Car 
# City State 

Shops    
j 

# of 
Cars NC SC VA TN KY MA CT MD TX WI FL 

                 
Akins Motorsports 38 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
Andy Petree 
Racing 33 

East Flat 
Rock NC 1 1 1           

Aramendia 
Motorsports 79 Schertz TX 1 1         1   
BACE Motorsports 74 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
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Team 
Car 
# City State 

Shops    
j 

# of 
Cars NC SC VA TN KY MA CT MD TX WI FL 

Bill Davis Racing 23 High Point NC 1 1 1           
Braun Racing 19 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
Braun Racing 30 Mooresville NC  1            
Brewco Racing 27 Central City KY 1 1     1       
Brewco Racing 37 Central City KY  1            
Chance 2 8 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
Curb-Agajanian 
Performance Group 43 Kannapolis NC 1 1 1           
Davis Motorsports 70 Blacksburgh SC 1 1  1          
Davis Motorsports O Blacksburgh SC  1            
Day Enterprises, 
Inc. 16 Goodlettsville TN 1 1    1        
Day Enterprises, 
Inc. 261 Goodlettsville TN  1            
DLP Racing O7 Lincoln MA 1 1      1      
FitzBardshaw 
Racing 12 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
FitzBardshaw 
Racing 14 Mooresville NC  1            
FitzBardshaw 
Racing 82 Mooresville NC  1            
Frank Cici Racing 
w/ Jim Kelly 34 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
GIC-Mixon 
Motorsports 24 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
Glidden 
Motorsports 84 Beltsville MD 1 1        1    
Haas CNC Racing OO Harrisburgh NC 1 1 1           
Havill-Spoerl 
Racing 73 Cambridge WI 1 1          1  
Henderson 
Motorsports 75 Abingdon  VA 1 1   1         
Hendrick 
Motorsports 5 Concord NC 1 1 1           
Holligan Racing 50 Dallas TX 1 1         1   
HRT Motorsports 41 Sunny Isle FL 1 1           1 
HRT Motorsports O9 Sunny Isle FL  1            
Innovative 
Motorsports  48 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
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Team 
Car 
# City State 

Shops    
j 

# of 
Cars NC SC VA TN KY MA CT MD TX WI FL 

Jay Robinson 
Racing 49 Monroe NC  1            
Jimmy Means 
Racing 52 Forest City NC 1 1 1           
Joe Gibbs Racing 18 Charlotte NC 1 1 1           
Joe Gibbs Racing 20 Charlotte NC  1            
Ken Alexander 
Racing 63 Greenville SC 1 1  1          
Labonte 
Motorsports 44 Trinity  NC 1 1 1           
Lewis Motorsports 46 Concord NC 1 1 1           
MacDonald 
Motorsports, Inc 72 Thomasville NC 1 1 1           
Mae Hill 
Motorsports 56 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
Marsh Racing 31 Old Lyme CT 1 1       1     
Matrix Motorsports O4 Huntersville NC 1 1 1           
Michael Waltrip 
Racing 99 Sherrills Ford NC 1 1 1           
Moy Racing 77 Forest City NC 1 1 1           
NEMCO 
Motorsports 87 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
PF2 Motorsports 94 Concord NC 1 1 1           
Phoenix Racing 1 Spartanburg SC 1 1  1          
ppc Racing 10 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
ppc Racing 15 Mooresville NC  1            
ppc Racing 57 Mooresville NC  1            
Premiere 
Motorsports 68 Pittsboro NC 1 1 1           
Reiser Enterprises, 
Inc. 17 Denver NC 1 1 1           
Reiser Enterprises, 
Inc. 89 Denver NC  1            
Rich Woodland 
Racing 140 Concord NC 1 1 1           
Richard Childress 
Racing 2 Lexington NC 1 1 1           
Richard Childress 
Racing 21 Welcome NC  1            
Robby Gordon 
Motorsports 55 Charlotte NC 1 1 1           
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Team 
Car 
# City State 

Shops    
j 

# of 
Cars NC SC VA TN KY MA CT MD TX WI FL 

Roush Racing 60 Concord NC  1            
Rusty Wallace 
Racing, LLC 66 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
Sadler & Sons 
Racing 95 Nashville TN 1 1    1        
Score Motorsports O2 South Hill VA 1 1   1         
ST Motorsports 47 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
ST Motorsports 59 Locust NC  1            
Team Racing 290 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
Team Rensi 25 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
Team Rensi 35 Mooresville NC  1            
Tommy Baldwin 
Racing 6 Mooresville NC 1 1 1           
BUSCH TOTALS – 
72% in NC    53 69 38 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 
 
 
 
TRUCK TEAMS BY STATE 

Team 
Car 
# City 

S
T 

Sh
op
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Cars 
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L 
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O 
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Y 
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S 
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E 
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H 
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Andy Petree 
Racing, Inc. 33 

East Flat 
Rock 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Automotive 
Motorsports 29 Lake Orion 

M
I 1 1         1         

Bang Racing 24 Mooresville 
N
C 1 1 1                 

Bang Racing 42 Mooresville 
N
C  1                  

BHR 4 Mount Juliet 
T
N 1 1   1               

BHR 18 Mount Juliet 
T
N  1                  

Bill Davis 
Racing 22 High Point 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Bill Davis 
Racing 23 High Point 

N
C  1                  
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Team 
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Billy Ballew 
Motorsports 9 Mooresville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Billy Ballew 
Motorsports 15 Mooresville 

N
C  1                  

Bradberry 
Racing 78 Chelsea 

A
L 1 1          1        

Brevak 
Racing 31 Mooresville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Burr 
Motorsports 87 China Grove 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Circle Bar 
Racing 14 Concord 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Clean Line 
Motorsport, 
LLC 38 Mooresville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Dean 
Motorsports 55 Manasass 

V
A 1 1  1                

Engineered 
Victories, Inc. 89 Holly 

M
I 1 1         1         

Green Light 
Racing O7 Mooresville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Green Light 
Racing O8 Mooresville 

N
C  1                  

Horn 
AutoRacing 58 Marion  IA 1 1            1      
Innovative 
Motorsports 12 Mooresville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Innovative 
Motorsports 21 Mooresville 

N
C  1                  

Jason Small 
Motorsports 39 Bakersfield 

C
A 1 1      1            

Keller 
Motorsports 27 Joseph 

M
O 1 1           1       

Ken Schrader 
Racing 52 Concord 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Kevin Harvick 
Inc. 6 Kernersville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

KW Racing 20 Dallas 
T
X 1 1        1          

LHR O1  Mooresville 
N
C 1 1 1                 
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Team 
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MacDonald 
Motorsports, 
Inc. 72 Thomasville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Matt McCall 
Racing 56 Denver 

N
C 1 1 1                 

MB 
Motorsports 63 Foristell 

M
O 1 1           1       

McGlynn 
Motorsports OO Wilkes Barre 

P
A 1 1     1             

MMR Racing 32 Allentown  
P
A 1 1     1             

Morgan-Dollar 
Motorsports 46 Statesville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Morgan-Dollar 
Motorsports 47 Statesville 

N
C  1                  

Orleans 
Racing 61 Las Vegas 

N
V 1 1       1           

Orleans 
Racing 62 Las Vegas 

N
V  1                  

ppc Racing 10 Mooresville 
N
C 1 1 1                 

R/T 
Motorsports 13 Bolivar 

M
O 1 1           1       

Richardson 
Racing O Paris 

T
X 1 1        1          

Rosenblum 
Racing 28 Concord 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Roush Racing 50 Concord 
N
C 1 1 1                 

Roush Racing 99 Mooresville 
N
C  1                  

S&H 
Motorsports 30 Millford  

M
I 1 1         1         

Sockwell 
Racing 54 

Brown 
Summit 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Spears 
Motorsports 75 Mooresville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Stellar-Quest 
Racing Team 
LLC 91 Castile 

N
Y 1 1             1     
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Sutton 
Motorsports 
/Team 
Copaxone O2 Huntersville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Team Chick 
Motorsports 11 DeSoto 

K
S 1 1              1    

Team EJP 
Racing O3 Gardiner 

M
E 1 1               1   

Team Racing 25 Mooresville 
N
C 1 1 1                 

Team Racing 86 Mooresville 
N
C  1                  

ThorSport 88 Sandusky  
O
H 1 1                1  

ThorSport 98 Sandusky  
O
H  1                  

T-lll 
Motorsports 54 Chino Hills 

C
A 1 1      1            

Tri-State 
Motorsports 69 New Albany IN 1 1                 1 
Troxell 
Motorsports  93 Warsaw 

K
Y 1 1    1              

Ultra 
Motorsports 1 Mooresville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Ultra 
Motorsports 2 Mooresville 

N
C  1                  

Upshaw 
Ramey 
Racing 94 Mooresville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Upshaw 
Ramey 
Racing 95 Mooresville 

N
C  1                  

Waltrip 
Racing 11 Concord 

N
C 1 1 1                 

Waltrip 
Racing 17 Concord 

N
C  1                  

Ware Racing 
Enterprises 5 Thomasville 

N
C 1 1 1                 
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Xpress 
Motorsports 16 Mooresville 

N
C 1 1 1                 

TRUCK 
TOTALS- 
55% in NC    51 65 

2
8 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Source: Texas Motor Speedway Industry Contact Book - January 2004 
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INDUSTRY CLUSTERS 

 
APPENDIX D 

 
 

The North Carolina motorsports industry cluster – 
 keeping the competitive advantage 

 
 

What is an industry cluster? 
 

 In order to gain a better understanding of North Carolina's motorsport cluster it 
would be helpful to discus the concept of industrial clusters in general.  Although the 
origins of cluster theory are not precisely known, Michael Porter's The Competitive 
Advantage of Nations (New York: Basic Books, 1990) has helped to widely publicize the 
use of the term industrial cluster.  The concept rests on the notion that competitive 
advantage, which is needed for a firm to compete globally over longer periods of time, is 
not created within a single firm alone but rather dependent on factors that are part of the 
regional economic foundation. Each firm is part of a “cluster” or a group of interrelated 
firms, suppliers, customers, and service providers, as well as supporting organizations.  

 
 Porter develops the concept of National Competitive Advantage but the principle 
can also be applied to smaller geographical units, like states, counties and regions. 
According to Porter: “Competitive advantage is created and sustained through a highly 
localized process. Differences in national economic structures, values, cultures, 
institutions, and histories contribute profoundly to competitive success. The role of the 
home nations seems to be as strong as or stronger than ever.” So what is the role of the 
“home base” of an industrial cluster, in our case the role of North Carolina for the 
motorsports industry? Porter: “The home base is the nation in which the essential 
competitive advantages of the enterprise are created and sustained. The home base will be 
the location of many of the most productive jobs, the core technologies, and the most 
advanced skills. The presence of the home base in a nation also stimulated the greatest 
positive influences on other linked domestic industries, and leads to other benefits to 
competition in the nation's economy. The nation that is the home base will also usually 
enjoy positive net exports”. Porter views improvement and innovation in methods and 
technology as a central element. He emphasizes how firms and nations improve the 
quality of factors, raise the productivity with which they are utilized and create new ones. 
The efficiency and effectiveness with which mobile factors can be tapped and utilized is 
becoming more and more important.  

 
 Porter's aim is to help firms and governments, who must act, to choose better 
strategies and make more informed allocations of national resources.  According to the 
author: “National governments, for their part, must set the appropriate goal, productivity, 
which underpins economic prosperity. They must strive for its true determinants, such as 
incentive, effort, and competition, not the tempting but usually counterproductive choices 
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such as subsidy, extensive collaboration, and “temporary” protection that are often 
proposed. Government's proper role is to push and challenge its industry to advance, not 
provide “help” so industry can avoid it.” 

 
 An industry cluster is a group of companies that are related through at least one of 
the following types of relationships:  
 

• Buyer-Supplier Relationships 
 

• Competitor and Collaborator Relationships 
 

• Shared Resources Relationships 
 
 In addition industrial clusters also include geographic proximity.  In the case of 
North Carolina's motorsport cluster, the motorsports-related companies’ geographic 
proximity is their location in North Carolina.  In addition to their geographic proximity, 
firms are either related to each other by at least one of the three types of relationships 
mentioned above.  Race teams that are located in North Carolina are related to each other 
by a Competitor-type relationship but also by a Shared resources relationship due to their 
identical requirements of hiring specialized labor.  That is, race teams need access to a 
specialized labor pool, to similar material supplies that often are specialized in nature.  In 
addition to race teams there is a chain of supplier industries, which in turn also have their 
own suppliers and so on.  The various types of relationships and the high level of 
integration of regional economies are the reason why an industrial cluster can reach a 
substantial size in a specific region or state.  Very often most of the economic output and 
employment in a region are accounted for by firms that are part of a hand full of 
industrial clusters.   
 
 The following factors can be identified as being important in the establishment 
and sustenance of competitive advantage:  
 

1. Skilled and adaptable workforce – high quality human resources 
 

2. Access to technologies that allow for improvement of existing products 
and processes or for the discovery of new products and processes 

 
3. Availability of financial capital to support new ventures and the expansion 

of existing companies.  Also important is the rate at which existing 
companies reinvest in their existing region 

 
4. The access for firms to a well-supported advanced physical infrastructure 

for transportation, communication, energy and water and waste removal 
 

5. A responsive regulatory and taxation structure that balances business 
competitiveness with community concerns 
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A Comparison – Motorsport Valley (The British Motorsport Industry)  
 
 To gain some more insight into cluster formation in a similar industry, it could be 
useful to take a good look at the British motorsport industry.  The British motorsport 
industry produces annual output worth about 5 billion pound sterling and employs 
roughly 40,000 people.  Exports that are created by that industry are worth about 2.2 
billion pound sterling per year.  Output and employment numbers are roughly one third 
the size of the British aerospace industry, which is internationally well known.  In 
addition to the significant output and employment effects of the industry, most of the jobs 
are engineering-type employment and considered high performance and well-paid 
positions.  Why would the British motorsport industry be a potentially appropriate 
comparison to the North Carolina motorsport cluster?  
 
 Almost the entire British motorsport industry is “clustered” in a 50-mile radius 
around Oxford.  The geographic clustering area is therefore significantly smaller than the 
State of North Carolina.  The area has been dubbed “Silicon Valley of Motorsport” or 
simply “Motorsport Valley”.  Although the center of the cluster includes the major 
automobile manufacturers like Ford, Nissan, Subaru, Mercedes-Benz, Volvo and GM, 
most of the firms are small to mid-size specialized manufacturers.  In recent years the 
British motorsport industry has seen a significant increase in competitive pressure from 
abroad.  There has been a development in Formula One to move some of their races into 
“new markets”, like China, the Persian Gulf States, and Malaysia.  These countries are 
also interested in attracting the motorsports-related industries, like specialized parts 
manufacturers in order to get a larger share of the entire motorsports pie.  Governments in 
those countries have identified the motorsports industry as a means of economic 
development and are willing to provide significant government funding to build and 
maintain race tracks and other infrastructure.  The British motorsport industry has 
traditionally not enjoyed such government support and now experts fear that the 
motorsports cluster may be substantially weakened by the current globalization of 
Formula One.  This in addition to some high profile economic failures in the industry has 
prompted British government officials to take action.  As a result of that, Motorsports 
Valley has been thoroughly researched and potential plans for strengthening the cluster 
have been spelled out with the main objective of preventing the cluster from dissipating.   
 
 A similar development with a similar set of challenges could soon arise in North 
Carolina. Part 3 of this study identifies several changes that are occurring that might 
change the landscape for the existing motorsports cluster in North Carolina. Some of the 
challenges that are faced by North Carolina's motorsport cluster are most likely very 
similar in nature to the issues that are faced by government officials in the Motorsports 
Valley region.   
 
 In addition to the similarities of the sports and the problems that existing 
industries face, comes the advantage that there is data and research available on the 
British motorsports industry.  There exists a body of academic and non-academic 
research that has been written on Motorsports Valley and the British motorsports industry 
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in general.  It could be beneficial to use this additional information to gain some insight 
into possible scenarios that North Carolina's motorsports cluster could face in the future, 
as well as possible remedies to the problems that could arise. 
 
 Nick Henry and Steven Pinch have researched the clustering of motorsports 
industries in Motorsport Valley in greater detail and drawn comparisons among different 
contemporary theories about economic geography in order to explain the origin and 
existence of Motorsport Valley.  The following definition is given by the researchers to 
describe the cluster in Motorsport Valley and could also be used to describe North 
Carolina's motorsport cluster: “Motorsports Valley can best be conceptualized as a 
knowledge community; a socially and spatially embedded economic system which has 
developed the capacity to generate and rapidly disseminate knowledge about superior 
ways of designing and manufacturing racing cars.”  The two researchers argue that the 
theory of “knowledge, space, economy approach” is the most appropriate way to describe 
Motorsports Valley.  The theory puts emphasis on a concept called the “knowledge 
pool”.  A knowledge pool can be described as: “a group of people (principally designers, 
managers, and engineers in this case) often in separate organizations but united by a 
common set of norms, values and understandings, that help to define the knowledge and 
production trajectories of the economic sector to which they belong. 
 
 This theory stands in contrast with other theories that explain the existence of 
industrial clusters.  Paul Krugman explains the clustering process by saying that nations 
or regions do not specialize in what they are good at but they are rather good at what they 
specialize in.  Krugman believes that industrial clusters develop by a series of accidents 
(that cause industries start to cluster in a certain region) and then this concentration of 
firms creates external scale economies (firms gain a cost advantage in their production 
process due to and increase in their size), which provides further fuel for the clustering 
process.   
 
 Michael Porter cites mainly the gain in productivity that is achieved by the 
clustering of firms, which in turn provides a region with having the competitive 
advantage of producing a certain good or service. (See Part 1 of this study to more detail)  
 
 So which theory comes closest to describing the roots and existence of the North 
Carolina Motorsports cluster?  Probably the answer lies in all of the theories but it would 
be hard to deny the importance of the “knowledge pool”.   
 
 Martin, an economic geographer makes the following statement about spatial 
agglomeration of industries (clustering): “It is precisely the social, institutional, cultural 
and political embeddedness of local and regional economies that can play a key role in 
determining the possibilities for or constraints on development; and thus why spatial 
agglomeration of economic activity occurs in particular places and not others.”   
 
 What were the conclusions in Great Britain based on the research of the 
Motorsports Valley?  
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 A report of the Motorsport Competitiveness Panel that was presented to the 
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry in July of 2003 identified the following steps as 
being necessary to ensure the continuous health of the British motorsports cluster: 
 

1. The panel recommended the creation of a “Motorsport Development 
Board” to lead, coordinate and prioritize the development activities, and 
drive the growth and improvement of the sport as well as the industry. 

 
2. The panel recommended that the Motorsport Development Board direct 

initiatives to increase participation in the sport. This initiative included the 
improving of infrastructure, facilities and transportation links to make the 
sport more safe, enjoyable and appealing for participants and spectators. It 
also included the effort to increase interest in motorsports through strong 
marketing programs and promotion of the success of the sport and 
industry. 

 
3. The Board should access appropriate resources to ensure that the region 

continues to host key world class motorsport events. 
 

4. The Board should create programs and infrastructure that will enable 
continuing development of all motorsport talent. 

 
5. The Board should create initiatives to improve technology transfer across 

industry and sector boundaries, and exploit the power of motorsport to 
further enhance technological development in the country. 

 
6. The Board should encourage and drive development of open regulations to 

stimulate innovation and technology, whilst keeping costs firmly under 
control. 

 
7. The Board should create an industry-led “Motorsport Academy” to drive 

and coordinate human resource development initiatives, and to enhance 
general interest towards engineering by utilizing the powerful brand of 
motorsports. 

 
8. The Board should promote changes to address existing tax issues, in order 

to ensure fair treatment of the industry and sport. The Board should ensure 
that the industry more fully understand existing and new tax schemes. 

 
9. The Board should create initiatives which establish the basic structures, 

processes, measurement and information needed to enable further 
development and maintenance of this world-class industry in the UK. 

  
 It would be a reasonable assumption that there is useful information contained in 
the conclusions of the British Motorsport Competitiveness Panel that can be 
transferred to the North Carolina motorsport industry cluster.  The points above have 
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been identified as possible avenues to strengthen the British motorsports cluster.  
Similar means could be used in North Carolina to address its specific issues that 
might arise in the near future. 
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RACING VENUES IN NORTH CAROLINA 

 
APPENDIX E 

 
 

RACING VENUES 
 
1. 710-DRAGSTRIP - Rowland, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (120' concrete pad) (elev. 100') 
 Location: 1858 Tom M.Road, Rowland, NC 28383 
 Promoter: Marty Locklear - (910) 422- 8067 (track) or 843-5447 
 Mailing Address: P. O. Box 332, Shannon, NC 28386 
 Website: www.710dragstrip.20m.com 
 Sunday afternoons: ET Brackets 
 
2. ACE SPEEDWAY - Altamahaw, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, semi-banked asphalt oval 
 Location: 3401 Altamahaw Race Track Rd, Elon College, NC 27244 
 Promoter: Larry Barbare - (336) 585-1200 or 584-6354 (track) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 97, Altamahaw, NC 27202 
 Friday nights: NASCAR Late Models, Modifieds, Super Stocks, Mini-Stocks  
 & X-Treme Cars 
 
3. ANTIOCH SPEEDWAY - Morganton, North Carolina 

½ mile, semi-banked dirt oval (elev. 1300') 
 Proms: Jim & Danny Smith - (828) 430-8729 (track) or 584-8641 
 Address: 2850 Race Track Street, Morganton, NC 28655 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: Late Model Sportsmen, Super Stock V8s, 
  Pure Stock 4s, Hornets, Stock 4s, Stock V8s & Renegade 8s 
 
4. BOWMAN GRAY STADIUM - Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
 1/4 mile, flat asphalt oval ( elev. 1000') (camping allowed) 
 Loc: 1250 N Martin Luther King Jr Dr, Winston-Salem, NC 27101 
 Promoter: Gray Garrison-(336) 679-8118 or 723-1819 (track) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 500, Winston-Salem, NC 27102-0500 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: NASCAR Modifieds, Sportsmen, 
  Street Stocks & Stadium Stocks 
 
5. BREWER’S SPEEDWAY - Rocky Mount, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (100' concrete pad) (elev. 100') 
 Promoter: George Brewer - (252) 446-2631 
 Mail to 6728 Reedy Branch Road, Rocky Mount, NC 27803-8426 
 Saturday nights: ET Brackets 
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 Friday nights: Test & Tune 
 
 
6. CARAWAY SPEEDWAY - Asheboro, North Carolina 
 .455 mile, high banked asphalt oval (camping allowed) 
 Location: 2518 Race Track Rd Ext, Sophia, NC 27350 
 Promoter: Russell Hackett - (336) 629-5803 (track) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 5088, Asheboro, NC 27204 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: NASCAR Late Model Stocks, Ltd. Late Models, 
  Pure Stocks, Super Mini-Trucks & Cup Cars 
 Friday nights: Late Model Super Trucks, Street Stocks, U-Cars, Mini Stocks 
 or Legend Cars 
 
7. CAROLINA SPEEDWAY - Gastonia, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, semi-banked dirt oval (camping allowed) 
 Promoter: David Ifft - (704) 869-0313 (track) 
 Mailing address: 4011 Hands Mill Hwy, York, SC 29745 
 Website:  
 Friday nights: Late Models, IMCA Modifieds, Ltd. Sportsmen,  
  Stock 4s & Street Stocks 
 
8. CASWELL COUNTY SPEEDWAY - Leasburg, North Carolina 
 1/5 mile, semi banked dirt oval 
 Promoter: Russell Schmidt - (336) 597-8133 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 267, Leasburg, NC 27291 
 Website:  
 Saturday night: INEX Legend Cars, Mini-Stocks, Unlimited 4's, 
  Mini-Sprints, Hornets & Mini Wedges 
 
9. CLARY SPEEDWAY - Brinkleyville, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, semi-banked red clay oval  
 Promoters: J.C. Clary - (434) 729-8100 
 Track phone: (252) 586-0800 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 123, Brodnax, VA 23920 
 Saturday nights: Super Late Models, Super Street Stocks, 
  Pure Stocks, 4 Cylinder Stocks. 4 Cylinder Modifieds & Bombers 
 formerly known as Brinkleyville Speedway 
 
10. COASTAL PLAINS RACEWAY - Jacksonville, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, semi-banked asphalt oval 
 1/4 & 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrips (300' concrete pad) 
 Promoter: Ronnie Humprey- (910) 455-5455 or 455-3555 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 1268, Jacksonville, NC 28541 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights (Oval): Outlaw Late Models, Street Stocks,  
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  Mini-Stocks, INEX Legend Cars & Cruzers 
 Saturdays (DS): NHRA ET Brackets 
 
11. CONCORD MOTORSPORTS PARK - Concord, North Carolina 
 ½ mile, high banked asphalt tri oval 
 1/4 mile, semi-banked asphalt oval (camping allowed) 
 Promoter: David Laton - (704) 782-4221 (track) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 129 Midland, NC 28107-0129 
 Website:  
 Friday nights (1/4): INEX Legend Cars & Bandoleros 
 Saturday nights (1/2): Super Late Models, Ltd Late Models 
  NASCAR Late Model Stocks, Ltd Stocks, Mini-Stocks, 
  Thunder Roadsters, Pure Stocks & 4 Cyl. Hornets 
 
12. COUNTY LINE RACEWAY - Elm City, North Carolina 
 3/8 mile, slightly banked clay oval (camping allowed) 
 Location: 6953 Stagecoast Road, Elm City, NC 27804 
 Promoter: James Upchurch- (252) 230-2720 or 985-1949 (track) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 187, Elm City, NC 27822 
 Saturday nights: Late Models, Super Stocks, Pure Stocks 
  Thunder and Lightnings, Stock 4 Cyl. & Modified 4 Cyl. 
 
13. DIXIELAND SPEEDWAY - Elizabeth City, North Carolina 
 3/8 mile, semi-banked clay oval (camping allowed) 
 Prom: C.D. “Red” Swain Jr. - (252) 335-7412 
 Mailing address: 1816 Fearing Ave., Elizabeth City, NC 27909 
 Website:  
 Friday nights: Late Models, Sportsmen, Bombers & Mini Stocks 
 
14. DUNN-BENSON DRAGSTRIP - Dunn, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile concrete dragstrip (elev. 100') 
 Promoter: Roy Lee Matthews - (910) 893-5650 or 893-3244 (FAX) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 1750, Buies Creek, NC 27506 
 Saturday nights: IHRA ET Brackets 
 Thursday nights: Test & Tune 
 2nd Sundays of each month: Motorcycles 
 
15. EAST CAROLINA MOTOR SPEEDWAY - Robersonville, North Carolina 
 3/8 mile, high banked asphalt oval ( camping allowed) 
 Location: 4918 US Hwy 64, Robersonville, NC 27871 
 Promoters: Brian Whitehurst - (252) 795-3968 (Track) 
  And Gerald Whitehurst - (252) 795-4250 or 795-3438 (FAX) 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: Late Model Sportsmen, Pure Stock Bombers, 
  Street Stocks, Pure Stock 4 Cyl., Modified Streets & Stock 4 Cyl. 
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16. EAST LINCOLN MOTOR SPEEDWAY - Stanley, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, high banked red clay oval (camping allowed) 
 Location: 1873 Mariposa Rd, Stanley, NC 28614 
 Proms: Boyd & Earnie Knight - (704) 875-0563 or 263-5347 (track) 
 Mailing address: 9639 Hambright Road, Huntersville, NC 28078 
 Saturday nights: Late Models, IMCA Modifieds, Super Stock V8s, 
  Thunder & Lightnings, Micro-Sprints, Pure Stock 4s, 
  Modified 4s & Rookie 4s 
 
17. FARMERS UNION COMMUNITY SPEEDWAY - Hallsboro, North 

Carolina 
 1/8 mile concrete dragstrip (elev. 50') 
 Prom: Larry McKenzie - (910) 648-6447 or 646 1209 (track) 
 Mail to: 16055 Twisted Hickory Rd., Bladenboro, NC 28320 
 Sunday afternoons: ET Brackets 
 Fridays: Test & Tune 
 
18. FARMINGTON MOTORSPORTS PARK - Farmington, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (400' concrete pad) 
 Promoter: Allen Carpenter- (336) 998-3443 (track) or 399-1978 
 Mailing address: 2992 Hwy 801 N. Mocksville, NC 27028 
 Website:  
 Saturdays: IHRA ET Brackets 
 Thursdays: Test & Tune 
 
19. FAYETTEVILLE MOTORSPORTS PAK - Fayetteville, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, semi-banked clay oval (camping allowed) 
 1/4 mile asphalt dragstrip (200' concrete pad) (elev. 51') 
 Promoter: Dan Meshaw - (910) 640-7486 or 484-3677 (track) 
 Mailing address: 3407 Doc Bennett Road, Fayetteville, NC 28306 
 Website:  
 Friday nights (DS): NHRA ET Brackets 
 Thursday nights (DS): Test & Tune 
 Saturday nights (Oval): Late Models, Super Late Models, 
  OW Modifieds, Super Streets, Dirty Trucks, 
  Enduros & Pure Stocks 
 
20. FRIENDSHIP MOTOR SPEEDWAY - Elkin, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, semi-banked asphalt oval 
 Location: 3226 N. Hwy 268 E, Elkin, NC 28621 
 Promoter: Randy Myers - (336) 835-7223 (track) or 972-4362 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 1652, King, NC 27021 
 Website:  
 Friday nights: ASA Modifieds, Late Model Stocks, Mini-Stocks, 
  Strictly Stocks & Chargers 
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21. HAMMER DOWN SPEEDWAY - Red Springs, North Carolina 
1/8 mile, semi-banked dirt oval (camping allowed) 

 Location: 4070 Old Lowery Rd, Red Springs, NC 28377 
 President: Jimmy Horne - (910) 531-4084 
 Mailing address: 5112 Pondwood Dr., Stedman, NC 28391 
 Saturday night: NMMA Modified- Midgets & Motorcycles 
 
22. HARRELLS RACEWAY - Harrells, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (60' concrete pad) (elev. 20') 
 Promoter: Frank Kennedy - (910) 532-2363 (track) or 285-2065 
 Mailing address: 632 N. Norwood St., Wallace, NC 28466 
 Website:  
 Friday nights or Sunday afternoons: ET Brackets 
 Thursday nights: Test & Tune 
 
23. HARRIS MOTOR SPEEDWAY - Harris, North Carolina  
 3/8 mile, high banked red clay oval  
 Location: 921 Jack Mckinney Rd, Harris, NC 28074 
 Partners: Bosco Lowe - (828) 628-2731 or 628-1515 
 and Keith Norville (828) 245-3965 or 247-4171 (track) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 1257, Fairview, NC 28730 
 Friday nights: Ltd. Sportsmen, Stock V8s, Renegades, 
  Stock Fours, Street 4s & Young Guns (10-15) 
 
24. HICKORY MOTOR SPEEDWAY - Hickory, North Carolina 

.363 mile, semi-banked asphalt oval (elev. 1200') 
 Managers: Debbie Whitworth and Sherry Clifton - (828) 464-3655 or 291-3749 
 Mailing address: 3130 Highway 70 SE, Newton, NC 28658 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: NASCAR Late Models, 
  Street Stocks, Mini Sports, Pro Cups & Sportsmen Trucks 
 
25. KINSTON DRAG STRIP - Kinston, North Carolina 
 1/8 & 1/4 mile asphalt dragstrips (concrete pad) (elev. 125') 
 Location: 2250 Hwy 11 S. Kinston, NC 28501 
 2.2 miles south of US 70 By-Pass on SR 11, then west 
 Owner: Bobby Smith - (252) 522-9551 or 527-4337 (race day) 
 Mailing address: 2869 Hull Road, Kinston, NC 28504 
 Website:  
 Special events only: 10.5 Ltd Outlaws or Heads-Up Door Slammers 
 
26. LOWE’S MOTOR SPEEDWAY AT CHARLOTTE - Concord, North 

Carolina 
1.5 mile, high banked asphalt oval  

 1/4 mile flat asphalt & 1/5 mile slightly banked asphalt ovals 
 4/10 mile, semi-banked clay (fee for camping - (704) 455-4445 
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 2.25 mile asphalt road course (10 turns) 
 Location: 5555 Concord Parkway S. Concord, NC 28027 
 Promoter: H.A. “Humpy” Wheeler - (800)455-3267 
 Promoter (4/10, 1/4 & 1/5 mile tracks): Roger Slack 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 600, Concord, NC 28026-0600 
 Website:  
 Special events only (1.5 mile Oval): NASCAR NC, BGN, CTS 
  ARCA, Power Dash & ASA Late Models 
 Special events: (RC): SCCA “Reg’ls, INEX Legends, Cars, NASA & WKA 
 Tuesday nights (1/4 mile): INEX Legend Cars, Bandoleros &  
  Thunder Roadsters 
 Special events: (1/5 mile): INEX Legend Cars, Bandoleros, 
  Thunder Roadsters & WKA Karts 
 Special events (4/10): USAC Sprints, DIRT Modifieds 
 SAS Late Models IMCA Modifieds & Four Cylinder 
 
27. MOORESVILLE DRAGWAY - Mooresville, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (300' concrete pad) (elev. 875') 
         Promoter: Debbie Jo Kramer - (252) 636-5039 or 637-7701 (track) 
       Address: 8415 Hwy 152 W., Mooresville, NC 28115 
      Website:  
           Saturdays: IHRA ET Brackets - Top Eliminator,  
  Footbrake, Pure Street & Jr. Dragsters 
 Thursday nights: Test & Tune 
 
28 NEW BERN MOTORSPORTS PARK - New Bern, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (concrete pad) (elev. 50') 
 Location: 300 Dragstrip Road, New Bern, NC 28560 
 Promoter: Debbie Jo Kramer - (252) 636-5039 or 637-7701 (track) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 865, Bridgeton, NC 28519 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: ET Brackets - Super Pro & Modified 
 Thursday nights: Test & Tune 
 
29 NEW THREE-ELEVEN SPEEDWAY - Madison, North Carolina 
 ½ mile, high banked clay oval (camping allowed) (elev. 900') 
 Promoter: Gene Robertson - (336) 643-7850 or 427-0816 (track) 
 Mailing address: 4390 US 311 N, Pine Hill, NC 27042 
 Website: www.311speedway.com 
 Saturday nights: Late Models, Ltd. Late Models, 
  IMCA Modifieds, Stock Fours & Super Streets 
 
30 NORTH CAROLINA SPEEDWAY - Rockingham, North Carolina 
 1.107 mile, high banked asphalt oval (fee for camping) 
 Location: 2152 N US Hwy 1, Rockingham, NC 28379 
 No events - Track closed in 2004 
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31 NORTHEAST DRAGWAY - Hertford, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (100' concrete pad) (elev. 50') 
 Location: 1099 Lake Road, Hertford, NC 27944 
 Contact: Terry Trueblood - (252) 264-2066 
 Mailing address: 2191 Harvey Point Road, Hertford, NC 27944 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: IHRA ET Brackets 
 Friday nights: Test & Tune 
 
32 ORANGE CO. SPEEDWAY - Durham (Rougemont), North Carolina 
 3/8 mile, high banked asphalt oval 
 Location: 9740 NC 57, Rougemont, NC 27572 
 Owners: Mike & Charlie Lamm - (336) 364-1222 (track) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 30, Rougemont, NC 27572 
 Plans of operation: Uncertain at time of publication 
 
33 PIEDMONT DRAGWAY - Greensboro, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile concrete dragstrip (elev. 1000') 
 Promoter: Bob Harris - (336) 449-7411 (track) or 449-7074 (FAX) 
 Address: 6750 Holt’s Store Road, Julian, NC 27283 
 Website:  
 Saturdays and Sundays: IHRA ET Brackets 
 Thursday nights: Fun & Grudge and Test & Tune 
 
34 ROCKINGHAM DRAGWAY - Rockingham, North Carolina 
 1/4 mile asphalt dragstrip (360' concrete pad) (elev. 350') 
 Location: 2153 US Hwy 1 N, Rockingham, NC 28379 
 Promoter: Steve Earwood - (910) 582-3400 or 582-8667 (FAX) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 70, Marston, NC 28363 
 Website:  
 Saturdays: IHRA ET Brackets, Grudge, Test & Tune 
 Friday nights: Grudge Matches, Test & Tune 
 
35 ROXBORO MOTORSPORTS DRAGWAY - Roxboro, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (concrete pad) (elev. 700') 
 Location: 1452 Thomas Store Road, Timberlake, NC 27583 
 Owners: Henry Martin - (336) 364-3724 (track) or 559-7459 
 Mailing address: 222 Kiser Martin Road, Timberlake, NC 27583 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: IHRA ET Brackets - Top Eliminator, Modified Jrs. 
 Wednesday nights: Test & Tune 
 
36 SHADYSIDE DRAGWAY - Boiling Springs, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (350' concrete pad) (elev. 848') 
 Promoter: Ronnie Buff - (704) 434-2895 or 434-7313 (track) 
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 Address: 2149 Honey Haven Road, Shelby, NC 28152 
 Website:  
 First Saturday & Sunday of each month: ET Brackets 
 
37 SMOKY MOUNTAIN RACEWAY - Whittier, North Carolina 
 3/8 mile, high banked clay oval (elev. 1900') 
 Website:  
 Promoter & plans of operation: Uncertain at time of publication 
 
38 SOUTHERN NATIONAL SPEEDWAY - Kenly, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, high banked asphalt oval (camping allowed) 
 Location: 8071 Newsome Mill Rd, Lucama, NC 27851 
 Promoter: Mike Lamm - (919) 284-1114 (track) or 284-5167 (FAX) 
 Mailing address: P.O. Box 849, Kenly, NC 27542 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: Late Model Stocks, Pro-Trucks, LM Stocks 
  LM Sportsmen, Street Stocks, 4 Cylinders & Bombers 
 
39 SOUTHERN THUNDER SPEEDWAY - Taylorsville, North Carolina 
 1/4 mile, high banked clay oval (elev. 1300') 
 Promoter: Jerry Farley - (828) 635-8181 
 Mailing address: 1050 Sipe Road, Taylorsville, NC 28681 
 Friday nights: Late Models, Super Stock 8s, Super Stocks 4s, 
  Stock V8s, Stock 4s 
 
40 THUNDER VALLEY RACEWAY PARK - Red Springs, North Carolina 
 1/4 mile asphalt dragstrip 9concrete pad) (elev. 100') 
 Owner: Lester Cooper - (910) 369-3132 
 Mailing address: 22440 Air Base Road, Laurinburg, NC 28352 
 Promoter: Ed Cooper - (910) 843-2934 (track) 
 Saturday nights: ET Brackets 
 
41 THUNDER VALLEY SPEEDWAY - Lawndale, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, semi-banked clay oval (elev. 1100') 
 Location: 248 Old Stagecoach Rd, Lawndale, NC 28090 
 Promoter: Larry H. Lee, Jr. - (910) 433-5386 or 823-9150 (FAX) 
 Mailing address: 3833 Bragg Blvd., Fayetteville, NC 28303 
 Special events only: Carolina Clash Super Late Models, 
  Ltd. Late Models, V8s 4 Cylinders 
 
42 TRI-COUNTY MOTOR SPEEDWAY - Hudson, North Carolina 
 4/10 mile, semi-banked asphalt oval (camping allowed) 
 General Mgr.: Jimmy Wilson - (828) 726-6600 or 726-0800 (FAX) 
 Address: 4405 Hickory Nut Ridge Road, Hudson, NC 28638 
 Website:  
 Friday nights: USAR Late Models, Super Sports, Street Stocks 
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  Mini-Stocks, and Fast & Furious 
 
43 TRI- COUNTY RACE TRACK - Brasstown, North Carolina 
 3/8 mile, high banked clay oval (elev. 1600') (camping allowed) 
 Location: 10456 Old US 64 W, Murphy, NC 28906 
 Promoter: Phil Evans - (828) 837-3881 or 837-3815 (track) 
 Mailing address: 1250 NC Hwy 141, Murphy, NC 28906 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: Super Late Models, Sportsmen, Modified Ponies 
  Stock Ponies, Street Hobbies & Pony 4 Cylinders 
 
44 WAKE COUNTY SPEEDWAY - Raleigh, North Carolina 
 1/4 mile, semi-banked asphalt oval 
 Promoter: Glenn Simpkins (919) 772-2944 
 Address: 2131 Simpkins Road, Raleigh, NC 27603 
 Website:  
 Friday nights: Late Model Sportsman, Ltd. Late Models, 
  Pro Four Modifieds & Four Cylinders 
 
45 WAYNE COUNTY DRAG STRIP - Pikeville, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile concrete dragstrip (elev. 166') 
 Promoter: Keith Thompson - (919) 242-8100 (track) 
 Address: 3451 Nahunta Rd, Pikeville, NC 27863 
 Sundays: ET Brackets 
 Wednesday night: Test & Tune 
 
 
46 WAYNE COUNTY SPEEDWAY - Pikeville, North Carolina 
 1/3 mile, high banked clay oval (camping allowed) 
 Location: 3451 Nahunta Road, Pikeville, NC 27863 
 President: Eddie Radford Jr. - (919) 242-6680 (track) or 921-0491 
 Mailing address: 1078 Old Kenly Road, Pikeville, NC 27863 
 Website:  
 Friday nights: Late Models, Sportsmen, Pure Stocks & Bombers 
 
47 WILKESBORO RACEWAY PARK - North Wilkesboro, North Carolina 
 1/8 mile asphalt dragstrip (600' concrete pad) (elev. 1100') 
 Promoter: Danny Dunn - (336) 973-7223 (track) or 973-7250 (FAX) 
 Address: 774 Dragway Road, Wilkesboro, NC 28697 
 Website:  
 Saturday nights: IHRA ET Brackets - Top Mod ET, 
  Street Eliminator & Jr. Dragsters 
 Thursday nights: Test & Tune
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SANCTIONING ASSOCIATIONS 
 

APPENDIX F 
 

 
 
ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 

 
All Harley Drag 
Racing 
Assn. (AHDRA) 

Craig Tharpe, 
President 

336/924-2095 
or 
336/924-0072 
(f) 

3635 Reynolda 
Road 
Winston-
Salem, NC 
27106 

www.ahdra.com AHDRA 
sanctions 
Harley-
Davidson 
Motorcycle 
Drag 
Racing 

All Star Circuit 
of 
Champions 
(ASCoC) 
 

Guy Webb, 
President 
 

217/352-9221 
or 
217/832-2007 
fax 
 

215 West Main 
Street, 
Camargo, IL 
61919 
 

www.allstarsprint.com All star 
sanctions 
Sprint car 
racing in the 
United States 

All Star Midgets 
(ASM) 

Mike Fulper, 
President 

740/638-5059 
or 
740/638-5069 

6211 Cubbison 
Road, 
Cumberland, 
OH 43732 

www.midgetautoracing.net ASM sanctions 
midget 
racing 

Allison Legacy 
Series 

Pat Allison, 
Administrator 
 

704/278-0174 
or  
704/278-0176 
 

7920 
Statesville 
Blvd., 
Salisbury, NC 
28147 

www.allisonlegacy.com Allison Legacy 
sanctions 
Legacy racing 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

Allstar Race 
Truck Series 
(ARTS) 
 

Bob Gelsi, 
Contact 
 

856/696-8782  
 

3576 
Northwest 
Blvd., 
Vineland, NJ 
08360 

www.allstarracetrucks.com ARTS 
sanctions truck 
racing 
 

American Funny 
Car 
Series (AFCS) 
 

Jim and Dan 
Crownhart, 
Contacts 
 

815/626-2537 4003 Freeport 
Road, 
Sterling, IL 
61081 
 

www.americanfunnycarseries.com 
 

AFCS 
promotes Drag 
racing in the 
United 
States 

American 
Historic Racing 
Motorcycle 
Association 
(AHRMA) 
 

David 
Lamberth, 
Exec. Director 
 

615/851-3674 
or 
615/851-3678 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 1725, 
Goodlettsville, 
TN 37070 
 

www.ahrma.org AHRMA 
sanctions 
classic 
motorcycle 
racing in the 
United 
States 

American Hot 
Rod 
Association 
(AHRA) 
 

Frank Duval, 
President 
 

509/244-3663 North 101 
Hayford Road, 
Spokane, WA 
99224 
 

www.spokaneracewaypark.com 
 

AHRA 
sanctions Drag 
racing in the 
United 
States 

American 
Independent 
Midget Series 
(AIMS) 

Mitch Miller, 
President 
 

303/ 427-6025 7912 Fenton 
Street, 
Arvada, CO 
8003-2532 

 AIMS 
sanctions 
Midget 
racing 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

American 
IndyCar Series 
(AIS) 

Barry Brooke, 
President 

310/ 877-6944 
or 
714/908-9769 
fax 

150 Rolling 
Hill Drive, 
Carmel, IN 
46032 

www.aisracing.com ALIS sanctions 
IndyCar racing 
in North 
America 

American 
Lemans Series 
(ALMS) 
 

Scott Atherton, 
Contact 
 

706/658-2120 1394 Broadway 
Ave., 
Braselton, GA 
30517 

www.americanlemans.com ALMS 
sanctions sports 
car racing 

American Mini-
Sprint 
Association 
(AMSA) 
 

Jerry Tague, 
President 
 

765/446-2158 Post Office 
Box 517, 
Dayton, IN 
47941 
 

www.americanminisprints.com 
 

AMSA 
sanctions 
1200cc Mini-
Sprint 
racing 

American Motor 
Racing 
Association 
(AMRA) 
 

Bill Hayes, 
President 
 

740/392-0762 Post Office 
Box 7, 
Mt. Vernon, 
OH 43050- 
0007 

www.amramodified.com AMRA 
sanctions Open 
Wheel 
Modified 
racing 

American 
Motorcycle 
Racing 
Association 
(AMRA) 
 

Marty 
VandenHeuvel 
President 
 

989/ 561-2500 
or 
989/ 561-2978 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 310, Six 
Lakes, MI, 
48886-0310 
 

www.amraonline.com AMRA 
sanctions 
Harley-
Davidson 
Motorcycle 
drag racing 

American 
Motorcyclist 
Association Pro 
Racing 
(AMA) 

Connie 
Fleming, 
PR 
 

614/ 856-1900 
or 
614/ 856-1924 
fax 

13515 
Yarmouth Dr., 
Pickerington, 
OH 43147 

www.amaproracing.com 
and 
www.USSSuperbike.com 
 

AMA sanctions 
Motorcycle 
events 
throughout the 
United States 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

American 
Nostalgia Racing 
Association 
(ANRA) 

Butch 
Headrick, 
President 
 

661/ 725-0734 Post Office 
Box 1030, 
Delano, CA 
93216 

www.anra.com ANRA 
sanctions 
Nostalgia Drag 
Racing 

American 
Racing Drivers 
Club (ARDC) 
 

Ron Grater, 
President 
 

 1009 Fredrick 
Blvd., 
Reading, PA 
19605 
 

www.ardcmidgets.com ARDC 
sanctions 
Midget racing 
in the 
Mid-Atlantic 
states 

American Speed 
Association 
(ASA) 
 

Steve Dale, 
President 
 

765/ 778-8088 
or 
765/ 778-4006 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 350, 
Pendleton, IN 
46064- 
0350 

www.asaracing.com ASA sanctions 
Late 
Model racing 
 

American Sprint 
Car 
Series (ASCS) 
 

Emmet Hahn, 
President 
 

918/ 838-3777 1141 South 83rd 

East 
Ave., Tulsa, 
OK 74112 
 

www.ascsracing.com ASCS 
sanctions 360 
Sprint racing in 
the 
United States 

Antique Auto 
Racing 
Association 
(AARA) 
 

Paul O’Malley, 
President 
 

304/ 856-2042 Post Office 
Box 181, 
Capon Bridge, 
WV 26711 
 

www.antiqueautoracing.org 
 

AARA 
sanctions 
Vintage Open 
Wheel 
exhibition 
racing 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

ARCA Don 
Radebaugh, 
President 
 

734/ 847-6726 
or 
734/ 847-3137 
fax 

Post Office 
Box 5217 
Toledo, OH 
46311-0217 

www.arcaracing.com ARCA s  
anctions Late 
Model & Truck 
racing 

ASA / Smart 
Tour 

David Pinnix, 
President 
 

336/ 972-4362 
or 
336/ 983-2865 
 

Post Office 
Box 339 
Kernersville, 
NC 27285 
 

www.southernmodified.com 
 

SMART 
sanctions 
Modified 
racing in the 
SE United 
States 

Atlantic Coast 
Old Timers 
(ACOT) 
 

Ken W. 
Goewey, 
Events Dir. 
 

518/ 283-5325 10 Tamarac 
Drive 
Wynantskill, 
NY 12198 
 

http://clubs.hemmings.com 
/clubsites/oldtimers 
 

ACOT 
sanctions 
vintage 
Exhibition 
racing on the 
East 
Coast 

Auto Value 
Super Sprints 

Mark Carl, 
Manager 
 

269/ 781-3550 
or 
517/ 694-8506 
 

1841 Hamilton 
Holt, MI 48842 
 

www.supersprints.com Auto Value 
Sprints 
sanctions 
winged 
pavement 410 
Sprint 
Car Racing 

Automobile 
Competition 
Committee 
US/FIA 
(ACCUS) 

Burdette 
Martin, 
President 
 

847/ 272-0090 
or 
847/ 272-0101 
fax 
 

1500 Skokie 
Blvd. 
Suite 101 
Northbrook, IL 
60062 

 ACCUS is the 
intl. sporting 
sanctioning 
authority for 
the US 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

AutoStar 
Productions 

Roger Gustin, 
President 
 

740/ 964-2350 
or 
800/ 692-6230 
 

Post Office 
Box 310 
Etna, OH 
43018 
 

www.superchevyshow.com 
 

AutoStar 
Productions 
sanctions the 
Super 
Chevy Shows 

Badger Midget 
Auto Racing 
Association 
(BADGER) 

Paul Krueger, 
Secretary 
 

608/ 838-3531 
or 
608/ 837-5121 
 

3027 
Siggelkow 
Road 
McFarland, WI 
53558 

www.bmara.com BADGER has 
sanctioned 
Midget 
racing since 
1936 

Badger-Illini 
Classic 
Modified 
Association 
(BIDCA) 

Al Claps, 
President 
 

630/ 980-7125 860 Case Drive 
Roselle, IL 
60172 
 

www.bidca-racing.com BIDCA 
sanctions 
Classic 
Modified 
racing 

Bay Cities 
Racing 
Association 
(BCRA) 
 

Linda 
Manning, 
Office Mgr.- 
 

209/ 830-9928 
or 
209/ 836-2297 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 398 
Tracy, CA 
95378-0398 
 

www.bcraracing.com BCRA 
sanctions 
Midget, Midget 
Lite 
and Vintage 
racing in 
California 

Boundless 
Motor Sports 
Racing, Inc. 
 

Leslie Wulf, 
President 
 

972/ 783-8500 
or 
972/ 783-8501 
fax 
 

1801 Gateway 
Blvd., 
Suite 105 
Richardson, TX 
75080 
 

www.boundlessmotorsportsracing.com 
 

Boundless 
sanctions 
Sprint Car, 
Modified & 
Late Model 
racing 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

Bracket All-Star 
Organization 
(BAS) 
 

Todd Silvey, 
Director 
 

217/ 636-8103 
or 
217/ 636-8106 
 

RR2, Box 32 
Athens, IL 
62613-9304 
 

www.dragnews.com/basseries.html 
 

BAS sanctions 
a ET 
Bracket racing 
series 

Carolina Clash 
Super Late  
Model Series 
 

Larry H. Lee, 
Jr., 
President 
 

888/ 724-1591 3833 Bragg 
Blvd. 
Fayetteville, 
NC 28303 
 

www.carolinaclash.com Carolina Clash 
sanctions Late 
Model 
racing in the 
Carolinas 

Carolina 
Vintage Stock 
Cars (CVSC) 
 

Larry Brown, 
Contact 
 

704/ 663-2536 1500 Sherers 
Mooresville, 
NC 28115 
 

 CVSC 
sanctions 
vintage oval 
track 
racing 

Championship 
Auto 
Racing Series 
(CARS) 
 

Roger M. 
Hughes, 
Director 
 

812/ 877-3755 
or 
812/ 877-2555 
fax 
 

7750 East SR 
42 
Terre Haute, IN 
47803 
 

www.championshipautoracingseries.com
 

CARS 
sanctions Stock 
Cars and Super 
Truck 
Racing 

Championship 
Cup Series 
(CCS) 
 
 

Kevin Elliott 
Operations 
Mgr. 
 

817/ 332-4822 
or 
817/ 870-9151 
 

2501 Parkview 
Drive 
#105 
Fort Worth, TX 
76102 

www.ccsracing.com CCS sanctions 
Sportsman 
Motorcycle 
racing in North 
America 

Classic Auto 
Racing Series 
(CARS) 
 

Randall Grief, 
Director 
 

407/ 245-3627 
or 
407/ 855-6815 
 

Post Office 
Box 555979 
Orlando, FL 
32855 
 

www.classicautoracing.com 
 

CARS 
sanctions 
Classic Car 
racing in the 
Eastern US 
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Clear Channel 
Entertainment-
Motor 
Sports 
 

Rico Hawkes, 
Director 
 

630/ 566-6100 
or 
630/ 566-6180 
fax 
 

495 North 
Commons Dr. 
Suite 200 
Aurora, IL 
60504 

www.motorsports.cc.com Clear Channel 
produces 
Monster Truck, 
Supercross 
Arenacross 

CRA SUNOCO 
Super 
Series 
 

 
Glenn Luckett, 
Director 
 

812/ 883-0455 
or 
812/ 883-6198 
 

Post Office 
Box 502 
Salem, IN 
47167 

www.sunocosuperseries.com 
 

CRA Series 
sanctions 
LM racing 
 

DIRT 
Motorsports, 
Inc. 
(DIRT) 
 

Cory Reed, 
VP 
 

315/ 834-6606 
or 
315/ 834-9734 
 

1 Speedway Dr 
Post Office 
Box 240 
Weedsport, NY 
13166 

www.dirtmotorsports.com DIRT sanctions 
Modified 
racing in the 
US and Canada 
 

DWARF Cars 
U.S.A. 
(DCUSA) 
 

John Cain, 
President 
 

602/ 495-1091 
or 
602/ 495-9869 
fax 
 

2418 West 
Grant Street 
Phoenix, AZ 
85009 
 

www.raceplaceusainc.com DCUSA 
sanctions 
Dwarf Car 
racing in the 
US 

Empire Super 
Sprints 
(ESS) 
 

Dick Carbery, 
President 
 

315/ 682-8598 
or 
315/ 682-4711 
fax 
 

4983 Adah Dr. 
Manlius, NY 
13104-1118 
 

www.empiresuperiorsprints.com 
 

ESS sanctions 
winged 
Sprint car 
racing in the 
US and Canada 

Fastest Street 
Car Drag 
Racing 
(FSCDRS) 
 

James 
Lawrence, 
President 
 

714/ 444-2426 
or 
714/ 444-2509 
 

3518 West 
Lake Center 
Dr., Ste. D 
Santa Ana, CA 
92704 

www.fasteststreetcar.com FSCDRS 
sanctions 
drag racing 
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Formula Race 
Car Club of 
America 
(FRCCA) 
 

A.J. Pugliese, 
President 
 

914/ 576-7222 
or 
914/ 235-0081 
fax 
 

166 Elm Street 
New Rochelle, 
NY 
10805-2011 
 

www.frcca.com FRCCA 
sanctions 
Formula race 
car events 
in the US 

Formula UAS 
Championship 
Cup 
 

Kevin Elliott, 
Manager 
 

817/ 332-4822 
or 
817/ 870-9790 
fax 
 

2501 Parkview 
Drive, 
#105 
Fort Worth, TX 
73102 
 

www.formulausa.com Formula USA 
sanctions 
Professional 
Motorcycle 
Road 
Racing 

Grand 
American Road 
Racing 
Association 
(GARRA) 

Roger 
Edmondson, 
President 
 

 
386/ 947-6681 
or 
386/ 947-6695 
fax 

1801 West Intl. 
Speedway 
Blvd. 
Daytona Beach, 
FL 32114 

www.grandamerican.com GARRA 
sanctions 
professional 
sports car 
 

GT American 
Road Racing 
Stock Car Series 
(GTA) 

Ron Cortez, 
President 
 

707/ 938-9193 
or 
707/ 938-9194 
fax 

28005-A2 
Arnold Dr. 
Sonoma, CA 
95476 

www.gtamerica.com GTA sanctions 
road 
racing with 
Stock cars 

Historic Stock 
Car Racing 
Association 
(HSCRA) 
 

Joe Fox, 
Exec. Director 
 

704/ 344-0623 1235-E East 
Blvd. 
Ste 219 
Charlotte, NC 
28203 

www.hscra.com HSCRA 
sanctions 
vintage racing 
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Indy Racing 
League (IRL) 

Anton H. 
“Tony” 
George, 
President 
 

317/ 492-6526 
or 
317/ 492-6525 
fax 
 

4565 West 16th 

St. 
Indianapolis, 
IN 46222 
 

www.indyracing.com IRL sanctions 
IndyCar 
racing on oval 
tracks in the 
US 

INEX Darrel Krentz 
Exec. Director 
 

704/ 455-3906 
or 
704/ 455-3820 
fax 
 

5245 NC 49 
South 
Harrisburg, NC 
28075 
 

www.600racing.com   INEX 
sanctions 
Legend 
Car, Thunder 
Roadster 
and Bandolero 
racing 

Intermountain 
Late Model 
Series (ILMS) 
 

Terry & 
Barbara 
Young, 
Contacts 

 508 Cripple 
Creek Drive 
Spring Creek, 
NV 89815 

www.intermountainseries.com 
 

ILMS sanctions 
Late 
Model racing 
 

Intermountain 
Mini- 
Sprints (IMS) 
 

Bob Brewer, 
President 
 

801/ 262-0990 
or 
801/ 892-0991 
fax 

1219 Pitchfork 
Road 
Salt Lake City, 
UT 84123 

www.intermountainminisprints.com 
 

IMS sanctions 
Mini- 
Sprint races 
 

International 
Hot Road 
Association 
(IHRA) 

Travis 
Reynolds, 
Contact 
 

419/ 663-6666 
or 
419/ 660-4225 
fax 

Post Office 
Box 708 
Norwalk, OH 
44857 

www.ihra.com IHRA 
sanctions Drag 
racing in North 
America 

International 
Kart 
Federation 
(IKF) 
 

 909/ 923-4999 
or 
909/ 660-4225 
 

1609 S. Grove, 
Ave., 
Suite 105 
Ontario, CA 
91761 

www.ikfkarting.com IKF sanctions 
Kart 
racing in North 
America 
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International 
Motor 
Contest 
Association 
(IMCA) 

Kathy Root, 
President 
 

319/ 472-2201 
or 
319/ 472-2218 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 721 
Vinton, IA 
52349-0921 

www.imca.com IMCA 
sanctions 
various oval 
track 
divisions 

International 
Motor Sports 
Association 
(IMSA) 

Doug 
Robinson 
Exec. Director 
 

706/ 658-2120 
or 
706/ 658-2130 
fax 

1394 Broadway 
Ave 
Braselton, GA 
30517 

www.imsaracing.net 
and 
www.americanlemans.com 
 

IMSA 
sanctions the 
American 
LeMan 

International 
Race of 
Champions 
(IROC) 
 

Jay Signore, 
President 
 

732/ 542-4762 
or 
732/ 542-2122 
fax 
 

45 Park Road 
Tinton Falls, 
NJ 07724 
 

www.irocracing.com IROC sanctions 
special 
invitationals at 
various 
tracks 

International 
Racing 
Association 
(IRA) 

Dave Larson, 
President 
 

847/ 395-2398 
or 
847/ 395-2780 
fax 

Post Office 
Box 759 
Anitoch, IL 
60002-0759 

www.internationalracingassociation.com 
 

IRA sanctions 
Kart 
racing in the 
US 

International 
Supermodified 
Association 
(ISMA) 
 

Howie Lane, 
President 
 

978/ 807-6242 
or 
315/ 635-7487 
 

Post Office 
Box 2753 
Liverpool, NY 
13089 
 

www.ismasupers.com ISMA 
sanctions 
Supermodified 
racing 
in the US and 
Canada 

Junior All-Star 
Organization 
 

Laurie Silvey, 
Director 
 

217/ 636-8103 
or 
217/ 636-8106 
fax 

RR2 Box 32 
Athens, IL 
62613 
 

www.dragnews.com/jasevents.html 
 

Junior All-Stars 
sanctions a 
Junior 
Dragster racing 
series 
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Late Model 
Challenge 
Series (LCMS) 
 

Jerry Losch, 
Director 
 

253/ 312-1080 
or 
253/ 445-2456 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 1523 
Graham, WA 
98338 
 

www.latemodelchallenge.com 
 

LMCS 
sanctions 
asphalt Late 
Model 
racing 

Main Event 
Racing Series 

Chris Tolloty, 
President 
 

740/ 922-4851 
or 
740/ 922-2035 
fax 
 

121 N. Water 
Street 
Uhrichsville, 
OH 44683 
 

www.maineventracingseries.com 
 

Main Event 
sanctions 
paved Late 
Model 
Racing 

Mid-America 
Funny Car 
Circuit 
(MAFCC) 
 

Jeffrey Mould, 
President 
 

440/ 748-3389 
or 
440/ 748-3326 
fax 
 

9449 Island 
Road 
North 
Ridgeville, OH 
44039 

 MAFCC 
sanctions 
Funny Car drag 
racing 
in the US 

Mid-American 
Super 
Trucks 
 

Gary 
Vercauteren, 
President 
 

920/ 823-2856 7101 Jack Pine 
Road 
Baileys Harbor, 
WI 54202 
 

www.racingmidwest.com Mid-American 
sanctions Super 
Truck 
racing on 
asphalt ovals 

Mid-Atlantic 
Championship 
Series 
(MACS) 
 

Andy Geesey, 
President 
 

724/ 397-9126 
or 
724/ 397-9128 
fax 
 

1397 
Rossmoyne 
Road 
Home, PA 
15747 
 

www.macsracing.com MACS 
sanctions dirt 
Late Model 
racing in 
the Eastern 
States 
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Mid-Atlantic 
Nostalgia 
Drag Racing 
Association 
(MANDRA)  

Ralph Eberly, 
VP 

610/ 826-5907 123 Franklin 
Avenue 
Palmerton, PA 
18071-1508  

www.mandra.cc MANDRA 
sanctions 
nostalgia drag 
racing 
 

Miniature 
Motorsports 
Racing 
Association 
(MMRA) 

Pete Neimeier, 
President 
 

703/ 751-5588 4542 
Eisenhower 
Ave. 
Alexandria, VA 
22304 

www.mmraracing.com MMRA 
sanctions ½ 
scale Mini-Cup 
and 2/3 
scale Baby 
Grand 
racing 

National 
Association for 
Stock Car Auto 
Racing 
(NASCAR) 

 386/ 253-0611 
or 
386/ 252-8804 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 2875 
Daytona, FL 
32120 
 

www.nascar.com NASCAR 
sanctions 
various types of 
racing 
in the US 

National Auto 
Sport 
Association 
(NASA) 

Jerry 
Kunzman, 
President 
 

510/ 232-6272 
or 
510/ 412-0549 
 

Post Office 
Box 21555 
Richmond, CA 
94085 

www.nasaproracing.com NASA 
sanctions road 
Racing 
 

National 
Championship 
Racing 
Association 
(NCRA) 

C. Ray Hall, 
President 
 

316/ 755-1781 
or 
316/ 755-0665 
fax 
 

7700 North 
Broadway 
Wichita, KS 
67219-1135 
 

www.ncraracing.org NCRA 
sanctions 
Sprint Car, 
Late Model and 
Modified 
racing 
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National Dirt 
Truck 
Racing (NDTR) 
 

Jim A. 
Skinner, 
Director 
 

515/ 961-3843 2508 N. 
Jefferson 
Indianola, IA 
50125 

www.dirttrucks.com NDTR 
sanctions 
Pickup racing 
 

National Hot 
Road 
Association 
(NHRA) 

Anthony 
Vestal, 
PR 
 

626/ 914-4761 
or 
626/ 250-2425 
 

2305 Financial 
Way 
Glendora, CA 
91741 

www.nhra.com NHRA 
sanctions Drag 
racing 
throughout 
North America 

National Late 
Model 
Series, Southern 
Dirt Tour 
(NLMSS) 

Ray Miller, 
President 
 

478/ 987-4219 
or 
478/ 923-2061 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 335 
Kathleen, GA 
31047 
 

www.nlmss.com NLMSS 
sanctions Late 
Model 
Sportsmen in 
the Southeast 

National 
Modified Midget 
Association 
(NMA) 

Pat Magrath, 
President 
 

662/ 281-0039 202 Salem 
Road 
Oxford, MS 
38655 

www.nmmaracers.com NMA sanctions 
Modified-
Midget racing 
in the US 

National 
Motorsports 
Racing 
Association 
(NMRA) 

Chuck 
Exoteric, 
President 
 

605/ 201-2960 Post Office 
Box 89817 
Sioux Falls, SD 
57109 
 

www.nmrasd.com NMRA 
sanctions 410 
Sprints and 360 
Sprints 
 

National Sport 
Sedan 
Championship 
 

Monty Holt, 
Race 
Chairman 
 

541/ 765-2249 Post Office 
Box 897 
Depoe Bay, OR 
97341 

 National Sport 
Sedan 
sanctions road 
racing 
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National Street 
Car 
Association 
(NSCA) 
 

Rob Barnes, 
Op. Manager 
 

586/ 557-4552 4901 Palms 
Road, 
Casco, MI 
48064 
 

www.nsca-racing.com NSCA 
sanctions Street 
Legal and 
Nostalgia 
drag racing 

National Tractor 
Pullers 
Association 
(NTPA) 

Gregg Randall, 
Manager 
 

614/ 436-1761 
or 
614/ 436-0964 
fax 

6155-B 
Huntley Road 
Columbus, OH 
43229 

www.ntpapull.com NTPA 
sanctions 
Tractor pulling 
events 

National Vintage 
Racing 
Association 
(NVRA) 

Berkley R. 
Greenway, 
Secretary 
 

864/ 862-5611 1171 Chapman 
Road 
Fountain Inn, 
SC 29644 

 NCRA 
sanctions 
vintage oval 
track racing 

NMRA Ford 
Racing Series 
(NMRA) 
 

Charlie 
Harmon, 
President 
 

714/ 444-2426 3518 West 
Lake Center 
Drive, Suite D 
Santa Ana, CA 
92704 

www.nmraracing.com NMRA 
sanctions drag 
racing for 
Fords 
 

North American 
Big Rig 
Racing 
(NABRR) 
 

Ron Singer, 
President 
 

403/ 531-0950 
or 
403/ 236-8216 
fax 
 

11333- 84th 

Street SE 
Calgary, AB 
T2C 4T4 
 

www.bigrigracers.com NABRR 
sanctions 
Semi-Truck 
racing in the 
Pacific 
Northwest 

North American 
Mini- 
Champ Racing 
Association 
(NAMRA) 

Greg Stanley, 
President 
 

269/ 781-3951 13995 W. 
Michigan 
Marshall, MI 
49068 

www.namra.com NAMRA 
sanctions 
Formula Indy 
racing 
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Northeast Funny 
Car 
Association 
(NFCA) 

Scott Jezak, 
President 
 

401/ 624-8030 
or 
401/ 624-8323 
fax 

1891 Crandall 
Road 
Tiverton, RI 
02878 

www.jezakpromotions.com 
 

NFCA 
sanctions 
Funny 
Car Racing 

Northern 
Xtreme Dirtcar 
Series (NXDCS) 
 

Doug Bland, 
President 
 

704/ 487-1169 
or 
704/ 487-8510 
fax 
 

607 South Post 
Road 
Shelby, NC 
28150 
 

www.xtremedirtcars.com NXDCS 
sanctions dirt 
Late Model 
racing in the 
US formerly 
known as the 
Renegade 
DirtCar Racing 
Series 

Open Wheel 
Racing Series 
(OWRS) 
 

Jack Eidswick, 
Contact 
 

317/ 715-4100 
or 
317/ 715-4110 
fax 
 

5350 West 
Lakeview 
Parkway S 
Drive 
Indianapolis, 
IN 46268 
 

www.cart.com OWRS 
sanctions the 
ChampCar 
World Series 
formerly 
known as the 
Championship 
Auto Racing 
Teams 

PRO Fastest 
Street Car 
Series (NMRA) 
 

Charlie 
Harmon, 
President 
 

714/ 444-2426 
or 
714/ 444-2509 
fax 
 

3518 West 
Lake Center 
Drive, Suite D 
Santa Ana, CA 
92704 

www.fasteststreetcar.com NMRA 
sanctions drag 
racing for 
Fords 
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Pro Racing 
Econo Sprint 
Series (PRESS) 
 

Rich Witte, 
President 
 

419/ 637-7318 200 S. 
Patterson Street 
Gibsonburg, 
OH 43431 
 

www.press305.com PRESS 
sanctions 
Winged 305 
Sprint Car 
Racing 

Professional 
Autosports 

Larry Pond, 
President 
 

480/ 664-3872 
or 
480/664-3873 
fax 
 

1900 W. 
Chandler Blvd. 
Ste 15-380 
Chandler, AZ 
85224 

www.proautosports.com Pro AutoSports 
sanctions road 
racing 
 

Scale Racing 
League (SRL) 

Kenneth R. 
Stabley, Jr. 
Director 
 
 

570/ 398-2659 
or 
570/ 398-3533 
 

443 Wilson 
Street 
Jersey Shore, 
PA 17740 
 

www.minicupracing.com SRL sanctions 
Mini- 
Cup, Mini-
Truck and 
Slingshot 
racing 

Skip Barber 
Racing Series 
(SBRS) 
 

Divina Galica, 
Director 
 

860/ 435-1300 29 Brooks 
Street, 
Post Office 
Box 1629 
Lakeville, CT 
06039 

www.formuladodge.com SBRS 
sanctions 
various 
Formula Dodge 
Race series 
 

Small Engine 
Motorsports 
League (SEML) 
 

Henry Mills, 
President 
 

704/ 535-5599 
or 
704/ 536-5569 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 25219 
Charlotte, NC 
28229 
 

www.smallenginemotorsports.com 
 

SEML 
sanctions Kart, 
Caged Vehicles 
and 
Scale Car 
racing 
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Southern All 
Star Racing 
(SAS) 
 

B.J. Parker, 
President 
 

256/ 539-4484 1300 Meridian 
Street 
Huntsville, AL 
35815 
 

www.southern-allstars.com SAS sanctions 
dirt 
track and Late 
Model 
racing in the 
Southeast 
USA 

Southern 
Bracket Racing 
Association 
(SBRA) 
 

Gary Gore, 
Contact 
 

540/ 943-9336 8340 Lock 
Lane 
Warrenton, VA 
20186 
 

 SMRA 
sanctions 
bracket drag 
racing on 
the East Coast 

Southern 
Outlaw Super 
Series (SOSS) 
 

Terry 
Brotherton, 
President 
 

704/ 483-2099 Post Office 
Box 10 
Denver, NC 
28037 

 SOSS sanctions 
Late 
Model racing 
 

Sports and 
Touring Car 
Racing 
(SATCAR) 

Kern Fischer, 
President 
 

630/ 232-6063 Post Office 
Box 88 
LaFox, IL 
60147 

www.satcarracing.com SATCAR 
sanctions road 
racing with 
street cars 

Sports Car Club 
of 
America 
(SCCA) 
 

Steve Johnson, 
President 
 

785/ 357-7222 
or 
785/ 232-7228 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 19400 
Building 300 B 
Street 
Topeka, KS 
66619-0400 

www.scca.com SCCA 
sanctions 
Sports car 
racing in North 
America 
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Sportscar 
Vintage Racing 
Association 
(SVRA) 
 

Kim Beline, 
Contact 
 

404/ 298-3323 
or 
404/ 298-3325 
fax 
 

257 DeKalb 
Industrial 
Way 
Decatur, GA 
30030 

www.svra.com SVRA 
sanctions 
Vintage Sports 
Car racing in 
the US 

Sprint Bandits Tim Dossey, 
Contact 
 

918/ 838-3777 
or 
918/ 836-5517 
fax 

1141 S. 83rd 

East Avenue 
Tulsa, OK 
74112 

www.sprintbandits.com Sprint Bandits 
sanctions 410 
Sprints 
 

Sprint Car 
Racing 
Association 
(SCRA) 

Ron Shuman, 
President 
 

480/ 940-2354 
or 
480/ 940-5392 
fax 

Post Office 
Box 50937 
Phoenix, AZ 
85076 

www.scra.com SCRA 
sanctions Non- 
Winged Sprint 
car Racing 

Sprint Invaders 
Association 
(SIA) 
 

Bart 
Schneiderman, 
President 
 

319/ 754-8759 Post Office 
Box 521 
W. Burlington, 
IA 52655 

www.sprintinvaders.com SIA sanctions 
Sprint 
Car racing 
 

Sprints On Dirt 
(SOD) 

Jason Fausey, 
President 
 

517/ 694-9724 
or 
925/ 817-5098 
fax 

1768 Dogwood 
Holt, MI 48842 
 

www.sprintsondirt.com SOD sanctions 
360 Sprint Car 
racing 

Stock Car 
Championship 
Series (SCCS) 
 

Daniel Fite, 
VP Ops. 
 

888/ 607-2774 
or 
888/ 399-6877 
fax 

Post Office 
Box 217 
Rocky Mount, 
VA 24151 

www.sccsracing.com SCCS 
sanctions Late 
Model racing 
on road courses 
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Super Truck 
Racing 
Association of 
North 
America 
(STRANA) 

Brian Till, 
Ex. Director 
 

614/ 855-8782 
or 
614/ 855-0909 
fax 
 

5780 Zarley 
Street 
New Albany, 
OH 43054 
 

www.stranaracing.com STRANA 
sanctions 
Semi-Truck 
racing 
 

SuperModified 
Racing 
League (SRL) 
 

Steve Fensler, 
Ex. Director 
 

916/ 687-7284 Post Office 
Box 206 
Wilton, CA 
95693 

www.supermodifiedracing.com 
 

SRL sanctions 
Supermodified 
racing 
 

Superpro Bill Lackey, 
President 
 

517/ 769-2797 
or 
517/ 474-7765 
 

Post Office 
Box 6390 
Jackson, MI 
49204 

www.superproracing.com Superpro 
sanctions 
Late Model 
racing 

Team United 
Sanctioning 
Association 
(TUSA) 
 

Walt Breeding, 
President 
 

302/ 424-7700 
or 
302/424-7742 
 

1011 Matlind 
Way 
Milford, DE 
19963 
 

 TUSA 
sanctions 
Modified Light, 
Pro-Challenge 
and Mini-Cup 
racing 

Touring 
Challenge for 
Corvettes (TCC) 
 

Bill Lex, 
Director 
 

610/ 494-7646 
or 
610/ 566-9090 
 

10 
Montgomery 
Lane 
Aston, PA 
19014 

www.tccracing.com TCC sanctions 
road 
racing with 
Corvettes 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

Trans-Am 
Racing 

Paul 
Gentilozzi, 
President 
 

517/ 371-3230 
or 
517/ 371/1213 
fax 
 

201 N. 
Washington 
Lansing, MI 
48933 
 

www.trans-amseries.com Trans-Am 
racing 
sanctions 
professional 
road racing 

United Auto 
Racing 
Association 
(UARA) 
 

Kerry 
Bodenhamer, 
President 

826/692-3833 70 Holbert 
Road 
Hendersonville, 
NC 
28791 
 

www.uara-stars.com UARA 
sanctions Late 
Model Stock 
Car racing 
also known as 
Southern 
Touring 
Asphalt 
Racing Series 

United Midget 
Auto 
Racing 
Association 
(UMARA) 
 

LaVerne 
Spencer, 
Co-Owner 
 

815/ 744-6000 
or 
815/ 744-6002 
fax 
 

Post Office 
Box 711 
Minooka, IL 
60447-0711 
 

www.umara.com UMARA 
sanctions 
Midget, 360 
Sprint and 
Sportsmen 
Midget racing 

United Racing 
Club (URC) 

Cheryl 
Zimmerman, 
Secretary 
 

973/ 839-0603 Post Office 
Box 4318 
Wayne, NJ 
07470 
 

www.urcsprints.com URC sanctions 
Sprint 
car racing in 
the Eastern US 
and Canada 

United Speed 
Alliance 
Racing (USAR) 
 

Gene Cox, 
President 
 

843/ 916-4200 
or 
843/ 390-4225 
fax 

550 Hwy. 9 
Unit B 
Longs, SC 
29568 

www.usarprocup.com USAR 
sanctions Pro 
Cup Late 
Model racing 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

United Sprint 
Car Series 
(USCS) 
 

Pete Walton, 
President 
 

770/ 313-3477 
or 
770/ 460-2053 
fax 
 

305 Industrial 
Way, 
Suite A 
Fayetteville, 
GA 30214 

www.uscsracing.com USCS 
sanctions 
Sprint 
Car racing 
 

United States 
Auto Club 
(USAC)  
 
 

Dick Jordan, 
Comm Dir. 

317/ 247-5151 
or 
317/ 248-5584 
fax 

4910 West 16th 

St. 
Speedway, IN 
46224 

www.usacracing.com USAC 
sanctions 
various types of 
racing in the 
US 

United States 
Hot Rod 
Association 
(USHRA) 
 

Rico Hawkes, 
Director 
 

630/ 566-6405 
or 
630/ 566-6100 
 

495 North 
Commons Dr. 
Suite 200 
Aurora, IL 
60504 

www.ushra.com USHRA 
sanctions 
Monster-Truck 
Racing in 
North America 

United States 
Modified 
Touring Series 
(USMTS) 
 

Todd Staley 
President 
 

515/ 832-7944 
or 
515/ 832-7958 
fax 
 

608 Des 
Moines Street 
Webster City, 
IA 50595 
 

www.usmts.com 
 

Janet Staley VP 
USMTS 
sanctions 
Modified 
racing in  
America 

United States 
Outlaw 
Mini-Sprint 
Association 
(USOMA) 

Alan Davis, 
President 
 

719/ 597-9994 
or 
719/ 683-2669 
fax 
 

18245 E. Hwy. 
94 
Colorado 
Springs, CO 
80930 

www.usoma.com USOMA 
sanctions 
Outlaw Mini-
Sprint Racing 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

United States 
Racing 
Association 
(USRA) 

Todd Staley, 
President 
 

515/832-6000 
or 
515/ 832-7958 
fax 

608 Des 
Moines Street 
Webster City, 
IA 50595 

www.usmts.com 
 

Janet Staley VP 
USRA 
sanctions 
weekly racing 

USA Demolition 
Derby & 
Figure Eight 
 

Sonny Hall, 
President 
 

734/ 483-0574 
or 
734/ 483-0580 
fax 
 

6440 Denton 
Road 
Bellville, MI 
48111-1015 

 USA Demo 
Derby 
sanctions 
Demo Derbies 
& Figure 8 
racing 

USA Modified 
Series 
(USAM) 
 

Bruce 
Lemmer, 
President 
 

317/ 557-9857 
or 
317/ 574-8938 
 

Post Office 
Box 7 
Fortville, IN 
46040 
 

www.usamodifieds.com USAM 
sanctions 
INCAR 
modified 
Racing 

Vintage 
American Race 
Cars (VARC) 
 

Edward J. 
Graf, 
Director 
 

248/ 628-3150 3955 Shoshone 
Court 
Oxford, MI 
48370 

 VARC 
sanctions 
Vintage Oval 
track racing 

Virginia Old 
Timers 
Racing Club 
(VOTRC) 
 

Ken Faucette 
President 
 

919/ 732-5667 819 Davis 
Road 
Hillsborough, 
NC 27278 
 

 VOTRC 
sanctions 
Vintage 
Modified and 
Sportsmen 
racing in 
VA and NC 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

Virginia Sprint 
Series 
(VSS) 
 

French 
Grimes, 
President 
 

540/ 923-4541 
or 
540/ 923-4543 
fax 
 

3943 Hebron 
Valley Road 
Madison, VA 
22727 
 

www.dirttrack.com/vss/vss.htm 
 

VSS sanctions 
Sprint 
Car racing in 
Virginia 
“Home of the 
305 
Nationals” 

WILROC Sprint 
Car and 
Supermodified 
Racing 
Series 
(WILROC) 

Ross Rocket & 
Norm Wilcox, 
Contacts 
 

250/ 652-1303 7908 Pelter 
Place 
Saanichton, BC 
V8M 1K6 
 

www.wilrocracing.com WILROC 
sanctions 
360 Sprint Car 
racing on 
pavement  
tracks 

Winged Sprints 
on Asphalt 
(WSOA) 
 

Danny Brown, 
Contact; 
Paul 
Buckingham, 
President 

614/ 204-8033 
419/ 744-4358 
 

Post Office 
Box 153 
Plymouth, OH 
44865 

www.wsoa.us WSOA 
sanctions 
asphalt Sprint 
Car racing 

WISSOTA 
Promoters 
Association 
 

Don Roseen, 
President 
 

218/ 729-0303 
or 
218/ 728-7421 
 

6097 Highway 
2 
Duluth, MN 
55810 
 

www.wissota.org WISSOTA 
sanctions 
various types of 
oval track 
racing 

World Dirt 
Racing League 
(WDRL) 
 

James Wilson, 
President 
 

816/ 228-3951 
or 
816/ 228-8939 
fax 
 

1309 NW 
Kingston Drive 
Blue Springs, 
MO 64015 
 

www.worldraceleague.com WDRL 
sanctions the 
Super Late 
Model 
racing 
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ASSOCIATION CONTACT PHONE/FAX ADDRESS WEBSITE SANCTIONS 
 

World Karting 
Association 
(WKA) 
 

Tony Barton 
Dir. Marketing 
 

704/ 455-1606 
or 
704/ 455-1609 
fax 

6051 Victory 
Lane 
Concord, NC 
28027 

www.worldkarting.com WKA sanctions 
Kart 
racing in North 
America 

World of 
Outlaws (WoO) 

Richard Day, 
PR 
 

972/ 396-8810 
or 
972/ 390-7067 
fax 
 

15 Prestige 
Circle 
Allen, TX 
75002 
 

www.wowrldofoutlawsracing.com 
and 
www.woolms.com 
 

WoO sanctions 
Sprint 
Car and Late 
Model 
racing 
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MUSEUMS 

 
APPENDIX G 

 
 

Richard Childress Racing Museum & Race Shop Tours 
180 Industrial Drive 
Welcome, 27374 
Hot off the press!  Grand Opening of new RCR museum and Gift Shop going on now!  
See some 50 #3 cars.  NASCAR and BUSCH shop tours.  Self-guided tours.  Museum 
and gift shop include a variety of race cars, trophies, and photos of RCR’s 30+ years in 
the sport, including the career of the legendary Dale Earnhardt. Located just 10 minutes 
north of Lexington.   
 
 
Richard Petty Museum 
142 W Academy Street 
Randleman, 27317 
Race cars, awards and photos honor this 7-Time Winston Cup Series Champion.  See 
highlights of Richard’s 35-year career in the mini-theater, and take home gifts for a 
favorite race fan.  Gift shop, 14 cars, over 800 dolls, knife case, & belt buckles.    
 
 
American Classic Motorcycle Museum 
1170 US Hwy 64 West 
Asheboro, 27203 
One of the South’s finest collections of antique and classic Harley Davidson motorcycles.  
Over 30 bikes dating from 1936 through 1972 and an authentic 1948 Harley 
dealership/repair shop. 
 
 
Wheels Through Time Museum 
62 Vintage Lane 
Maggie Valley, 28751 
Featuring the world’s best collection of rare and vintage American motorcycles.  Autos 
range from a rare Dusenberg Roadster to classic Cadillacs.   
 
 
Memory Lane Motorsports & Historic Automotive Museum 
769 River Highway 
Mooresville, 28117 
Come and trace the history of racing and the automobile.  Enjoy many one-of-a-kind 
vehicles never before displayed.  Race cars, Vintage Autos, Motorcycles, Toys, 
Memorabilia and more. 
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Backing Up Classics Motor Car Museum 
4545 Concord Parkway S. 
Concord, 28027 
Stroll down a memory lane of fine motorcars with this fascinating collection of antique, 
classic and racecars.  The museum offers a NASCAR and auto-related gift shop and 
private meeting and party facilities.  Open 7 days a week; Mom-Fri 9am-6pm.  Sat 9am-
5pm. Sun 10am-5pm.  Just north of Lowe’s Motor Speedway.    
 
 
Carolina Harley-Davidson Museum 
2830 E. Franklin Blvd. 
Gastonia, 28054 
The museum of old Harley-Davidson motorcycles, memorabilia, leather outfits and 
photographs is located in the new home of Carolina Harley-Davidson in Gastonia, the 
largest dealership in the Southeast.  See the 1944 Kucklehaed, a 1957 Sportster and many 
other bikes going back to the early 1900s.  Admission is free.   
 
 
Legends of Harley Drag Racing Museum 
1126 S. Saunders St. 
Raleigh, 27603 
Check out the only Harley-Davidson drag racing museum in the world located on the 
second floor of one of the largest Harley dealerships in the United States.  The newly-
expanded showroom is the home of the world-famous drag racing champion Ray Price.    
 
 
Hendrick Motorsports 
4400 Papa Joe Hendrick Blvd. 
Harrisburg, 28075 
60-acre complex featuring all Hendrick race teams.  See array of famous racecars from 
past to present and future in the museum.  Gift shop with souvenirs and race 
memorabilia.  Mon-Fri 8:30am-5:30pm.  Terry Labonte, Jack Sprague, Jeff Gordon, Jerry 
Nadeau, Ricky Hendrick, Jimmie Johnson.   
 
 
Sam Bass Gallery 
6104 Performance Drive 
Concord, 28026 
A gallery of motorsports art by Sam Bass.  More than 300 pieces of art on display, 
including originals, limited edition prints and fine art posters.  Open Mon-Sat 10am-5pm.  
Free admission.  Tour groups welcome (please call to schedule.)  Prints, posters and 
select Sam Bass merchandise may be purchased.   
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Dale Earnhardt, Inc. Showroom 
1675 Coddle Creek Hwy. 
Mooresville, 28115 
This year-round display highlights the achievements of Dale Earnhardt Inc. drivers.  The 
museum will host special exhibits throughout the year.  Other attractions include “Dale & 
the Media” and “Racing Back in Time.”  Gift shop.  Closed Sundays.  Free.  Home to 
Steve Park #1 Chevy and Dale Earnhardt, Jr. #8 Checy - Winston Cup.   or racingusa.com 
 
 
Dale Earnhardt Tribute 
Corner S. Main Street & B Street 
Kannapolis, 28083 
In the heart of Cannon Village in Earnhardt’s hometown of Kannapolis, Dale’s boyhood 
friends and neighbors celebrate the life and career of this NASCAR legend.  At Dale 
Earnhardt Plaza, the centerpiece attraction of a 9-foot, 900-pound bronze statue of 
Earnhardt.  Also featured is a granite monument contributed by Earnhardt fans from 
Vermont and New York.  Nearby, the Dale Earnhardt Tribute Center in Cannon Village 
Visitors Center showcases artwork of world-renowned motorsports artist Sam Bass.  
You’ll see dramatic, larger-than-life murals depicting Earnhardt’s career. 
 
 
600 Racing Inc. (Legends Cars) 
5245 Hwy 49 
Harrisburg, 28075 
600 Racing, Inc., is the home of the Legends, Bandolero and Thunder Roadster cars.  
Unveiled April 1992, the Legends car - only sold as a “turnkey” car - is a 5/8-scale auto 
modeled after the great modifieds driven by NASCAR’s earliest stars.  The Bandolero, 
introduced in 1997 for drivers as young as 8, is a stepping-stone to the Legends car.  The 
Thunder Roadster, an open wheel, 96" wheelbase car, gives the driver the feel and 
comfort of a bigger racecar.  Tour the manufacturing facility and see the building of the 
cars that offer the thrill of big-time professional racing.  Also browse through the 
extensive souvenir shop.  Open Mon-Fri 9am-2pm (seasonal).  Tours free.  
www.600racing.com 
 
 
North Carolina Auto Racing Hall of Fame 
199 Knob Hill Rd. 
Mooresville, 28117 
Official Visitors Center to Mooresville/Lake Norman.  Museum, art gallery and gift shop 
dedicated to all types of racing.  Over 35 cars on display, the Goodyear Mini-Theater, and 
displays showcasing racing’s past and present.  The Art Gallery features many of 
motorsports’ top artists including Garry Hill, Sam Bass and Jeanne Barnes and many 
others. The Gift shop carries a wide selection of racing memorabilia.  9am to 5pm Mom-
Sat.  Museum features over 35 race cars.  Admission Adults $3.75, Seniors & Children 
(6-12) $1.75, 5 and under free.  www.ncarhof.com 
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TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
 

APPENDIX H 
 
 

THE NORTH CAROLINA MOTORSPORTS & AUTOMOTIVE RESEARCH 
CENTER 

 
SUMMARY 
 
 Recent events in North Carolina have raised the awareness of motorsports, not 
just as an exciting sport, but a valuable industry cluster that benefits North Carolina in 
many ways.  As with any economic cluster, it is important that North Carolina take steps 
to retain and grow the industry so we can continue to enjoy the benefits that this industry 
brings.  To that end, industry, university, state and local officials have been working to 
significantly bolster support for the infrastructure and services required by the 
motorsports and automotive industry within North Carolina. 
 
THE NEED 
 
 Our motorsports industry is under attack.  Neighboring states are working hard to 
entice this industry and its jobs away from North Carolina in three ways - direct (and 
lucrative) business incentives, new racetracks, and new research facilities.  The proposed 
North Carolina Motorsports & Automotive Research Center would specifically address 
the third issue - providing superior and much-needed research and testing facilities and 
infrastructure, thereby reinforcing our commitment to attract more race teams and related 
businesses to North Carolina.  By establishing these facilities in close proximity to the 
geographic center of the industry cluster, North Carolina will win the competitive battle 
to keep and grow this important industry cluster and will create a statewide asset that will 
attract new teams and businesses (including automotive manufacturers and suppliers) to 
our State. 
 
NORTH CAROLINA’S CURRENT ASSETS 
 
 The fact that the first Stock-Only NASCAR race was held in Charlotte in 1949 
demonstrates the proud heritage of automobile racing in North Carolina.  Over time this 
has resulted in significant motorsports infrastructure.  Current assets in North Carolina 
include the following: 
 

• 300+ Race professional teams in North Carolina 
• 90% of NASCAR Nextel Cup teams within 50-mile radius of Lowe’s 

Motor Speedway 
• NASCAR Research & Development facility 
• Aerdyne Full Scale Windtunnel 
• ARC 40% Scale Windtunnel 
• A cluster of regional airports to support the race teams’ air fleets 
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• Established automotive and motorsports engineering program at 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte 

• Concentration of automotive and transportation equipment suppliers and 
support industries in proximity to motorsports cluster 

 
CREATING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN THE MOTORSPORTS INDUSTRY 
 
 As the technology of the sport advances, teams are utilizing more and more 
technologically advanced equipment typically found only at manufacturers’ facilities 
outside North Carolina.  For example, today teams routinely travel to Detroit and Canada 
to use Kinematic and Coupling (K&C) facilities, and as far away as Nebraska to conduct 
testing of their equipment.  This costs time and money, and creates opportunity for North 
Carolina.  Race teams and their crew chiefs have confirmed that location of research and 
testing facilities within 30-40 miles of their existing facilities would be highly desirable.  
The demanding nature of the NASCAR schedule make proximity to the race teams’ 
home base imperative for success.  Conversely, if North Carolina does not pursue such 
efforts, teams may being to “cluster” in other, more aggressive parts of the country who 
are prepared to make the investments needed to meet the industry’s legitimate 
requirements.  It is also clear that providing such testing facilities would create a unique 
competitive advantage for North Carolina in its pursuit of additional race teams, 
automotive original equipment manufacturers and suppliers, and related industries. 
 
 The University of North Carolina at Charlotte’s Automotive and Motorsports 
Engineering program has researched and evaluated the specific industry needs to be 
addressed by this facility by speaking directly with race teams, industry officials, and 
state and local representatives.  While there is clearly a lot to be done, a consensus has 
developed that a testing and research facility, along with the human capital to make it 
work, is an essential asset that will sustain, reinforce, and expand the substantial 
competitive advantage that North Carolina currently enjoys. 
 
 We therefore propose that North Carolina rise to the challenge and seize the 
opportunity now available to us by developing the North Carolina Motorsports Testing 
and Research Complex.  This facility would include a multi-purpose automobile test 
track suitable for testing NASCAR vehicles at full speed, together with other related (and 
essential) state-of-the-art testing facilities, equipment, and instrumentation currently 
required and in high demand by the motorsports industry in the U.S. 
 
 The Golden Leaf Foundation has recently commissioned The University of North 
Carolina at Charlotte to conduct a study to analyze the statewide economic impact of 
motorsports across North Carolina and will make recommendations as to how best 
protect and grow this industry.  Other critical initiatives include: 
 

• Motorsports Business Liaison within the North Carolina Department of 
Commerce - to assist the regional partnerships and chambers of commerce 
in recruiting motorsports-related businesses. 
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• North Carolina Motor Speedway Incentive - state support of the 
speedway’s efforts to retain its NASCAR Nextel Cup weekend. 

 
• Motorsports Marketing Investment - allocation of funds to the North 

Carolina Division of Travel & Tourism to support motorsports in North 
Carolina, including efforts to retain the Nextel All-Star Challenge at 
Lowe’s Motor Speedway, an event with enormous economic impact to the 
state. 

 
• Sales Tax Incentives - to provide sales tax rebates of up to 50 percent for 

existing motorsports business as well as new businesses. 
 

• Vanity Plates Legislation - to generate revenues to go to the North 
Carolina Motorsports Association Foundation in support of the 
motorsports industry and related charitable causes. 

 
IMPACT 
 
 These initiatives will enable North Carolina to develop a unique economic 
development asset: the only centralized concentration of motorsports research equipment 
and testing facilities in the United State that will meet the comprehensive technical and 
growing needs of the motorsports industry.  This will have many positive outcomes: 
 

• The creation of an essential infrastructure that protects, reinforces, and 
helps to grow the motorsports and automotive cluster within North 
Carolina. 

 
• The creation of a strong, technology-driven industry cluster that will serve 

as a magnet for ancillary industries and services, creating jobs and 
investment in North Carolina. 

 
• The development and concentration of a skilled workforce in automotive 

engineering, improving the state’s chances of attracting other mainstream 
racing venues and automotive manufacturing facilities. 
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LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
APPENDIX I 

 
MOTORSPORTS STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS  

BY PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITY  
 
 
Secretary/Governor Level 
 

• North Carolina Motorsports Taskforce 
 

• Commerce Motorsports Specialist 
 

• Economic Development Board Position 
 

• Trade Show Pavilion 
 
 
 
Business/Industry Development Division 
 

• Motorsports Enterprise team 
 

• Recruit Race Teams 
 

• Recruit Vendors/Suppliers 
 

• Recruit Sanctioning Organizations 
 

• Recruit Motorsports Hall of Fame 
 
 
 
International Trade Division 
 

• Representation at two international and two domestic trade shows 
 
 
 
Travel and Tourism Division 
 

• Tourism Guide 
 

• Attractions Map 
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• Website 

 
• New Motorsports Poster 

 
• Slogan and Logo 

 
• Train Response Staff 

 
• Victory Junction Gang 

 
• Museum Grants ($1,000,000) 

 
• Event Grants ($1,000,000) 

 
• FAM Tours 

 
• Promotion at Writers/Tour Directors Conferences  

 
• Organized Motorsports Tours 

 
• Promotional show on Speed Channel 

 
• Merchandising Van 

 
 
 
Finance Office 
 

• Exemption of sales tax on parts  
 

• Exemption of race team aircraft from property tax and state tax on fuel 
 

• Refund State tax on race team motor fuels 
 

• Assure all State incentives extend to race teams 
 

• Highway access fund for race teams and racing venues 
 
 
 
North Carolina Motorsport Association 
 

• Identify vendor/supplier recruitment targets 
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• Identify sanctioning organizations as recruitment targets 
 

• Vanity tag for revenues to Foundation 
 

• Advocate for DOT signage for attractions 
 

• Examine possibility of lower workers compensation premiums 
 

• Liaison on regulatory matters 
 

• Seek enforcement against counterfeit products 
 
 
 
University/Community Colleges 
 

• Make substantial investments in University based technology after full due 
diligence 

 
• Expand Community College training programs 
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MOTORSPORTS STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS  
BY INDUSTRY SECTOR 

 
 
Race Teams 
 

• Motorsports Enterprise team 
 

• Recruit Vendors/Suppliers 
 

• Recruit Sanctioning Organizations 
 

• Exemption of sales tax on parts  
 

• Exemption of race team aircraft from property tax and state tax on fuel 
 

• Assure all State incentives extend to race teams 
 

• Highway access fund for race teams and racing venues 
 

• Examine possibility of lower workers compensation premiums 
 

• Liaison on regulatory matters 
 

• Seek enforcement against counterfeit products 
 

• Make substantial investments in University based technology after full due 
diligence 

 
• Expand Community College training programs 

 
 
 
Venues 
 

• Event Grants ($1,000,000) 
 

• Refund State tax on race team motor fuels 
 

• Highway access fund for race teams and racing venues 
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Vendors/Suppliers 
 

• Motorsports Enterprise Team 
 

• Recruit Race Teams 
 

• Representation at two international and two domestic trade shows 
 
 
 
Attractions (museums, racing experience schools, etc.) 
 

• Recruit Motorsports Hall of Fame 
 

• Tourism Guide 
 

• Attractions Map 
 

• Website 
 

• New Motorsports Poster 
 

• Slogan and Logo 
 

• Train Response Staff 
 

• Victory Junction Gang 
 

• Museum Grants ($1,000,000) 
 

• FAM Tours 
 

• Promotion at Writers/Tour Directors Conferences  
 

• Organized Motorsports Tours 
 

• Promotional show on Speed Channel 
 

• Merchandising Van 
 
 
 
Overall Industry Promotion 
 

• North Carolina Motorsports Taskforce 
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• Commerce Motorsports Specialist 

 
• Economic Development Board Position 

 
• Trade Show Pavilion 

  
• Vanity tag for revenues to Foundation 

 
• Advocate for DOT signage for attraction 


